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Chapter 3.1 N,O-Type Carborane-Based Ligands 

1) A whole family of mono- and di-substituted carborane-based pyridylalcohol ligands incorporating 

ortho-, meta- and para- carborane have been successfully synthesized in high yield in one pot 

reaction and fully characterized. 

2) Crystallographic analysis of the racemic and enantiopure mono-substituted ligands (CB-L1) 

revealed a possible relationship between the torsion angle of the hydrogen bond donor and 

acceptor groups in these molecules and the helical hydrogen bonded supramolecular networks 

formed in the solid state. 

3) Structural analysis for some of the crystal structures of di-substituted ligands (syn-oCB-(L1)2, 

anti-oCB-(L1)2, syn-oCB-(L6)2 and anti-oCB-(L4)2 and syn oCB-(L2)2) showed homochiral 

self-assembly in the supramolecular constructions. 

Chapter 3.2 Monosubstituted N,O-Type ortho- and meta-Carborane-Based Complexes 

1) a) It has been obtained an o-carborane-based unsymmetric diiron (III) complex Fe2Cl3(oCB-L1)3 

that constitutes the first dinuclear iron (III) system that contains three alkoxide bridges and 

displays antiferromagnetic behaviour, in addition to chrioptical and second-order optical 

nonlinear properties. The corresponding enantiopure complexes have been also synthesized and 

fully characterized.  

b) Spontaneous resolution of Fe2Cl3(oCB-L1)3 occurred on precipitation in diethyl ether and 

confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD), second harmonic generation measurement and circular 

dichroism. 

c) A different architecture was obtained when o-carborane moiety in the ligand was replaced by 

a phenyl ring is also demonstrated.  

2) m-carborane-based diiron (III) complexes Fe2Cl3(mCB-L1)3, Fe2Cl3(I-mCB-L1)3 and 

Fe2Cl3(I2-mCB-L1)3 were synthesized. XRD for Fe2Cl3(mCB-L1)3 showed a different structure, 

although isomeric, to that of the o-carborane-based complex. Similar structures for all 

m-caborane-based complexes are suggested by a combination of cyclic voltammetry, solution 

UV-Vis spectroscopy and NMR spectroscopy. 

3) The comparison of the above with the iron (III) complexes with others formed with bulkier 

o-carborane-based ligands (oCB-L4, oCB-L5 and MeoCB-L1) revealed that bulkiness is probably 

the dominant factor for the formation of iron complexes in this system. 

4) Highly luminescent copper (I) complexes Cu-oCB-L3, Cu-mCB-L3, Cu-oCB-L2 and Cu-mCB-L2 were 

obtained with cubane-liked Cu4I4 core. Detail studies are still on-going in order to underdstand 



 

 

the influence on incorporation of carborane clusters and the corresponding effect in the 

emission wavelengths. 

Chapter 3.3 Disubstituted N,O-Type ortho- and meta-Carborane-Based 2-Pyridylalcohol 

Complexes 

1) a) A first family of o- and m-carborane-based NBN pincer palladium complexes Pd-(oCB-(L1)2), 

Pd-(mCB-(L1)2) and Pd-(oCB-(L5)2) were obtained through B-H activation.  

b) It was found a stronger trans influence of the m-carborane than the o-carborane moieties in 

the complexes by a combination of XRD and DFT calculations.  

c) The results agree with the Pd-B bonds in all complexes exhibiting strong -electron donation, 

in agreement with a palladium (II), instead of palladium (0) as previously suggested for this type 

of complexes.  

d) Catalytic studies revealed Pd-(oCB-(L1)2) and Pd-(mCB-(L1)2) are good catalyst precursors in 

Suzuki coupling reactions in water and with very low amounts of catalyst loadings (10-4 mmol%) 

and high turn-over-number (TON) for Pd-(oCB-(L1)2) ranging from 770000 to 990000. 

2) It was found that both, anti-oCB-(L1)2and syn-oCB-(L1)2 ligands are able to coordinate to iron (III) 

in a tetradentate fashion and giving diiron(III) complexes. However, whereas the former gave a 

complex containing two anti-oCB-(L1)2 ligands (Fe2Cl2(anti-oCB-(L1)2)2), the latter formed a 

complex containing only one syn-oCB-(L1)2 ligands (Fe2Cl3(syn-oCB-(L1)(DMF)(H2O)). 

Fe2Cl2(anti-oCB-(L1)2)2 was found to show antiferromagnetic behaviour. 

Chapter 3.4 Disubstituted N,O-Type ortho- and meta-Caborane-Based 3-Pyridylalcohol 

Complexes 

1) A macrocyclic palladium (II) dimer Pd2Cl2(syn-oCB-(L2)2)2 was obtained by using syn-oCB-(L2)2  

and crystallized in a variety of polar solvents. This macrocyclic dimer showed inclusion behaviour 

and afforded six different inclusion compounds. The structures for all inclusion compounds have 

been determined by XRD and showed remarkably high/guest stoichiometric ratios (1:6 and 1:7). 

XRD analysis and TGA show that the solvent molecules are associated to the macrocyclic dimers 

by moderate (out-guest) and weak (in-guest) hydrogen bonding.  

2) Reaction of syn-oCB-(L2)2 with zinc or cobalt sulfate salts resulted in formation of the first 

coordination polymers incorporating such carborane-based ligand. This result constituted a proof 

of concept and showed that these di-substituted 3- and 4-pyridylalcohol ligands oCB-(L2)2, 

mCB-(L2)2 and mCB-(L3)2 can be used as bridging ligands for the construction of infinite three 

dimensional frameworks. 



 

 

 

Chapter 3.5 N,O-Type ortho- and meta-Carborane-based Metal-Organic Frameworks 

It has been successfully demonstrated that the N,O-type carborane ligands prepared in this work can 

be easily incorporated within MOFs. 

1) ortho-carborane-based mixed ligand MOFs: 

(a) o-carborane-based metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) anti-oCB-MOF-1 have been successfully 

synthesized by a mixed-ligand approach with the 3-pyridylalcohol ligands oCB-(L2)2 and a 

dicarboxylic acids (1,4-BDC). The MOF anti-oCB-MOF-1 was obtained by solvothermal synthesis 

with Zn(NO3)2, 1,4-BDC and a racemic mixture of anti-oCB-(L2)2. The incorporation of the 

hydrophobic o-carborane cluster in the MOF provoke an increased in water stability and 

methane uptake. Water stability of anti-oCB-MOF-1 was proven by PXRD, contact angle 

measurements (θc = 138o) and negligible water sorption, overall showing a highly hydrophobic 

MOF. anti-oCB-MOF-1 is also stable in a variety of organic solvents and even in pH solutions 

ranging from pH 2 to 12. The activated anti-oCB-MOF-1 showed microporous to CO2 at 195K (BET 

surface area: 296 m2g-1) Detailed gas sorption studies including N2, CO2 and CH4 are presented 

and discussed. The isosteric heat (Qst) of anti-oCB-MOF-1 for CH4 is found to be at 19.6 – 23.1 

kJmol-1 which is one of the highest values reported to date. 

(b) Powder X-ray diffraction data showed that isostructural MOFs to that of as anti-oCB-MOF-1 

were formed by using enantiopure (+)/(-)-anti-oCB-(L2)2 or meso syn-oCB-(L2)2 ligands, 

suggesting that there is no influence from the chirality of the oCB-(L2)2 ligand towards the MOF 

formation. 

2) meta-carborane-based mixed ligand MOFs: 

Several carborane-based MOFs with 3- and 4-pyridylalcohol ligands mCB-(L2)2 or mCB-(L3)2 were 

synthesized with different carboxylic acids (1,3,5-tris(carboxylphenyl)benzene (BTB) and 

1,2,4,5-tetrakis(4-carboxyphenyl) benzene (TCPB) and metals (zinc and cobalt): mCB-MOF-2, 

mCB-MOF-2B, mCB-MOF-3, mCB-MOF-4 and mCB-MOF-5. The structures were confirmed by 

Single-crystal X-ray diffraction. Only some of the meta-carborane-based MOFs show water 

stability, which reveals that not only incorporation of the carborane clusters, but also its 

locations around the metal cores, is crucial for the stability in water. 
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ABSTRACT: Ten structurally related racemic 2-pyridylmeth-
yl alcohols containing an o-carborane core (1,2-closo-C2B10H10;
rac-1a) or m-carborane (1,7-closo-C2B10H10; rac-2a) or p-
carborane (1,7-closo-C2B10H10; rac-3a) and their enantiopure
forms (R- and S-1a or R- and S-2a or R- and S-3a), as well as
an iodo derivative of rac-3a (rac-4a) and a non-carborane
derivative (C6H5; rac-5) have been studied by single crystal X-
ray crystallography. All racemic and enantiopure structures
show O−H···N hydrogen bonded homochiral 21-helical
networks, except that for rac-3a, which forms O−H···N
hydrogen bonded trimers. A comparison of these X-ray
structures with that for others found in the Cambridge
Structural Database for chiral 2-pyridyl alcoholseither in
racemic or enantiopure formsthat form O−H···N hydrogen bonded homochiral 21-helical networks reveals a possible
relationship between the torsion angle of the hydrogen bond donor and acceptor groups in these molecules and the hydrogen
bonded supramolecular helices formed in the solid state.

■ INTRODUCTION

The design and self-assembly of hydrogen bond (HB)
containing synthons is a very relevant research activity in
supramolecular chemistry and crystal engineering.1−9 One of
the major challenges in these fields is to understand the
parameters that control the molecular self-assembly of
synthetically designed molecules that act as molecular building
blocks. The motivation for preparing molecular systems with
specific one- (1D), two- (2D), and three-dimensional (3D)
architectures1−11 is often inspired from nature where biological
molecules self-assemble in unique architectural forms. For
example, chiral α-amino acids that are indispensable for life are
found in nature as right- or left-handedness helical
structures.1−9,12 Molecules self-assemble noncovalently to
form helical supramolecules such as, for example, those
resulting from a 21 helical operation. In fact, a 21 helix is an
essential motif in approximately 70% of molecular crystals, and
the resultant helices exhibit chirality (right- or left-handed-
ness).13,14 However, as was already pointed out by Miyata and
co-workers, from a crystallographic point of view, the
handedness of 21 screw axis operation is not considered a
helix as this involves a 180° rotation.13,14 The same group has

developed a method (supramolecular-tilt-chirality, STC) in
order to define the handedness of 2-fold helical assemblies.
Using this method, the authors have shown for the first time
that a correlation exists between the handedness of chiral
organic saltscomposed of chiral amines and achiral benzoic
acid derivativesand the handedness of the 21-helical charge-
assisted HB networks (Figure 1).14 This constitutes a major
breakthrough in crystal engineering as it shows that molecular
chirality (MC) may be connected to supramolecular chirality
(SMC), the same way that chirality in macromolecules is
expressed on the supramolecular level, leading to the formation
of helices.15 Chiral molecules with one chiral center can adopt
two configurations (R or S) and, when self-assembled into
helical supramolecules, four diastereomers can be formed R- or
S-supP (supP denotes supramolecular right-handed helix; Figure
1) and R- or S-supM (supM denotes supramolecular left
handedness helix). Miyata’s correlation has been found in
helical supramolecular networks sustained by rather strong
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noncovalent interactions such as charge-assisted hydrogen
bonds (15−40 kcal/mol).16 The authors also present a possible
mechanism for the inversion of SMC of HB helices based on
steric repulsion in the achiral carboxylate anions.14 Taking into
account the enormous relevance of this MC−SMC relationship,
it still remains challenging the possibility that much weaker
intermolecular interactions might link MC and SMC or
whether the relationship is extensive to other chiral molecular
compounds.
The genesis of this work was our recent studies on the

syntheses and supramolecular structures of a family of chiral o-
carboranylalcohols bearing N-aromatic rings (Figure 2a), which
were isolated as racemic mixtures.17−19 These molecules are
centered around an o-carborane core (1,2-closo-C2B10H10;
Figure 2) with one arm radiating out of one of the cluster
carbons, containing an stereogenic center (a chiral carbon) that

bears an alcohol and an aromatic moiety. The icosahedral closo
carboranes (dicarba-closo-dodecaboranes; C2B10H12) are an
interesting class of exceptionally stable boron-rich clusters
with high thermal and chemical stability, hydrophobicity,
acceptor character.20−23 There are however three isomers of
carborane that differ in the relative position of both carbon
atoms in the clusters (ortho-, meta-, and para- or o-, m-, and p-;
Figure 2B). Although the volume of the three isomers of
carborane is roughly the same, they show very different dipole
moments as a consequence of the different arrangement of the
carbon atoms in the cluster (4.53 D, 2.85 D and 0 D for o-, m-,
and p-, respectively).24 The average size of the three isomers of
carborane (141−148 Å3) is comparable to that of adamantane
(136 Å3) and is significantly larger (40%) than the phenyl ring
rotation envelope (102 Å3). Concerning the electronic effect, all
cluster carbon atoms exert an electron-withdrawing effect on
attached substituents, which decreases in the order o- to m- to
p-carborane. For example, o-carborane exhibits an electron-
withdrawing character similar to fluorinated aryl, on a
substituent at one of the cluster carbons.24−28 Experimental
evidence shows that the electron-withdrawing character of the
carborane isomers has a clear impact in the acidity of
substituents at carbon, the acidity decreasing in the same
order (o-, m-, p-), and all being more acidic than the related
phenyl moiety.23 Thus, the inclusion of the three isomers of
carborane in chiral pyridylmethylalcohol fragments introduces
additional variables such as altering the electronics without
modifying the bulkiness of the molecules that might have an
impact in the supramolecular structures and crystal packing.
Such control in electronic tuning without altering the steric
factors is an exclusive feature of carborane based com-
pounds.29,30

We previously found that racemic o-carborane 2-pyridyl
derivatives 1a,b form O−H···N hydrogen bonded homochiral
chains (either S or R) with interaction energies in the range 6−
7 kcal mol−1 (Figure 2a).19 Later we resolved the R and S
enantiomers of 1a as part of our interest in enantiopure metal
complexes.31 Easy resolution of enantiomers and ready
crystallization prompted us to investigate the possible impact
of molecular chirality and nonbonding contacts to crystal

Figure 1. Relational diagram between (a) molecular chirality (R or S)
and (b) supramolecular chirality (M or P) of 21-helical hydrogen-
bonded networks. Dashed lines represents intermolecular interactions
such as, e.g., hydrogen bonding (modified with permission from ref
14). Copyright 2013 Nature Publishing Group.

Figure 2. (a) Previously characterized carboranyl alcohols that are
related by 21-screw to self-assemble via OH···N hydrogen bonds; (b)
graphical representation of the carborane isomers (closo-C2B10H12)
with vertex numbering.
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packing motifs in these 2-pyridyl alcohols. Do certain
conformations translate to specific crystal motifs? Are these
motifs chiral? And does the carborane isomers’ nature have any
impact on the solid structures?. In order to get some insight
into these questions we now report the molecular and
supramolecular structures for a whole series of racemic and
enantiopure carborane-based 2-pyridyl compounds. We have
now synthesized new 2-pyridyl carboranyl alcohols containing a
m-carborane core (1,7-closo-C2B10H10) or p-carborane (1,7-
closo-C2B10H10) and describe in the present work the
supramolecular structures for the racemic and resolved R and
S enantiomers for all of them (Scheme 1). In the present paper
we show that the handedness of 21-helical HB networks
observed for a series of chiral 2-pyridylalcohols can be defined
by considering the torsion angles between the hydrogen
bonding donor and acceptor groups in the molecules and that
this does not seem to be restricted to carborane-based
pyridylalcohols.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Compounds rac-2a, rac-3a, and rac-4a (Scheme 1) have been
synthesized following a similar procedure to that used for the
related o-carborane derivative rac-1a17−19 and have been fully
characterized by conventional spectroscopic techniques.
Following their syntheses, the R and S enantiomers of rac-
1a,31 rac-2a, and rac-3a were resolved using HPLC over a chiral
stationary phase (see Supporting Information (SI) for details).
The molecular structures for all compounds, R-1a, S-1a, rac-2a,
R-2a, S-2a, rac-3, R-3a, S-3a, and rac-4a have been
unequivocally established by single crystal X-ray diffraction
(XRD) studies (Figures S1−S2, S4−S7 in SI). Crystal and data
collection details can be found in Table S1 (SI). The absolute
configurations for enantiomers of 1a showing positive or
negative sign of the optical rotation at 589 nm in CH2Cl2 were
correlated with R and S configurations, respectively (R(+)1a, ee
> 95.5%; S(−)1a, ee > 95.5%;).31 The absolute configurations
for enantiomers of 2a and 3a showing negative or positive sign
of the optical rotation at 589 nm in CH3Cl were correlated with
R and S configurations, respectively (R(−)2a, ee > 99.5%; S(+)
2a, ee > 99.5%; R(−)3a, ee > 99.5%; S(+)3a, ee > 99.5%). All
enantiopure compounds crystallized in noncentrosymmetric

and chiral space groups, with Flack parameters close to zero
(Table S1). Whereas racemic rac-2a crystallizes in the non-
centrosymmetric space group Pna21, rac-3a and rac-4a do in the
centrosymmetric space groups P21/c and P21/n, respectively.
The molecular structures for all these alcohols show typical
icosahedrons with very similar bond distances and angles, and
also similar to those in other carboranyl alcohols.17−19 The
pivotal role hydrogen bonding plays in the supramolecular
architecture makes the accurate location of the OH hydrogen
position critical. As in all our previous reports the position of
the hydrogen atom was clear from examination of the difference
map. In addition, powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) analysis of
crystal batches (∼50 mg) for all compounds (both racemic and
enantiopure) shows only one phase by comparison with the
calculated patterns from the single-crystal X-ray data, with the
exception of rac-3a (SI). The results confirm the phase purity
and absence of concomitant polymorphism.

Molecular Structures Conformations. Rotation of the
pyridine rings through the (H)(OH)C−C(pyridine) bond
allows two main conformations (rotamers) in the solid state,
that is, one with the pyridine nitrogen syn-clinal (−sc ∼ −40°
and +sc ∼ +40°) to the alcohol oxygen or anti-periplanar (−app
∼ > −150° and +app ∼ > +150°) to it (Scheme 2). In the
following syn- or anti- will refer to syn-clinal or anti-periplanar,
respectively. Scheme 1 summarizes the conformations found in
the solid state for each racemic or enantiopure carborane
isomer, and OCCN torsion angles are listed in Table 1. For the
purpose of comparison, the torsion angles for previously
reported and related o-carborane pyridine alcohol rac-1a and
rac-1b are also listed in Table 1. Detailed analyses of the torsion
angles for all enantiomers in the racemic and enantiopure
structures show that whereas the o-carborane pyridine alcohols
crystallize in a syn-conformation, the corresponding enan-
tiomers in p-carborane seem to prefer anti-conformations. Most
interestingly is the conformations found in the m-carborane
based structures. Whereas the racemic structures (rac-2a and
rac-4a) show molecules with a trans-conformation, both
enantiopure structures (R- and S-2a) show a cis-conformation
(Scheme 1, Table 1 and SI). The presence of different rotamers
(or conformational polymorphs) for the same molecules, in
particular, for rac-2a and R-2a/S-2a, indicates that the

Scheme 1. Graphical Representation of the Molecular Structures for the Carborane Isomers Analyzed in This Worka

aIt is represented the rotamer found in each X-ray structure.
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differences in lattice energies must be quite small.32 As
mentioned above, PXRD of crystal batches for these
compounds show pure phases, excluding the formation of
concomitant polymorphs. This is also nicely observed for rac-2a
and the enantiopure R-2a/S-2a (SI). The syn/anti conforma-
tions found in the solid state must be related to their relative
stability during crystallization and most probably due to
intermolecular hydrogen bonding between our molecules or

to those with the molecules of the solvent employed.33−35 We
could not however influence the syn/anti conformations in rac-
2a by varying the polarity of the recrystallizing solvent
(acetone, hexane/EtOH (9:1)). It cannot be ruled out the
possible influence of the acidity of the OH group in the intra-
versus intermolecular hydrogen bonding and therefore in the
conformations.36

Supramolecular Structures. The supramolecular struc-
tures for all carboranyl based alcohols in this work are
dominated by hydrogen bonds involving the OH groups and
the nitrogen of the aromatic rings exclusively. The geometrical
parameters for all pyridylalcohols are given in Table 1. The
distances of all of the observed intermolecular O−H···N
hydrogen bonds are substantially shorter than the 2.75 Å
distances that correspond to the sum of the van der Waals radii
(∑vdW) of hydrogen and nitrogen atoms. Thus, they qualify as
moderate hydrogen bonds.1−9 In order to better understand
the supramolecular structures for these molecules, we will
divide the compounds into two groups: enantiopure and
racemic.

Enantiopure Carborane Pyridine Alcohols. In the enantio-
pure o-carborane based alcohol R-1a, molecules with R
configuration interact through O−H···N hydrogen bonds
along the b axis (Figure 3a). Such interactions between
molecules are related through 21 screw translation parallel to
the b axis so that it forms a homochiral helical hydrogen
bonded structure with the pitch of the helix matching the b axis
length (6.696 Å). The handedness of the 21 helicity for all
structures described in this paper are determined using the

Scheme 2. Newman Projections for Rotamers Found in the
Solid Structures for Chiral 2-Pyridylalcoholsa

aThe chirality at the carbon is indicated.

Table 1. Selected Molecular, Supramolecular, and Crystal Parameters for Racemic and/or Enantiopure Carborane Based 2-
Pyridylalcohols in Scheme 1

aSpace groups. bSupramolecular chirality of the OHN hydrogen bonding network. cPitches of the 21 supramolecular helices.
dSee ref 19.
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supramolecular-tilt-chirality method (STC).13,14 In brief, the
STC method is as follows: Given the molecules in front of the
21 screw axis inclining to the right, the assemblies can be
defined to be right-handed, or inclining to the left are defined
to be left-handed. Following this method it can be seen that R-
1a affords right-handed P-helices (therefore R-supP, Table 1) as
illustrated in Figure 3a. Consistently with the latter, the
supramolecular structure for the opposite enantiomer, S-1a,
shows O−H···N hydrogen bonded homochiral left-handed M-
helices (S-supM, Table 1) along the b axis (Figure 3b). The pitch
of the helix also matches the b axis length (6.681 Å). The
handedness of the 21-helicity for all compounds is listed in
Table 1, where right- or left-handedness of the supramolecular
chirality (SMC) is represented as supP or supM, respectively,
along with the absolute configurations (R and/or S) of the
molecules. Thus, in the case of 1a, molecules with absolute R or
S configurations afford right-handed (supP) or left-handed
(supM) supramolecular structures, respectively, suggesting a
possible enantiomeric relationship of the handedness of the
supramolecular helices in the solid state, that is, between
molecular chirality (MC) and supramolecular chirality (SMC).
The same relationship is found in the structures for the
enantiopure m-carborane based alcohols R-2a and S-2a (Figure
3, panels c and d, respectively). That is, R enantiomers gives
rise to a O−H···N supramolecular P-helix, and the S
enantiomers afford a M-helix along the b axis, with pitches
always matching the axis.
As mentioned in the previous section, molecular structures

for enantiopure R-1a/S-1a and R-2a/S-2a show a syn
conformation, with OCCN torsion angles ∼ ± 42−44°
(Table 1 and Scheme 1). The conformation is different in
the case of the enantiopure p-carborane based alcohols R-3a
and S-3a, showing both an anti-conformation (OCCN ≈
±150−157°). In addition, we observed that although both

enantiopure p-carborane based alcohols R-3a and S-3a also
form O−H···N hydrogen bonded helices, the relationship
between absolute configuration of the molecules and the
handedness of the supramolecular helices in the solid state is
different to those found in the o- and m-carborane enantiopure
structures (Figure 4). Thus, whereas R-3a forms a R-supM
structure, S-3a forms a S-supP one, in contrast to the R-supP and
S-supM structures of R-1a/R-2a and S-1a/S-2a, respectively.
Figure 5 shows schematically the relationship between
enantiomers, torsion angles, and supramolecular helices in R-
1a/S-1a and R-2a/S-2a (top) and R-3a/S-3a (bottom).
The relationship shown in Figure 5 suggests that the

handedness of the 21 supramolecular hydrogen bonding
networks in the enantiopure o-, m-, and p-carborane based
pyridylalcohols is dictated by the OCCN torsion angles rather
than by the absolute configuration of the molecules. In other
words, different rotamers (syn or anti) for the same chiral
configuration at the molecular level will provide left- or right-
handed (or vice versa) 21 supramolecular networks. These
results prompted us to look at the molecular and supra-
molecular structures for the racemic 1a, 2a, and 3a.

Racemic Carborane Pyridine Alcohols. The supramolecular
structure for racemic rac-1a19 agrees with that of the
enantiopure R-1a and S-1a structures, in the sense that, both
supramolecular homochiral P- and M-helices are observed in
the solid state (Table 1 and Figure S8 in SI). Helices of
opposite handedness pack in the solid state in rac-1a. Whereas
R-isomers give rise to P-helices (R-supP), S-isomers afford M-
helices (S-supM). Thus, the same relationship is found than in
the structures for the enantiopure o-carborane based alcohols
R-1a and S-1a. It is important to note that the molecular
structures for this 2-pyridyl-o-carborane derivative are the same
in the three X-ray structures determined (rac-1a, R-1a and S-
1a), and all correspond to a syn configuration of the pyridine

Figure 3. Supramolecular assemblies of enantiopure R-1a (a), S-1a (b), R-2a (c), and S-2a (d). Top: Projections showing four molecules of each
enantiomer forming 1-D 21 helical hydrogen bonding columns. Bottom: a magnification of the helical hydrogen bonding networks where handedness
is indicated, as determined by the supramolecular tilt chirality method.13,14 See Table 1 for metric parameters. All hydrogen atoms, except those
hydrogen bonded, are omitted for clarity. Color code: B pink; C gray; H white; O red; N blue.
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nitrogen and alcohol oxygen (Table 1) all showing OCCN
torsion angles in the range of ∼40° ( ± sc). On the contrary,
whereas the m-carborane derivative 2a crystallized as the syn-
conformer in the enantiopure forms (R- and S-2a), it
crystallized in as the anti-conformer in the racemic structure
rac-2a (Scheme 1, Table 1 and SI). The different OCCN
torsion angles in the molecules of enantiopure versus racemic
structures for 2a give us the opportunity to test the above-
mentioned relationship between torsion angles and supra-
molecular chirality (Figure 5). Figure 6a,b and Table 1 show
that the solid structure for rac-2a is formed by homochiral P-
and M-helices. Most interestingly in rac-2a, the R-isomers give
rise to M-helices (R-supM) and the S-isomers afford P-helices
(S-supP), that it, the opposite to that observed in the
enantiopure structures. Therefore, m-carborane based pyridy-
lalcohol 2a formed all S-supM/R-supP (in the enantiopure
structures) and R-supM/S-supP (in the racemic structure) crystals
as supramolecular polymorphs, indicating the formation of two
pairs of true diastereomers. These results seems to corroborate
the relationship in Figure 5. In view of these results, one would
be able to predict the handedness of the supramolecular helices
and absolute configuration of the molecules by measuring the
value and sign of the OCCN torsion angle. For example, a
molecule with an anti-configuration and negative value for the
OCCN torsion angle will form a R-supM supramolecular
structure. But if the same molecule shows a syn-configuration
with a positive value for the OCCN torsion angle, then it will
form a R-supP structure. This is what it is actually observed in
case of compound 2a. The same relationship found in rac-2a is
also found in rac-4a (Figure 6c,d). Molecule 4a differs from 2a
in that hydride atom bonded to B(9) has been substituted by a
iodide atom.

Supramolecular structure for the p-carboranyl derivative rac-
3a results quite surprising as it does not form the expected O−
H···N hydrogen bonded helices, but hydrogen bonded trimers
as shown in Figure 7. Thus, rac-3a crystallized as a different
polymorph to that found in the enantiopure R-3a and S-3a and
shows a supramolecular arrangement totally different from that
found in all other carborane compounds in this work. As can be
seen in Figure 7, hydrogen bonded trimers in the solid structure
for rac-3a are formed by RRS and SSR and those are related by
inversion centers. It is quite surprising that rac-3a prefers such
packing as its density is significantly lower (1.123 g cm−3) than
that for the enantiopure structures R-3a and S-3a (1.238 g
cm−3, both). Recrystallization of batches for rac-3a from
hexane, ethanol/hexane, or acetone afforded in all cases a main
phase that matched the calculated rac-3a structure (SI).
In order to prove whether the torsion angle-supramolecular

helicity relationship (Figure 5) is general for other chiral 2-
pyridyl alcohols, we re-examined rac-1b and synthesized and

Figure 4. Supramolecular assemblies of enantiopure R-3a (a) and S-3a
(b). Top: Projections showing four molecules of each enantiomer
forming 1-D 21 helical hydrogen bonding columns. Handedness of the
helical hydrogen bonding is indicated, as determined by the
supramolecular tilt chirality method.13,14 See Table 1 for metric
parameters. All hydrogen atoms, except those hydrogen bonded, are
omitted for clarity. Color code: B pink; C gray; H white; O red; N
blue.

Figure 5. Pictoric representation of relationship between chirality-
torsion angle (center) and handedness of helicity (top and bottom) of
the resultant 21 supramolecular hydrogen bonding network found in
this work. Specification of torsion angles is shown in Klyne−Prelog
system (middle, center), in chemical drawing (middle, right and left)
and Newman representation (top and bottom) each representing a
molecule. Chirality at carbon (R or S) is indicated and supramolecular
chirality (right - supP- or left - supM- handedness) is determined by the
supramolecular tilt chirality method.13,14
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crystallized a non-carborane containing pyridyl alcohol rac-5
(Scheme 3 and SI). Whereas the former compound is the result
of adding a methyl group at position-6 of the pyridine ring in
1a, the latter is the result of substituting the carborane cluster
(in either 1a, 2a, or 3a) by a phenyl ring. Molecular structures
for both compounds (rac-1b and rac-5) show an anti-periplanar
(± app for S/R enantiomers) conformation (Tables 1 and 2,
respectively). As previously observed for racemic structures rac-
1a, rac-2a, and rac-4a, homochiral supramolecular helices
composed of S or R enantiomer give rise to P-helices or M-
helices, respectively, being in agreement with the torsion
angle−supramolecular helicity relationship shown at the

bottom of Figure 5 (see Figure S9 for supramolecular
assemblies of rac-1b and rac-5). We further did a search in
the Cambridge Structural Database37 (CSD, version 5.35
updated in February 2014) that revealed 10 other X-ray
structures for chiral 2-pyridylalcohols (eight enantiopure and
two racemic) with various substituents that give rise to 21-
helical networks based on moderate O−H···N hydrogen
bonds.38 Selected molecular, supramolecular, and crystal
parameters for these structures can be found in Table 2.
Detailed analysis of all torsion angles and supramolecular
helices for the latter structures shows that the torsion angle−
supramolecular helicity relationship in Figure 5 is fulfilled in 8
of the 10 structures found in the search. NIZFOS39 and
JOGDUF seem to show a reverse supramolecular chirality to
that expected from our torsion angle correlation.
A summary of the crystal structures analyzed in this work is

shown in Scheme 3. A total of 20 different crystals structures,
half carborane based 2-pyridylalcohols, the other half carbon
based alcohols, have been analyzed. All structures give rise to
homochiral 21-helical networks based on moderate O−H···N
hydrogen bonds, regardless of whether the compounds
crystallize in racemic or enantiopure forms. The only exception
to the carborane derivatives that we have found is, as detailed
above, rac-3a that forms O−H···N hydrogen bonded trimers
(Figure 7). However, the enantiopure forms of this compound
do form homochiral 21-helical networks (Figure 4). This
exemplifies the problem of polymorphism. Although these
molecules seem to prefer a helical arrangement, there is always
the possibility of polymorphism. It is however interesting that
successive recrystallizations of rac-3a, R-3a, or S-3a in a variety
of solvents always gave the same powder diffraction patterns
(SI).

Figure 6. Supramolecular assemblies of 21 helical hydrogen bonding for each enantiomer (R-2a in a) and (S-2a in b) in the racemic structure of 2a
and R-4a (a) and S-4a (b) in the racemic structure of 4a. Top: Two projections showing four molecules of each enantiomer forming 1-D 21 helical
hydrogen bonding columns. Bottom: a magnification of the helical hydrogen bonding networks where handedness is indicated, as determined by the
supramolecular tilt chirality method.13,14 See Table 1 for metric parameters. All hydrogen atoms, except those hydrogen bonded, are omitted for
clarity. Color code: B pink; C gray; H white; O red; N blue.

Figure 7. Supramolecular assembly of rac-3a showing six molecules
forming two pairs of hydrogen bonded trimers. Configurations of
stereogenic centers are indicated and inversion center is shown as an
orange dot. See Table 1 for metric parameters. All hydrogen atoms,
except those for the CHOH group, are omitted for clarity. Color code:
B pink; C gray; H white; O red; N blue.
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The comparison of X-ray structures for these 20 chiral 2-
pyridylalcohols reveals a possible relationship between the
torsion angle of the hydrogen bond donor and acceptor groups

in these molecules and the handedness of the hydrogen bonded
supramolecular helices formed in the solid state (Figure 5).
Thus, chiral 2-pyridylalcohols with positive torsion angles

Scheme 3. Summary of Chemical Structures for Molecules Analyzed in This Work with Indication of Isomers Found in Their
Molecular Structures Syn (Left) or Anti (Right)a

aAll corresponding supramolecular structures, except those for the highlighted in grey, fulfil the correlation in Figure 5.

Table 2. Selected Molecular, Supramolecular, and Crystal Parameters for Racemic and/or Enantiopure Non-Carborane Based
2-Pyridylalcohols from the CSD36

aIdentifiers for crystals structures in the Cambridge Structural Database. bSpace group. cSupramolecular chirality of the OHN hydrogen bonding
network. dPitches of the 21 supramolecular helices.

eH atoms not available.
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generally afford hydrogen bonded supramolecular P-helices,
and negative torsion angles favor M-helices, in these chiral
molecules. The only exception to the latter is JOGDUF (Table
2 and Scheme 2). In most of the cases (18 out of 20), the
magnitude and sign of the torsion angle define the absolute
configuration of the molecules in the homochiral OHN
hydrogen bonding helical networks. A first inspection of
Scheme 2 seems to reveal that there are more anti than syn
isomers for these 2-pyridylalcohols. We should stress that this is
only true when regarding those alcohols showing 21-helical
networks. Note that most of the syn isomers found in the
CCDC will form either centrosymmetric dimers or monomers
with intramolecular OHN hydrogen bonding (SI). In this sense
it is interesting to observe that whereas rac-2a crystallized as the
anti isomer (Figure 6a,b), their enantiopure forms R-2a and S-
2a do as the syn-isomer (Figure 3c,d). In this case a change in
the OCCN rotation angle from syn to anti (or vice versa) is
followed by a change in the handedness of the helical network
as summarized in Figure 5. Therefore, m-carborane based
pyridylalcohol 2a formed all S-supM/R-supP and R-supM/S-supP
crystals as polymorphs, indicating the formation of two pairs of
true diastereomers. These results corroborate the relationship
in Figure 5, which is fulfilled by all carborane derivatives that
form OHN helical networks in Scheme 3. As previously
mentioned, one is able to predict the handedness of the
supramolecular helices and absolute configuration of the
molecules by measuring the OCCN torsion angles of the
molecules and considering the sign of the angle. The only two
exceptions to this relationship seem to be the carbon based 2-
pyridylalcohols NIZFOS and JOGDUF. Whereas in the former
there is some doubt regarding the molecule absolute
configuracion,39 the latter is forming R-supM whereas the
relationship in Figure 5 would predict an S-supP configuration.
Notice that both of these compounds show an anti-
conformation with OCCN torsion angles near 180° (Table
2), that is, slightly wider than that found for all other anti-
compounds in Scheme 3 (146−156°). As can be seen in Figure
5, anti-conformations with positive torsion angles would from P
helices, and negative angles will afford M helices, the distinction
being clearer the farther the angle is from 180°. It is perhaps in
these intermediate cases where the correlation might not work.
It seems clear to us that there is no single mechanism behind
the origin of supramolecular chirality, that is, between cause
and consequence. In the case of Miyata’s work, it seems that
molecular chirality could be the cause for the supramolecular
chirality. In our case, the torsion angle between the hydrogen
bonding donor and acceptor groups in the molecules seems to
be the cause for the supramolecular chirality. Of course one
could argue that it is the absolute configuration of the
stereogenic center in these compounds that is the cause of a
positive or negative torsion angle, but the magnitude of it (syn
or anti) will be a consequence of intra- versus intermolecular
hydrogen bonding or even more subtle forces. Thus, the answer
to the title of this paper is “maybe”, but it is certainly complex
and probably a variety of different mechanisms are at work.
In summary, we have synthesized and crystallized nine

racemic and/or enantiopure carborane based 2-pyridylmethy-
lalcohols (R-1a, S-1a, rac-2a, R-2a, S-2a, rac-3, R-3a, S-3a, and
rac-4a) and one phenyl derivative (rac-5) and compared their
molecular and supramolecular structures with other previously
reported carborane- and carbon-based 2-pyridylmethylalcohols.
From the comparison of 20 structures, it seems clear that
certain conformations of the molecules translate into OHN

helical networks with specific handedness. The analyses of the
structures suggest that a correlation exists between the OCCN
torsion angles of the molecules and the handedness of the
supramolecular helices.

■ EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
General Remarks. Reactions were carried out under a nitrogen

atmosphere in round-bottomed flasks equipped with a magnetic
stirring bar, capped with a septum. Diethyl ether was distilled from
Na/benzophenone and CH2Cl2 over CaH2. All the other chemicals
were commercially available and used as received. 9-I-1,7-closo-
Carborane40 and (2-pyridine)(phenyl)methanol −phhpmH−41 were
synthesized as previously reported. TLC analyses were performed on
Merck silica gel 60 F254 TLC plates (0.5 mm thickness). Melting
points were measured on a Stuart Scientific SMP10 and/or a Büchi
Melting-Point B545. IR ATR spectra were recorded on a Perkin−
Elmer Spectrum One spectrometer. 1H, 13C, and 11B spectra were
recorded respectively at 300, 75, and 96 MHz with a Bruker Advance-
300 spectrometer in deuterated acetone, unless denoted, and
referenced to the residual solvent peak for 1H and 13C NMR or to
BF3·OEt2 as an external standard for 11B NMR. Chemical shifts are
reported in ppm and coupling constants in Hertz. Multiplets
nomenclature is as follows: s, singlet; d, doublet; t, triplet; br, broad;
m, multiplet. Elemental analyses were obtained by a CarboErba
EA1108 microanalyzer (Universidad Autońoma de Barcelona). The
mass spectra were recorded in the negative ion mode using a Bruker
Biflex MALDI-TOF-MS [N2 laser; λexc 337 nm (0.5 ns pulses);
voltage ion source 20.00 kV (Uis1) and 17.50 kV (Uis2)] with 3,5-
dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as matrix.

Synthesis of (2-Pyridine)(1,7-closo-carboranyl)methanol 2a.
nBuLi (0.47 mL, 1.6 M in hexane, 0.75 mmol) was added dropwise
to a diethyl ether solution (10 mL) of 1,7-closo-carborane (100.6 mg,
0.70 mmol) at −63 °C (chloroform/liq. N2). The mixture was stirred
for 1.5 h at low temperature −63 °C, and then a diethyl ether solution
(1 mL) of pyridine-2-carboxaldehyde (0.07 mL, 0.70 mmol) was
added dropwisely. The resulting pale yellow solution was stirred at
−63 °C for 5 h. After the reaction was completed, a saturated aqueous
solution of NH4Cl (10 mL) was added at −63 °C, and then the
mixture was taken out of the cooling bath and stirred until reaching
room temperature. The aqueous phase was then extracted with Et2O
(3 × 20 mL). The organic phases were dried over MgSO4 and filtered.
Evaporation of the solvent afforded an oily residue that was dissolved
in the minimum amount of CH2Cl2 and passed through a short silica
gel column, using the same solvent, to remove the unreactive
carboxaldehyde that remains in the column. Slow evaporation of a
concentrated solution afforded the pure desired alcohol 2a as a
crystalline material (106 mg, 0.42 mmol, 60.5%); mp 133−138 °C dec
1H NMR: 8.54 (d, J = 4.8, 1H, NC5H4), 7.84 (td, J = 7.8 and 1.5, 1H,
NC5H4), 7.48 (d, J = 7.8, 1H, NC5H4), 7.38 (ddd, J = 7.2, 4.9 and 1.0,
1H, NC5H4), 5.48 (d, J = 7.2, 1H, CHOH), 5.02 (d, J = 7.2, 1H,
CHOH). 11B: −3.2 (d, J = 163, 1B), −6.9 (d, J = 182, 1B) −9.7 (brs,
4B), −11.8 (brs, 2B), −13.7 (brs, 4B). 13C NMR: 160.23, 149.06,
137.50, 124.49, 122.8, 83.52, 75.27, 56.18. ATR (selected): ν = 3058
(CcH), 2595 (BH). MALDI TOF: 252.04 [M + H]+. C8H17B10ON
(251.33): calcd C 38.23, H 6.82, N 5.57; found C 38.38, H 7.00, N
5.53.

Synthesis of (2-Pyridine)(1,12-closo-carboranyl)methanol 3a.
The general procedure described by us for 2a was followed, using
nBuLi (0.22 mL, 1.6 M in hexane, 0.35 mmol), diethyl ether (5 mL),
1,12-closo-carborane (50 mg, 0.35 mmol), and pyridine-2-carboxalde-
hyde (0.03 mL, 35 mmol), and an chloroform/liquid N2 cooling bath
(−63 °C). Work up gave a white solid (46.9 mg, 0.19 mmol, 47%); mp
122−127 °C dec.1H NMR: 8.49 (d, J = 3.3, 1H, NC5H4), 7.79 (td, J =
7.8 and 1.8, 1H, NC5H4), 7.34 (2H, NC5H4), 5.15 (d, J = 7.2, 1H,
CHOH), 4.64 (d, J = 7.2, 1H, CHOH). 3.30 (br, 1H, B10C2H11).

11B:
−12.04 (d, J = 176, 5B), −14.01 (d, J = 176, 5B). 13C NMR: 159.77,
148.64, 137.11, 124.08, 122.61, 90.39, 75.78, 62.40. ATR (selected): ν
= 3052 (CcH), 2606 (BH). MALDI TOF: 252.28 [M + H]+.
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C8H17B10ON (251.33): calcd C 38.23, H 6.82, N 5.57; found C 38.3,
H 6.86, N 5.4.
Synthesis of (2-Pyridine)(9-I-1,7-closo-carboranyl)methanol 4a.

The general procedure described by us for 2a was followed, using
nBuLi (0.26 mL, 1.6 M in hexane, 0.76 mmol), diethyl ether (10 mL),
9-I-1,7-closo-carborane (110 mg, 0.76 mmol) and pyridine-2-
carboxaldehyde (0.04 mL, 0.76 mmol), and an chloroform/liquid N2
cooling bath (−63 °C). Work up gave a white solid (79.8 mg, 0.21
mmol, 52%); mp 135−145 °C dec 1H NMR: 8.56 (d, J = 4.8, 1H,
NC5H4), 7.86 (td, J = 7.8 and 1.8, 1H, NC5H4), 7.51 (d, J = 7.8, 1H,
NC5H4), 7.38 (ddd, J = 4.8 and 0.9, 1H, NC5H4), 5.61 (d, J = 6.9, 1H,
CHOH), 5.08 (d, J = 6.9, 1H, CHOH), 3.80 (br, 1H, B10C2H11).

11B:
−2.05 (d, J = 165, 1B), −5.63 (d, J = 168, 1B) −7.40 (d, J = 180, 1B),
−8.58 (d, J = 149, 1B), −9.90 (d, J = 127, 1B), −10.35 (d, J = 127,
1B), −11.60 (d, J = 174, 1B), −13.64 (d, J = 198, 1B), −15.62 (d, J =
186, 1B), −22.13 (s, 1B). 13C NMR: 159.95, 149.16, 137.69, 124.63,
122.66, 84.87, 74.15, 57.38. ATR (selected): ν = 3058 (CcH), 2603
(BH). MALDI TOF: 378.18 [M + H]+. C8H17B10ON (377.24): calcd
C 25.47, H 4.27, N 3.71; found C 25.24, H 4.29, N 3.47.
X-ray Diffraction (XRD) Studies. Crystals suitable for XRD were

obtained by slow evaporation of solutions of the compounds from an
opened vessel in air at room temperature. It follows the solvents used
in each case: R-1a (hexane:ethanol ∼4:1), S-1a (hexane:ethanol ∼4:1),
rac-2a (methanol), R-2a (methanol), S-2a (acetone), rac-3 (acetone),
R-3a (heptane:ethanol ∼9:1), S-3a (heptane/ethanol ∼9:1), rac-4a
(methanol), rac-5 (acetone). Measured crystals were prepared under
inert conditions immersed in perfluoropolyether as protecting oil for
manipulation. Suitable crystals were mounted on MiTeGen Micro-
mounts, and these samples were used for data collection. Data were
collected with Bruker X8 Proteum (compounds R-1a, S-1a 120 K,
CuKα), Bruker D8 Venture (R-2a, S-2a, R-3a, S-3a, 100 K, CuKα; rac-
2a, 120 K, CuKα; rac-3a, 150 K, MoKα; rac-4a, 298 K, MoKα), or
Oxford Xcalibur Gemini EOS CCD (5, 293 K, MoKα) diffractometers.
The data were processed with APEX242 or CrysAlisPro43 (5)
programs and corrected for absorption using SADABS44 or the
SCALE3 ABSPACK algorithm implemented in CrysAlisPro. The
structures were solved by direct methods,45 which revealed the
position of all non-hydrogen atoms. These atoms were refined on F2

by a full-matrix least-squares procedure using anisotropic displacement
parameters. All hydrogen atoms were located in difference Fourier
maps and included as fixed contributions riding on attached atoms
with isotropic thermal displacement parameters 1.2 (C−H, B−H) or
1.5 (O−H) times those of the respective atom. A summary of crystal
data is reported in Table S1.
Powder X-ray Diffraction Studies. Powder X-ray diffraction

(PXRD) was recorded at room temperature on an X’Pert PRO
MPDθ/θ powder diffractometer (PanAnalytical; configuration: con-
vergent beam; radius: 240 nm) equipped with a focalizing mirror and a
transmission geometry with a silicon sample holder, for Cu Kα

radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å).
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ABSTRACT: o- and m-Carborane-based NBN pincer palladium
complexes (oCB-L1)Pd, (oCB-L2)Pd, and (mCB-L1)Pd are synthe-
sized in two steps from commercially available starting materials. The
pincer complexes were prepared by the reaction of bis-[R(hydroxy)-
methyl]-1,2-dicarba-closo-dodecaborane (R = 2-pyridyl oCB-L1, 6-
methyl-2-pyridyl oCB-L2) or bis-[2-pyridyl (hydroxy)methyl]-1,2-
dicarba-meta-dodecaborane (mCB-L1) with [PdCl2(MeCN)2] under
mild conditions. The X-ray structure determination of all carboranyl
pincer complexes shows unambiguously B−H activation of the
carborane cages. The results agree with the Pd−B bonds in all
complexes exhibiting strong σ-electron donation. Theoretical calcu-
lations reveal the importance of considering the solid state
intermolecular hydrogen bonding when investigating the trans influence
in organometallic chemistry. A localized orbitals approach has also been
applied to analyze the metal oxidation state in the carboranyl pincer complexes. Catalytic applications of (oCB-L1)Pd and
(mCB-L1)Pd have shown the complexes are good catalyst precursors in Suzuki coupling in water and with very low amounts of
catalyst loadings.

■ INTRODUCTION

Pincer complexes represent an exciting platform for funda-
mental studies on transition metal coordination chemistry,
metal mediated reactivity, and homogeneous catalysis.1 Pincer
ligands feature a rigid and tridentate binding pocket, usually a
coordinating bridgehead position and two donor arms. Side
arm functionalization and selection of the coordinating
bridgehead position allow careful tuning of desired ligand
physical and electronic properties, and finally the pincer
complex by selection of the appropriate transition metal.1

Perhaps the most attractive feature of metal pincer complexes is
the unique possibility for fine-tuning the catalytic activity of the
metal atom. Since the coordinating bridgehead position is
usually coplanar with the coordination site available for
catalysis, steric and electronic properties of the pincer ligand
can be efficiently transferred to the metal center.1 The
coordinating bridgehead positions are, more often than not,
carbon-based,1,2 but also amido,3 silyl,4 or phophido5 units to
provide heterodonor functionality. Boron was surprisingly
absent in this picture until work reported by Teixidor6 in
1991 and later by Nozaki7 and Mirkin8 in 2009. Teixidor and
co-workers reported the first dithio-7,8-nido-carboranyl based

SBS pincer rhodium complex, although it was not recognized as
such at that time. Nozaki reported the first boryl-based PBP
ligand system and showed that the iridium complex of this
ligand showed a stronger σ-donating ability, and therefore a
stronger trans influence, than the corresponding PCP ligand.7

Concomitant with Nozaki’s report, Mirkin and co-workers
initiated a new chapter in carborane chemistry by providing the
first two closo-meta-carborane-based (EBE) pincer complexes 1
(E = S) and 2 (E = Se) structures with previously unobserved
Pd−B boryl σ-coordination within a pincer ligand framework
(Figure 1, top). The latter implies a strong electron-donating
ability of the boron moiety and therefore a strong trans
influence (Pd−Cl distance 2.44 Å).8

The development of pincer complexes incorporating boron
as a pivotal, ligating element is important for several reasons. In
contrast to the class of metallaboratranes, which feature a
M(donor)−B(acceptor) bond, these ligands feature a stable,
strongly σ-donating boryl fragment.9 The incorporation of the
rich carborane chemistry to the pincer type complexes has now
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been expanded to include possible applications as ligands in
transition metal catalysis. Following Mirkin’s report, Nakamura
and co-workers reported the synthesis and application in
asymmetric catalysis of a new family of meta-carborane-based
(NBN) pincer complexes (Figure 1, right).10 All closo-
carborane-pincer complexes reported so far are based in the
meta-carborane isomer (Figure 1, bottom), that is, one of the
three possible isomers of carborane (ortho-, meta-, and para-
closo-C2B10H10, from now on o-, m- and p-carborane; Figure 1).
Electron density of the vertexes is strongly affected by the
different electronegativities between carbon and boron atoms
and by their arrangement in the three isomers. Both
calculations and chemical reactivity reveal that B(3) (or 6) in
o-carborane is more positive than the related B(2) (or 3) in m-
carborane and B atoms in p-carborane are practically
neutral.11,12 In other words, the boron atoms attached to
both carbon atoms of the cluster are more electron-with-
drawing in the o-carborane than in the m-carborane isomers.
The effect is known to transmit to the substitutents at boron,
and therefore it should also affect the metal centers in
carboranyl based EBE complexes. Providing that this effect is
significant, it could provide an exclusive control of electronic
properties (such as trans influence) over the steric ones by
simply selecting the desired carborane isomer for a given
carboranyl based ligand and its corresponding EBE complex.
Such control in electronic tuning without altering the steric
factors is an exclusive feature of carborane based ligands.13

During the last few years, we have synthesized and studied
the supramolecular structures of a family of mono- and
disubstituted chiral o-carboranylalcohols (Scheme 1), which are
isolated as racemic mixtures.14 These molecules, which are
prepared in very good yields from one-pot reactions and from
readily available starting materials, are centered around an o-
carborane core with one or two arms radiating out of one of the
cluster carbons, containing a chiral carbon that bears an alcohol

and an aromatic moiety. The high thermal and chemical
stability, hydrophobicity, acceptor character, ease of function-
alization, and three-dimensional nature of the icosahedral
carborane clusters make these new molecules valuable ligands
in coordination chemistry.9a,11b Thus, soon after we obtained
our first o-carboranylalcohols we initiated a systematic study of
the coordination chemistry of all these monosubstituted o-
carboranylalcohol ligands, and more recently on our disub-
stituted ligands, with several transition metals.15 We obtained a
first family of o-carboranyl NBN based pincer palladium
complexes and extended the synthesis to the corresponding m-
carboranyl NBN analogues. Here, we report on the structural
and electronic characterization of these ligands and the
corresponding Pd complexes, and on catalytic properties of
the latter.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Characterization of Ligands. Following

our previous report,14d we have now expanded our family of
bis-pyridylmethyl alcohols derived from the o-carborane cluster
(oCB-L2; Scheme 2) and synthesized a new related m-
carborane analogue (mCB-L1; Scheme 2). The reaction of
dilithiated o-carborane or m-carborane with the corresponding
aromatic aldehydes at low temperature afforded the new ligands
in reasonable yields (57−79%). All new compounds have been
fully characterized by standard spectroscopic and analytical
techniques, and the data correlated well with that of related
alcohols.14 All these compounds contain two chiral centers that
can adopt either R or S configuration and therefore could lead
to the formation of two diastereoiseomers, a meso compound
(RS; OH groups in a syn orientation) and a racemic compound
(mixture of SS and RR; OH groups in an anti orientation).
Extensive NMR analysis for o-carborane oCB-L1 was done in
the previous report and showed that anti- and syn-
diastereoisomers for oCB-L1 showed separated NMR signals.
In contrast, the mixture of anti- and syn-diastereoisomers of
mCB-L1 showed a sole set of signals in the 1H NMR spectrum.
The latter might be related to free rotation of the pyridylalcohol
arms in the meta-carborane derivatives, so that an average NMR
pattern is observed for the anti- and syn-mCB-L1 mixture. Free
rotation of pyridylalcohol arms in ortho-carborane derivatives is
clearly not possible due to steric hindrance.14d

Synthesis of Carborane-Based NBN Pincer Com-
plexes. New pincer complexes (oCB-L1)Pd and (mCB-
L1)Pd were synthesized in high yield (71−76%) by reacting
the corresponding ligands with [PdCl2(MeCN)2] in acetone
for 15 h at rt or 2 h at 55 °C under air (Scheme 2). All

Figure 1. Reported closo-carboranyl-based pincers (top) and graphical
representation of the caborane isomers (closo-C2B10H12) with vertex
numbering.

Scheme 1. Previously Synthesized Carboranylalcohols
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spectroscopic data are consistent with the proposed molecular
structures (Scheme 1) and are in agreement with the solid-state
molecular structures determined by single crystal X-ray
diffraction methods (vide inf ra). The complexes precipitated
from the reaction media as air stable pale yellow solids, soluble
in very polar solvents such as DMF or DMSO ((mCB-L1)Pd
being slightly more soluble than (oCB-L1)Pd). It was noted
that pincer formation was somewhat easier for the oCB-L1
ligand than that for the mCB-L1 one. Introduction of a methyl
group in the 6-position at the pyridine moieties (oCB-L2)
clearly decreased the reactivity of this ligand toward Pd(II), and
only mixtures of a pincer complex with starting ligand were
obtained. Thus, in the absence of steric hindrance, complex-
ation to Pd(II) proceeds smoothly to enable B−H bond
cleavage and biscyclopalladation to afford six-membered
metallacycles, which are also typical for related aryl based Pd
complexes with NCN ligands.16 It is however worth noting that
even though the B−H bond is inversely polarized compared to
a typical C−H bond, pincer complex formation is observed
after a few minutes in case of (oCB-L1)Pd. Similar facile B−H
activation has been recently reported to occur in dicarboxylic
acids of carboranes by iridium.17

X-ray Structural Analysis. The molecular structures for
compounds (oCB-L1)Pd, (oCB-L2)Pd and (mCB-L1)Pd
were unequivocally established by single crystal X-ray
diffraction (Figure 2) and are in agreement with the NMR
data (vide inf ra). Experimental crystal data and structure
refinement parameters for the new pincer complex structures
reported in this work are listed in Table 1. Whereas the o-
carborane derivatives ((oCB-L1)Pd and (oCB-L2)Pd) both
crystallize in the triclinic P1 ̅ space group, the m-carborane
compound ((mCB-L1)Pd) crystallizes in the monoclinic P21/c
space group. The molecular structures for all these pincer
palladium complexes show typical icosahedrons with very
similar bond distances and angles, and also similar to those in
other o- or m-carboranyl alcohols.14 The structure for the
(oCB-L1)Pd complex shows that the syn-diasteroisomer (meso)
has preferentially crystallized from the diastereisomeric mixture
(top of Figure 2). On the other hand, the (oCB-L2)Pd and
(mCB-L1)Pd structures crystallized as mixtures of syn- and

anti-steroisomers with OH groups disordered over two
positions (with site occupancy factors 0.863:0.137 for (oCB-
L2)Pd) and 0.731:0.269 for (mCB-L1)Pd. The Pd(II) metal
atoms display a strongly distorted square planar coordination:
for complex (syn-oCB-L1)Pd, maximum distances from the
least-squares plane are +0.163 Å for B(6), and −0.167/−0.165
for N(20)/N(28); for complex (mCB-L1)Pd, corresponding
distances are +0.267 Å for B(2), and −0.256/−0.260 for
N(20)/N(28); for complex (oCB-L2)Pd, the maximum
distances are −0.119 Å for Pd(1), and +0.043 for B(3). In all
complexes the two pyridine rings are in a trans fashion and a
chloride atom is trans to the boron atom coordinated to Pd(II).
Molecular structures for the complexes show unambiguously
B−H activation of the carborane cages. Activation takes place in
the B−H bonds close to the carborane carbon atoms, B(3/6)H
in o-carborane or B(2/3)H in m-carborane (Figure 2). A
comparison of selected bond distances and angles is shown in
Table 2 for all structures in this work along with those for the
only other two carborane pincer structures reported so far.7

The structures of compounds (syn-oCB-L1)Pd, (oCB-
L2)Pd, and (mCB-L1)Pd display exceptionally long Pd−Cl
distances in the solid state, suggesting a strong trans influence
of the carborane moieties (Table 2). Such long Pd−Cl
distances are sensibly longer than similar motifs in aryl-based
pincers (2.39−2.45 Å)18 and are comparable with that for
related alkyl-based pincer Pd complexes (2.49−2.52 Å).19 The
Pd−B distances (1.97−2.02 Å) are also short and are consistent
with a Pd−B σ bond as that found in the related m-carboranyls
1−2.8 To gain more insight into these new structural motifs,
density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed
for all structures in this work and those previously reported by
Mirkin.8 Surprisingly, optimized structures of monomers of the
compounds show systematically shorter Pd−Cl distances (and
longer B−Pd distances) compared to the X-ray structures
(Table 3). In the case of the related (syn-oCB-L1)Pd and
(mCB-L1)Pd compounds, the computed Pd−Cl distances are
shorter than the experimental values by 0.085 and 0.069 Å,
respectively. Control calculations performed at different levels
of theory (see Supporting Information) clearly indicate that the
origin of this discrepancy is not due to the accuracy of the

Scheme 2. Synthesis of NBN-Pincer Ligands and Complexesa

a(i) n-BuLi, ether (0 °C), pyridinecarboxaldehyde (−94 °C for oCB or −63 °C for mCB), 4 h, H2O, H
+; (ii) PdCl2(MeCN)2, acetone, rt/55 °C.
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chosen computational setup. Further analysis of the crystal
structures reveals that the hydroxyl groups of a neighboring
complex form H-bonds with the chloride ligand: (syn-oCB-
L1)Pd ((O−H)2···Cl, O···Cl 3.194(2)/3.098(2) Å; OHCl
156.5/157.4°), (oCB-L2)Pd (O−H)2···Cl, O···Cl 3.177(2)/
3.088(3) Å; OHCl 163.3/161.4°) and (mCB-L1)Pd (O−H···
Cl, O···Cl 2.997(3)/3.172(3) Å; OHCl 179.7/166.5°).20 We
thus set up calculations on the dimeric structure for (syn-oCB-
L1)Pd (no isomerism) and for (mCB-L1)Pd (syn and anti
isomers). H-bonded dimers of (oCB-L2)Pd were not
considered because of the high number of isomers. The
computed Pd−Cl distances for the dimeric structures are now
in good agreement with the experimental solid state data
(Table 3). As a means of comparison, we also computed
compounds 1 and 2 from Mirkin et al.7 Inspection of the crystal
structures shows intermolecular C−H···Cl interactions which
are expected to be weaker than the O−H···Cl H-bonds

observed in the crystal structures of (syn-oCB-L1)Pd, (oCB-
L2)Pd, and (mCB-L1)Pd. Accordingly, calculations on the
monomeric and oligomeric states (a trimer for 1 and dimer for
2; see Supporting Information for details) provide similar
optimized geometric parameters, in fair agreement with the
experimental data. It thus appears that two effects are operative
in modulating the Pd−Cl distance in the crystal structures. One
is the trans influence of the carborane moieties, the other being
the intermolecular moderate H-bonding interactions among
neighboring complexes. This finding is certainly relevant since
the length of the metal−Cl bonds is often the only parameter
considered for evaluating the trans influence in metal
complexes. Calculations clearly show that in the absence of
strong intermolecular interactions, like in the case of 1 and 2,
the Pd−Cl distances in the crystals can be a direct measure of
the trans influence. The situation is however different when
moderate intermolecular hydrogen bonding is taking place as it
is the case of (syn-oCB-L1)Pd, (oCB-L2)Pd, and (mCB-
L1)Pd. The Cl atoms are acting as H-bonding acceptors with
the consequent elongation of the Pd−Cl bond. Therefore,
calculated distances for the isolated molecules in the gas phase
(in the absence of intermolecular H-bonding) can be taken as a
more appropriate indication of trans influence than the X-ray
distances in our complexes. Thus, considering the Pd−Cl
distances from the gas phase calculated monomers (Table 3), it
can be inferred a stronger trans influence of the m-carborane
than the o-carborane moieties in the pincer complexes, as
expected. Such calculated Pd−Cl distances are therefore
suggesting a trans influence for the carborane moieties in
(syn-oCB-L1)Pd, (oCB-L2)Pd, and (mCB-L1)Pd similar to
that found in aryl-based pincers.16

We have applied an orbital localization procedure to further
investigate the extent of intramolecular trans influence and
intermolecular H-bond contribution.21 Specifically, we have
used the displacement of the localized orbital centroid
(Wannier centers) to quantify each contribution. The approach
has been successfully used in the literature to characterize
environment effects22 on bonding interactions and to develop
ionicity scales.23 Furthermore, Sit et al. proposed to use the
localized orbital centroids to determine the oxidation state of
transition metal ions.24 Recently, we have reported that the
approach is capable of providing valuable insight in the analysis
of the electronic structure of organometallic compounds.25 In
summary, the localization procedure that we employ provides
the centroid of charge (Wannier centers) and the spread of
each orbital. This allows visualizing a picture of “where”
electrons are and “who” they belong to. Selected localized
orbitals for pincer complex (syn-oCB-L1)Pd and the
corresponding free ligand syn-oCB-L1, with their correspond-
ing orbital centroids, are shown in Figure 3. Table 3 collects the
charges and orbital centroids for all calculated compounds.
Inspection of the localized orbital for the Pd−B bond of (syn-

oCB-L1)Pd (middle of Figure 3) reveals a pear-shaped orbital
centered on the boron atom of the carborane ligand, which
would suggest a dative bond. However, the orbital centroid
(green dot in Figure 3) for the Pd−B bond is located at about
the center of the Pd−B bond, as expected for a covalent bond.
On the contrary, the centroid of the Pd−Cl bond is clearly
closer to the chloride, as expected for a strongly polarized bond
on the basis of the respective (Pauling) electronegativities.
Table 3 shows that the same is observed for all complexes.
Quite interestingly, the elongation of the Pd−Cl bonds on
intermolecular H-bond formation is followed by a concomitant

Figure 2. Molecular structures of (oCB-L1)Pd, (oCB-L2)Pd, and
(mCB-L1)Pd; thermal ellipsoids set at 90%, 70%, and 80% probability,
respectively, and H atoms are represented as fixed-size spheres of 0.18
Å (B−H and pyridine hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity). Color
code: B pink; C gray; H white; O red; N blue; Cl green; Pd prussian
blue. Only one stereoisomer is represented in those structures with
disorder of OH groups.
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displacement of the Wannier centers of the Pd−Cl bonds.
Thus, the intermolecular H-bonds are significantly affecting the
orbitals of the Pd−Cl bonds, confirming their role on the
exceptionally long distances found in the solid structures.
Concerning the Pd−Cl bonds of the isolated molecules in the
gas phase, we note that the longest Pd−centroid distance is
displayed by (mCB-L1)Pd, consistent also with the idea that
the mCB-L1 ligand has the strongest trans influence. To further
characterize the nature of the interactions, we have performed a
natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis for our complexes (Table
S3 in Supporting Information).26 The results suggest in this

case that the Pd−B bond is better described as covalent,
whereas the Pd−Cl is clearly ionic.
It was suggested that the Pd in these carboryl pincer

compounds might be formally Pd(0), based on calculated
Mulliken and Löwdin charges for 2.8 The authors found a net
negative charge localized on the Pd atom and a relative positive
charge concentrated on the B atom bonded to it (B(2); see
Figure 2 for nomenclature). However, they recognized that
only the Löwdin charges showed some consistency and stressed
the importance of being cautious in the choice of functional,
effective core potentials and in the (quantitative) interpretation

Table 1. Crystal Data and Refinement Details for Structures of Compounds syn-oCB-Pd1, oCB-Pd2, and mCB-L1a

(syn-oCB-L1)Pd (oCB-L2)Pd (mCB-L1)Pd

empirical formula C38H70B20Cl4N8O6Pd3 C16H25B10ClN2O2Pd C17H28B10ClN3O3Pd
formula weight 1412.22 527.33 572.37
crystal system triclinic triclinic monoclinic
space group P1̅ P1̅ P21/c
temperature/K 100.0 100.0 100.0
wavelength/Å 0.71073 0.71073 0.71073
a/Å 10.6774(5) 9.9166(4) 11.0330(5)
b/Å 10.9800(4) 10.7176(4) 20.3495(10)
c/Å 13.2409(6) 12.7142(5) 11.0094(5)
α/deg 99.934(2) 68.9240(10) 90
β/deg 101.468(2) 67.4490(10) 96.4690(18)
γ/deg 102.624(2) 67.4990(10) 90
volume/Å3 1446.22(11) 1116.52(8) 2456.0(2)
Z 1 2 4
density (calculated)/ Mg/m3 1.622 1.569 1.548
F(000) 708 528 1152
theta range for data collection/deg 2.41−26.37 2.32−26.37 2.672−26.371
absorption coefficient/mm−1 1.159 0.969 0.891
goodness-of-fit on F2 1.080 1.065 1.123
R1 [I > 2σ(I)] 0.0226 0.0239 0.0334
wR2 [I > 2σ(I)] 0.0572 0.0643 0.0765
R1 (all data) 0.0247 0.0249 0.0429
wR2 (all data) 0.0581 0.0649 0.0810

aCCDC 1008023 (syn-oCB-L1)Pd), 1008024 ((oCB-L2)Pd), and 1008025 ((mCB-L1)Pd) contain the supplementary crystallographic data for
this paper. These data can be obtained free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif.

Table 2. Comparison of Selected Distances (Å) and Angles (deg) for (syn-oCB-L1)Pd, (oCB-L2)Pd, and (mCB-L1)Pd and 1−2

Y = N Y = N Y = S Y = Se

(syn-oCB-L1)Pd (oCB-L2)Pd (mCB-L1)Pd 1 2

Pd−Cl 2.4915(5) 2.4879(6) 2.5063(8) 2.417(1) 2.4371(5)
Pd−B 2.021(2) 2.017(2) 1.974(4) 1.983(4) 1.982(3)
Pd−Y(a) 2.0557(17) 2.0490(18) 2.088(3) 2.3113(9) 2.4252(3)
Pd−Y(b) 2.0564(18) 2.0477(18) 2.087(3) 2.3204(9) 2.4340(3)
Cc(a)−B 1.718(3) 1.730(3) 1.704(5) 1.707(5) 1.714(3)
Cc(b)−B 1.723(3) 1.730(3) 1.706(5) 1.693(6) 1.720(4)
Cl−Pd−B 175.14(7) 171.85(7) 170.98(10) 173.1(1) 171.09(7)
Y−Pd−Y 166.76(7) 170.35(7) 161.55(10) 162.70(3) 162.11(1)
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of the results. For comparison, we have therefore calculated
Mulliken, Löwdin and Bader and NPA charges for ours and
Mirkin’s pincer complexes (Table S2 in Supporting Informa-
tion). In general, Mulliken and Löwdin charges suggest a
negative Pd and a positive B atom bonded to it, in line with
Mirkin’s findings.8 On the contrary, Bader and NPA charges
suggest positive charges on both Pd and boron atom. It may be
appreciated that Mulliken, Löwdin and Bader’s charges describe
B as more positive than Pd, whereas within the NPA
description Pd is more positively charged. These results suggest
that interpreting the oxidation state of the metal based on
calculated charges is certainly delicate. Thus, we have employed
the electron counting procedure proposed by Sit et al.,24 which
is based on the assignment of localized orbital centroids to
individual atoms, for ours and Mirkin pincer complexes. This
method suggests a Pd(II) state for all carboranyl pincer
complexes as eight centroids (d8 configuration) are clearly
localized around the Pd atoms. Certainly, the different
assignment of the Pd oxidation state depends on the nature
of the Pd−B bond. Figure 3 shows the localized orbitals
corresponding to the Pd−B bond in (syn-oCB-L1)Pd and H−
B bond in the free ligand syn-oCB-L1. It may be appreciated the
inversion of the polarity of the bond from the H−B (centroid
close to H) to the Pd−B (centroid in the middle), consistent
with the idea that the electrons involved in the Pd−B bond
“belong” to boron. Thus, based on the above electron counting
procedure and the shape of the Pd−B localized orbital, we
assigned the corresponding orbital centroid to B, resulting in a
Pd(II) oxidation state.

Characterization of Carborane-Based NBN Pincer
Complexes. All spectroscopic and analytical data are
consistent with the proposed molecular structures (Scheme
2) and are in agreement with the solid-state structures
determined by single crystal X-ray diffraction methods (Figure
2). 11B NMR spectroscopy shows a unique very broad
resonance (ranging from δ +10 to −20) centered at δ ≈ −6
and −11 for the (oCB-Ln)Pd (n = 1, 2) and (mCB-L1)Pd,
respectively. The broadness of the 11B NMR signals, probably a
consequence of the diastereomeric mixtures, prevent the direct
observation of typical singlet resonance for the boron atom
bonded to metals at δ ≈ 0.8 Coordination of the Pd ion leads to
a general downfield shift of signals of the free ligands in the 1H
NMR spectra, this being consistent with related Pd complexes.
11B-decoupled 1H NMR spectra shows also broad resonances
for the hydrogen atoms at the boron atoms that are reasonable
sharp, compared to the coupled spectra, so that integration is
possible unless residual solvent signals overlap occurs. Thus,
1H{11B} NMR for the free ligand oCB-L1 shows broad
resonances for 10 boron atoms in the range δ 3 to 1.3.14d The
pattern in the related complex (oCB-L1)Pd changes to four
resonances for nine boron atoms in a 1:3:3:2 ratio and in a
larger range (δ 2.7 to 0.4). The introduction of Pd into oCB-L1
modifies the symmetry of the carborane cluster, and this
consequently modifies the observed pattern for the hydrogens
at boron atoms. It is noteworthy the strongly deshielded
resonance for two BH hydrogens at δ 0.4 (respect to the closest
resonance at δ 1.9). The upfield signals are likely due to the
shielding cone of the pyridine rings, and we tentatively assigned
to hydrogens attached to B(4) and B(7). The related B(6/11)
H hydrogens for (oCB-L2)Pd also appears upfield (δ 0.24).
The situation is more complex for the m-carboryl pincer (mCB-
L1)Pd since B−H activation for the mixture of syn- and anti-
diastereoisomers afford four possible isomers (see SupportingT
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Information for details). As mentioned above, the mCB-L1
ligand is obtained as a mixture of syn- and anti-diasteromers and
shows a unique set of signals in the 1H NMR, probably due to
free rotation of the pyridylmethylalcohol arms around the Cc-C
bonds (Cc: carbon cluster). Rotation is not possible on
complexation so that diastereomers formation is evident from
the 1H NMR spectrum for the Pd complex (mCB-L1)Pd. The
1H NMR spectrum for a mixture of anti- and syn-
diastereoisomers of (mCB-L1)Pd, as obtained in the synthesis,
shows two sets of signals for the CHOH groups in a ∼1:1 ratio
as doublets at δ 5.14 and 4.96. Although pyridine and OH
signals for the mixture of four diastereoisomers results in a
quite complicated spectrum, integration shows the expected
ratio of signals.
Carborane-Based NBN Pincer Complexes As Cata-

lysts. We have initiated a systematic study on the use of the
newly synthesized carboranyl NBN pincer Pd complexes as
homogeneous catalysts. The catalytic profile of both (oCB-
L1)Pd and (mCB-L1)Pd was evaluated in one of the most
important Pd-catalyzed C−C bond-forming processes, the
Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reaction.27 Accordingly, the
coupling of two common substrates, 4-methoxyphenylboronic
acid and 4-bromoacetophenone, was chosen as model reaction
using (oCB-L1)Pd as palladium source. As displayed in Table
4, from the full range of experimental conditions assayed with a
catalyst loading of 0.1 mol %, we learned that the use of water
as reaction media interestingly provided better results (entry 10
vs 1−8) than those from organic solvents and partially aqueous
mixtures (THF, DMF, MeOH, THF/H2O, MeOH/H2O), far
more suitable to solubilize carboranyl-based pincer (oCB-
L1)Pd. Considering the excellent conversion rate obtained,
which was not improved by the use of TBAB, a known
stabilizing agent for palladium nanoparticles,28 we decided to
further decrease the catalyst amount down to 0.0001 mol %. A
quantitative result was again obtained at such a low level (entry
16), and accordingly a range of substrates were submitted to
the optimized reaction conditions (K2CO3, H2O, 110 °C, 10 h)
using (oCB-L1)Pd and (mCB-L1)Pd (Table 5). No coupling
was observed in the absence of the pincer complex (entry 17,
Table 4) and ICP-MS analysis of all the reagents employed
(aryl halide, boronic acid, potassium carbonate) revealed that
the palladium contents in the reaction mixture were around
10−5 mol %. Therefore, the possibility of a coupling catalyzed
by residual palladium traces from the reagents was ruled out.
Although more assays should be carried out in order to

determine the scope of the procedure, the comparative study of
the catalytic activity of both pincer complexes displayed in
Table 5 reveals that not only arylboronic acids can be effectively

coupled with aryl bromides but also potassium phenyl-
trifluoroborate (Table 5, entries 3, 5, 7, and 10). In addition,
benzyl bromide can be also used as a coupling partner (entries
11−14), and both electron-withdrawing and -donating groups
can be incorporated in the substrates. No byproducts were
observed, and apart from the coupling products, only unreacted
halides were detected in the crude reaction mixtures. With a
few exceptions (entries 4, 11, and 13), a better catalytic profile
was observed from (oCB-L1)Pd-containing aqueous solutions,
since (mCB-L1)Pd failed to provide the corresponding biaryl
compound with acceptable yields in some cases (entries 6 and
8).

Figure 3. Localized orbitals corresponding to the Pd−Cl, Pd−B, and H−B bonds of (syn-oCB-L1)Pd (left and middle) and syn-oCB-L1 (right),
respectively. The orbital centroids of the localized orbitals at the Pd center are shown as small green dots.

Table 4. Summary of Reactions Conditions for the Coupling
between 4-Bromoacetophenone and 4-
Methoxyphenylboronic Acid

entry reaction conditions (i)a conv (%)b

1 KOH (2.5 equiv), THF, 40 °C, 10 h -
2 K2CO3 (2.0 equiv), TBAB (1 equiv), THF, 40 °C, 12 h 10
3 K3PO4 (2 equiv), DMF, 80 °C, 10 h 5
4 K2CO3 (2.0 equiv), CH3OH/H2O (3:1), 70 °C, 12 h -
5 K2CO3 (2.5 equiv), TBAB (1 equiv), CH3OH,

70 °C, 10 h
68

6 K2CO3 (2.0 equiv), CH3OH, 70 °C, 10 h 66
7 Cs2CO3 (2.5 equiv), H2O, 100 °C, 12 h 7
8 K2CO3 (2.0 equiv), THF/H2O (9:1), 80 °C, 10 h 88
9 Et3N (2.0 equiv), H2O, 80 °C, 12 h 99
10 K2CO3 (2.0 equiv), H2O, 110 °C, 10 h 99
11c K2CO3 (2.5 equiv), TBAB (1 equiv), CH3OH,

70 °C, 10 h
62

12c K2CO3 (2.5 equiv), TBAB (1 equiv), CH3OH,
100 °C, 10 h

63

13c K2CO3 (2.0 equiv), CH3OH, 70 °C, 10 h 60
14c K2CO3 (2.0 equiv), THF/H2O (9:1), 80 °C, 10 h 84
15c Et3N (2.0 equiv), H2O, 80 °C, 12 h 95
16c K2CO3 (2.0 equiv), H2O, 110 °C, 10 h 99
17d K2CO3 (2.0 equiv), H2O, 110 °C, 10 h -

a4-Bromoacetophenone, 4-methoxyphenylboronic acid (1.5 equiv),
(oCB-L1)Pd (10−1 mol %), base (2−3 equiv), solvent (1 mL per
mmol of substrate), additive (when indicated). bConversion rate
measured by GC-MS. c(oCB-L1)Pd (10−4 mol %). dReaction
performed in the absence of (oCB-L1)Pd.
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TON values ranged from 770000 to 990000 for (oCB-
L1)Pd, thus showing a very high catalytic activity which rivals

previous reports on Suzuki coupling performed by very low
amounts of palladium catalysts, even with pincer complexes.29

Table 5. Suzuki Coupling in the Presence of Carborane-Based NBN Pincer Complexes. Functional Group Tolerance

aAryl or arylmethyl bromide, arylboronic acid, or aryl trifluoroborate (1.5 equiv), (oCB-L1)Pd or (oCB-L1)Pd (10−4 mol %), K2CO3 (2.0 equiv),
H2O (1 mL per mmol of ArBr or ArCH2Br), 110 °C, 10 h. Isolated yields. b2.5 equiv of K2CO3 were used.
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Moreover, the use of water as a convenient, sustainable solvent
is an added bonus that cannot be ignored.
The low catalytic loading employed prevented an analysis of

the palladium species generated after the coupling reaction,
including that related to possible changes in the structure of the
carborane moieties. However, no palladium black or mirror was
observed, even when the catalyst amount was increased at the
10−1 mol % level (Table 4, entry 10), which is to some extent
indicative of the integrity of the metal complex under the
reaction conditions. Although no detailed mechanistic studies
have been carried out for the present Suzuki coupling reactions,
it occurs to us that the catalytic activity in water and the
elongation of the Pd−Cl bonds due to intermolecular H-bond
formation might be connected. It seems feasible that
intermolecular H-bond between the water molecules and
chloride atoms in both pincer complexes take place under the
catalytic conditions. In such case, the trans influence of o- versus
m-carborane becomes negligible, and therefore a similar
catalytic activity is found in both cases. We are currently
investigating other catalytic reactions that might exploit the
different trans influence of these carboranyl pincer complexes.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We report the preparation of the first family of o-carborane-
based NBN pincer palladium complexes (oCB-L1)Pd and
(oCB-L2)Pd, along with the related m-carborane-based NBN
pincer complex (mCB-L1)Pd by the reaction of bis-[R-
(hydroxy)methyl]-1,2-dicarba-closo-dodecaborane (R = 2-pyr-
idyl oCB-L1, 6-methyl-2-pyridyl oCB-L2) or bis-[2-pyridyl
(hydroxy)methyl]-1,2-dicarba-meta-dodecaborane (mCB-L1)
with PdCl2(MeCN)2 under mild conditions. The X-ray
structures of (oCB-L1)Pd, (oCB-L2)Pd, and (mCB-L1)Pd
shows that the Pd(II) metal atoms display a strongly distorted
square planar coordination, the two pyridine rings are in a trans
fashion and a chloride atom is trans to a boron atom
coordinated to Pd(II). Molecular structures for the complexes
show unambiguously B−H activation of the carborane cages.
Activation takes place in the B−H bonds close to the carborane
carbon atoms, B(3/6)H in o-carborane or B(2/3)H in m-
carborane. A combined study of experimental and calculated
bond distances reveals that two effects are operative in
modulating the Pd−Cl distance in the crystal structures. One
is the trans influence of the carborane moieties, the other being
the intermolecular moderate H-bonding interactions among
neighboring complexes. This finding is certainly relevant since
the length of the metal−Cl bonds are often the only parameter
considered for evaluating the trans influence in metal
complexes. Thus, considering the Pd−Cl distances from the
gas phase calculated monomers, it can be inferred a stronger
trans influence of the meta-carborane than the ortho-carborane
moieties in the pincer complexes, as expected, and similar to
that found in aryl-based pincers. Calculated atomic charges and
localized orbitals have been used to analyze the nature of the
Pd−B bond and the metal oxidation state in our o- and m-
carboranyl pincer complexes but also in the previously reported
m-carborane-based EBE (E = S, Se) pincer Pd complexes.8 The
results agree with the Pd−B bonds in all complexes exhibiting
strong σ-electron donation and suggest that the Pd atom in all
these carboryl pincer complexes bear a formal oxidation state of
two, rather than zero, as previously suggested.8 Catalytic
applications of (oCB-L1)Pd and (mCB-L1)Pd have shown the
complexes are good catalyst precursors in Suzuki coupling
reactions in water and with remarkably low amounts of catalyst

loadings and with good functional group tolerance for the
substrates. Complex (oCB-L1)Pd shows a better catalytic
profile than (mCB-L1)Pd and with excellent conversions and
TON values ranging from 770000 to 990000, thus showing a
very high catalytic activity which rivals previous reports on
Suzuki coupling performed by very low amounts of palladium
catalysts, even with pincer complexes.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials and Methods. Reactions were carried out under a

nitrogen atmosphere in round-bottomed flasks equipped with a
magnetic stirring bar, capped with a septum unless noted otherwise.
Diethyl ether was distilled from Na/benzophenone. All the other
chemicals were commercially available and used as received. oCB-L1
was prepared according to our previous report.14d IR ATR spectra
were recorded on a Perkin−Elmer Spectrum One spectrometer. 1H,
13C, and 11B spectra were recorded respectively at 300, 75, and 96
MHz with a Bruker Advance-300 spectrometer in deuterated
chloroform, acetone or dimethyl sulfoxide, and referenced to the
residual solvent peak for 1H and 13C NMR or to BF3.OEt2 as an
external standard for 11B NMR. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm
and coupling constants in Hertzs. Multiplets nomenclature is as
follows: s, singlet; d, doublet; t, triplet; br, broad; m, multiplet.
Elemental analyses were obtained by a CarboErba EA1108 micro-
analyzer (Universidad Autońoma de Barcelona). The mass spectra
were recorded in the positive or negative ion mode using a
BrukerBiflex MALDI-TOF-MS [N2 laser; λexc 337 nm (0.5 ns
pulses); voltage ion source 20.00 kV (Uis1) and 17.50 kV (Uis2)] with
3,5-dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as matrix. ICP-MS analyses
were conducted using a ICP-MS Thermo Serie X. Column
chromatography was conducted on silica gel (gel (35−70 mesh, 60 Å).

Computational Details. DFT calculations and orbital localization
were performed with the CP2K code30 and based on the PBE
exchange-correlation functional.31 The Quickstep32 algorithm was
used to solve the electronic structure problem using a double-ζ plus
polarization (DZVP)33 basis set to represent valence orbitals and plane
waves for the electron density (300 Ry cutoff). Valence-core
interactions were treated by means of GTH-type pseudopoten-
tials.34−36 Wave function optimization was achieved through an orbital
transformation method.37 Models were treated as isolated38 and
optimized (until gradients were <5 × 10−4 a.u.). Full details on the
localization algorithm as implemented in CP2K may be found in ref
39. Atomic electron populations have been computed integrating the
orbital density within the atomic basins determined according to
Bader’s Atom in Molecules theory.40

Synthesis of 1,2-Bis{(6-methyl-pyridin-2′-yl)methanol}-1,2-dicar-
ba-closo-dodecaborane (oCB-L2). The general procedure described
by us for oCB-L1 was followed,14d using o-carborane (207 mg, 1.44
mmol), n-BuLi (1.84 mL, 1.56 M in hexane, 2.87 mmol), diethyl ether
(20 mL) and 6-methyl-2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (0.23 mL, 2.90
mmol), and an ethyl acetate/liquid N2 cooling bath (−84 °C). Work
up gave a light yellow solid that was dried under vacuum to afford a
mixture of syn- and anti-oCB-L2 (317.2 mg, 0.82 mmol, 57.3%); mp
175−180 °C. NMR experiments confirmed the presence of the two
different diastereoisomers in a 45:55 proportion.

NMR for anti-oCB-L2. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6): 7.76 (t, J = 7.5, 2H,
C5H3N), 7.39 (d, J = 7.6, 2H, C5H3N), 7.24 (d, J = 7.3, 2H, C5H3N),
7.00 (d, J = 5.7, 2H, OH), 5.51 (d, J = 5.6, 2H, CHOH), 2.50 (CH3
signals are overlapped with residual DMSO). 11B NMR: −2.4 (s, 2B),
−9.8 (b s, 8B).

NMR for syn-oCB-L2. 1H NMR (DMSO-d6): 7.76 (t, J = 8.0, 2H,
C5H3N), 7.35 (d, J = 7.8, 2H, C5H3N), 7.24 (d, J = 7.8, 2H, C5H3N),
6.94 (d, J = 5.7, 2H, OH), 5.88 (d, J = 6.0, 2H, CHOH), 2.50 (CH3
signals are overlapped with residual DMSO). 11B NMR: −2.4 (s, 2B),
−9.8 (b s, 8B).

Synthesis of 1,7-Bis{(pyridin-2′-yl)methanol}-1,7-dicarba-closo-
dodecaborane (mCB-L1). The general procedure described by us
for oCB-L1 was followed,14d using m-carborane (200 mg, 1.38 mmol),
n-BuLi (1.86 mL, 1.48 M in hexane, 2.76 mmol), THF (10 mL) and 2-
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pyridinecarboxaldehyde (0.27 mL, 2.83 mmol), and an chloroform/
liquid N2 cooling bath ((−63 °C). Work up gave a light yellow solid
which was dried under a vacuum to afford a mixture of syn- and anti-
mCB-L1 (369.6 mg, 1.03 mmol, 79.3%), mp 145−150 °C. IR (ATR;
selected bands): ν 3379 (OH), 2613, 2595, 2554 (BH). MALDI TOF:
359.10 [M + H]+. NMR of the diastereoisomer mixture in various
solvents:
(Ac-d6).

1H NMR: 8.51 (d, J = 3.0, 1H, C5H4N), 7.81 (td, J = 9.0
and 3.0, 1H, C5H4N), 7.42 (d, J = 6.0, 1H, C5H4N), 7.36(td, J = 6.0
and 3.0, 1H, C5H4N),5.40 (d, J = 6.0, 1H, OH), 4.96 (d, J = 6.0, 1H,
CHOH). 1H {11B} NMR (Ac-D6): Only signals due to B−H protons
are given: 2.73 (br s, 2H), 2.19 (br s, 2H), 2.15 (br s, 3H), 1.88 (br s,
3H); 11B NMR: −5.34 (br s, 2B), −10.61 (br s, 6B), −12.98 (br s,
2B). 13C NMR: 160.17 (s, NC5H4), 148.99 (s, NC5H4), 137.42 (s,
NC5H4), 124.43 (s, NC5H4), 122.83 (s, NC5H4), 82.45 (s, cluster
Carbons), 75.31 (s, CHOH).
(DMSO-d6).

1H NMR: 8.45 (d, J = 5.0 Hz, 2H, C5H4N), 7.80 (t, J =
7.4, 1.5, 2H, C5H4N), 7.35 (d, J = 8.0, 2H, C5H4N), 7.30 (dd, J = 7.5,
4.7, 2H, C5H4N), 6.50 (d, J = 5.7, 2H, OH), 4.80 (d, J = 5.3, 2H,
CHOH). 1H{11B} NMR: Only signals due to B−H protons are given:
2.60 (br s, 2H), 2.06 (br s, 6H), 1.79 (br s, 2H). −5.13 (br s, 2B),
−10.66 (br s, 6B).
Synthesis of [(oCB-L1)PdCl] ((oCB-L1)Pd). oCB-L1 (100 mg, 0.28

mmol) and PdCl2(MeCN)2 (61 mg, 0.28 mmol) were dissolved in
acetone (10 mL) in a capped vial. The reaction mixture was stirred
under air at room temperature for 15 h. Then a yellowish precipitate
was collected by centrifugation (6000 rpm, 10 min), washed with
acetone (3 × 3 mL) to remove excess of starting materials, and dried
under a vacuum to provide pure (oCB-L1)Pd (100 mg, 0.2 mmol,
71%) as a pale yellow solid; dec pt 283 °C. Elemental analysis
calculated for C14B10H21N2O2ClPd·H2O: C 32.50%, H 4.48%, N
5.42%; found C 32.52%, H 4.20%, N 5.42%. MALDI-TOF, m/z: M:
462.45 [M − Cl-H]+. IR (ATR; selected bands): ν 3344, 3316 (OH),
2617, 2594, 2567, 2553 (BH). 1H NMR (DMSO-d6): δ = 8.92 (d, J =
4.9, 2H, NC5H4), 8.14 (t, J = 7.6, 2H, NC5H4), 7.90 (d, J = 7.3, 2H,
NC5H4), 7.55 (t, J = 6.7, 2H, NC5H4), 7.45 (BR s, 2H, CHOH), 6.09
(BR s, 2H, CHOH); 1H{11B} NMR (DMSO-d6): Only signals due to
B−H protons are given: 2.75 (br s, 1H), 2.17 (br s, 3H), 1.86 (br s,
3H), 0.39 (br s, 2H); 11B NMR (DMSO-d6): +10 to −20 (br m). 13C
NMR (DMSO-d6): 161.01 (s, NC5H4), 153.39 (s, NC5H4), 139.65 (s,
NC5H4), 124.49 (s, NC5H4), 123.52 (s, NC5H4), 89.93 (s, CHOH),
72.37 (s, CHB10H9).
Synthesis of [(oCB-L2)PdCl] ((oCB-L2)Pd). The reaction procedure

of (oCB-L1)Pd was followed, using oCB-L2 (10 mg, 0.028 mmol),
[PdCl2(MeCN)2] (6.1 mg, 0.028 mmol), and acetone (3 mL), under
air at 55 °C for 50 h. Work up gave (oCB-L2)Pd as an impure white
solid. Recrystallization from DMF gave single crystals suitable for X-
ray diffraction measurements. MALDI-TOF, m/z: M: 491.52 [M]+. 1H
NMR (DMSO-d6): 8.02 (t, J = 7.8, 2H, C5H3N), 7.71 (d, J = 7.2, 2H,
C5H3N), 7.51 (d, J = 7.3, 2H, C5H3N), 7.45 (br s, 2H, OH), 6.18 (br s,
2H, CHOH), 3.15 (s, 6H, CH3).

1H {11B} NMR (DMSO-d6): Only
signals due to B−H protons are given: 2.77−2.12 (br m, overlapped
with residual solvent), 1.84 (br s, 3H), 0.24 (br s, 2H); 11B NMR
(DMSO-d6): −2.41 (br s, 10B) 5 to −20 (br m).13C NMR (DMSO-
d6): 160.28 (s, C5H3N), 153.27 (s, C5H3N), 139.41 (s, C5H3N),
124.97 (s, C5H3N), 120.55 (s, C5H3N), 90.38 (s, cluster carbon),
71.89 (s, CHOH), 27.02 (s, CH3).
Synthesis of [(mCB-L1)PdCl] ((mCB-L1)Pd). The reaction

procedure of (oCB-L1)Pd was followed, using mCB-L1 (10 mg,
0.028 mmol), [PdCl2(MeCN)2] (6.1 mg, 0.028 mmol) and acetone (3
mL), under air at 55 °C for 2 h. Work up gave pure (mCB-L1)Pd
(10.6 mg, 0.021 mmol, 76.1%) as a light yellow solid; dec pt 282 °C.
Elemental analysis calculated for C14B10H21N2O2ClPd·DMF: C
35.67%, H 4.93%, N 7.34%; found C 35.76%, H 5.08%, N 7.10%.
MALDI-TOF, m/z: M: 462.49 [M − Cl-H]+. IR (ATR; selected
bands): ν 3412, 3178 (OH), 2603 (BH). 1H NMR (DMSO-d6):
10.02, 9.91, 9.82, and 9.68 (d, J = 5.7, 2H, C5H3N for four
diasteromers), 8.10−7.49 (m, 6H, C5H3N), 7.08, 7.07, 6.91, and 6.83
(d, J = 5.9, 2H, OH for for four diasteromers), 5.14 (d, J = 5.9, 1H,
CHOH for anti- or syn-mCB-Pd1 isomer), 4.96 (d, J = 5.3, 1H,

CHOH for syn- or anti-mCB-Pd1 isomer). 11B NMR (DMSO-d6):
−11.4 (br m). 13C NMR (DMSO-d6): 162.24, 161.16, 160.96, 157.81,
155.76, 154.69, 139.74, 139.53, 139.40, 127.32, 124.22, 123.58, 122.88,
122.61 (s, NC5H4), 76.11, 75.74, 75.35, 74.47, 73.92, 73.75 (s, CHOH
and CHB10H9).

Suzuki Coupling with Arylboronic Acids in the Presence of
(oCB-L1)Pd. General Procedure. A screw-capped tube equipped
with a magnetic stirrer bar was charged with the aryl- or benzyl
bromide (1 mmol), arylboronic acid (1.5 mmol), potassium carbonate
(276 mg, 2.0 mmol), and (oCB-L1)Pd (0.00049 mg, 10−6 mmol) and
distilled water (1 mL) at room temperature. This mixture was heated
to 110 °C for 10 h under stirring, allowed to cool, and extracted with
diethyl ether (4 × 5 mL). The combined organic extracts were dried
over anhydrous sodium sulfate and evaporated in vacuo to give a
residue that was purified by flash column chromatography using
hexane:ethyl acetate as eluent. By this procedure the following biaryls
and diarylmethanes were prepared:

4-Acetyl-4′-methoxybiphenyl41 (99%). 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ: 2.63
(s, 3H), 3.86 (s, 3H), 7.01 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H), 7.57 (d, J = 8.8 Hz,
2H), 7.65 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H), 7.99 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR
(CDCl3) δ 26.6, 55.3, 114.4, 126.6, 128.3, 128.9, 132.2, 135.2, 145.3,
159.9, 197.7

4-Acetylbiphenyl42 (99%). 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ: 8.03 (d, J = 8.0
Hz, 2H), 7.68 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 7.62 (d,J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 7.47 (t, J =
7.6 Hz, 2H), 7.41 (d, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 2.65 (s, 3H). 13C NMR
(CDCl3): δ 197.7, 145.7, 139.8, 135.8, 128.9, 128.8, 128.2, 127.2,
127.1, 26.7.

4-Methoxybiphenyl21 (84%). 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ: 7.56−7.51 (m,
4H), 7.41 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 7.30 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 1H), 6.98 (d, J = 7.2
Hz, 2H), 3.85 (s, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3) δ: 159.1, 140.8, 133.7,
128.7, 128.1, 126.7, 126.6, 114.2, 55.3.

2-Chloridebiphenyl21 (91%). 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ: 7.48−7.38 (m,
6H), 7.36−7.26 (m, 3H). 13C NMR (CDCl3) δ: 140.5, 139.4, 132.5,
131.4, 129.9, 129.4, 128.5, 128.0, 127.6, 126.8.

2-Chloro-3′,4′-dimethoxy-1,1′-biphenyl43 (77%). 1H NMR
(CDCl3) δ: 3.87, 3.89 (2s, 6H), 6.94 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.08 (d, J
= 2.0 Hz, 1H), 7.12 (dd, J = 8.2, 2.2 Hz, 1H), 7.39−7.52 (m, 4H). 13C
NMR (CDCl3) δ: 148.6, 148.4, 140.3, 132.6, 132.1, 131.4, 130.0,
128.3, 126.8, 121.8, 112.9, 110.8, 56.0, 55.9.

5-Chloro-2-methoxy-1,1′-biphenyl44 (66%). 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ:
7.52 (m, 2H), 7.37 (m, 5H), 6.92 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H), 3.81 (s, 3H).
13C NMR (CDCl3) δ: 155.9, 155.1, 137.1, 132.4, 130.4, 129.3, 128.1,
128.05, 127.4, 125.7, 112.5.

1-Benzyl-4-methoxybenzene45 (82%). 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ: 3.81
(s, 3H), 3.96 (s, 2H), 6.86 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 2H), 7.18 (d, J = 8.5 Hz,
2H), 7.24−7.29 (m, 3H), 7.32 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H). 13C NMR (CDCl3)
δ: 41.2, 55.4, 114.0, 126.1, 128.6, 129.0, 130.0, 133.4, 141.7, 158.1.

1-Benzylnaphthalene46 (99%). 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ: 4.53 (s, 2H),
7.24−7.31 (m, 3H), 7.32−7.40 (m, 3H), 7.47−7.56 (m, 3H), 7.85 (d, J
= 8.4 Hz, 1H), 7.91−9.97 (m, 1H), 8.05−8.12 (m, 1H).13C NMR
(CDCl3) δ: 39.2, 124.4, 125.7, 126.1, 126.2, 127.5, 127.5, 128.6, 128.8,
128.9, 132.3, 134.1, 136.8, 140.8.

1-Benzyl-3,5-difluorobenzene47 (87%). 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ: 7.33
(tt, J = 8.2, 1.6 Hz, 2H), 7.25 (tt, J = 6.2, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 7.20−7.17 (m,
2H), 6.74−6.68 (m, 2H), 6.65 (tt, J = 9.0, 2.3 Hz, 1H), 3.96 (s, 2H).
13C NMR (CDCl3) δ: 163.0 (dd, JC−F = 248.0, 12.9 Hz), 145.0 (t, JC−F
= 8.9 Hz), 139.4, 128.9, 128.7, 126.6, 111.6 (dd, JC−F = 18.4, 6.5 Hz),
101.6 (t, JC−F = 25.4 Hz), 41.6 (t, JC−F = 1.9 Hz). 19F NMR (376 MHz,
CDCl3) δ: −110.3 (m, 2F)

4-Benzyl-1,2-dimethoxybenzene48 (99%). 1H NMR (CDCl3) δ:
3.84−3.87 (2 s, 6H), 3.96 (s, 3H), 6.74−6.83 (m, 3H), 7.20−7.34 (m,
5H). 13C NMR (CDCl3) δ: 41.4, 55.7, 55.8, 111.1, 111.2, 112.2, 120.7,
120.8,125.9, 128.3, 128.6, 133.5, 141.2, 147.3, 148.8.

Suzuki Coupling with Potassium Phenyltrifluoroborate in
the Presence of (oCB-L1)Pd. General Procedure. A screw-capped
tube equipped with a magnetic stirrer bar was charged with the aryl
bromide (1 mmol), potassium phenyltrifluoroborate (276 mg, 1.5
mmol), potassium carbonate (276 mg, 2.0 mmol), and (oCB-L1)Pd
(0.00049 mg, 10−6 mmol) and distilled water (1 mL) at room
temperature. This mixture was heated to 110 °C for 10 h under
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stirring, allowed to cool, and extracted with diethyl ether (4 × 5 mL).
The combined organic extracts were dried over anhydrous sodium
sulfate and evaporated in vacuo to give a residue which was purified by
flash column chromatography using hexane:ethyl acetate as eluent. By
this procedure the following biaryls were prepared:

4-Acetylbiphenyl (99%)
4-Methoxybiphenyl (92%)
2-Chloridebiphenyl (97%)
5-Chloro-2-methoxy-1,1′-biphenyl (61%)

Suzuki Coupling with Arylboronic Acids in the Presence of
mCB-Pd1. General Procedure. A screw-capped tube equipped with
a magnetic stirrer bar was charged with the aryl- or benzyl bromide (1
mmol), arylboronic acid (1.5 mmol), potassium carbonate (276 mg,
2.0 mmol), and (mCB-L1)Pd (0.0005 mg, 10−6 mmol) and distilled
water (1 mL) at room temperature. This mixture was heated to 110 °C
for 10 h under stirring, allowed to cool, and extracted with diethyl
ether (4 × 5 mL). The combined organic extracts were dried over
anhydrous sodium sulfate and evaporated in vacuo to give a residue
which was purified by flash column chromatography using hexane/
ethyl acetate as eluent. By this procedure the following biaryls and
diarylmethanes were prepared:

4-Acetyl-4′-methoxybiphenyl (60%)
4-Acetylbiphenyl (85%)
4-Methoxybiphenyl (90%)
2-Chloridebiphenyl (5%)
2-Chloro-3′,4′-dimethoxy-1,1′-biphenyl (20%)
5-Chloro-2-methoxy-1,1′-biphenyl (56%)
1-Benzyl-4-methoxybenzene (99%)
1-Benzylnaphthalene (99%)
1-Benzyl-3,5-difluorobenzene (95%)
4-Benzyl-1,2-dimethoxybenzene (99%)

Suzuki Coupling with Potassium Phenyltrifluoroborate in
the Presence of (mCB-L1)Pd. General Procedure. A screw-
capped tube equipped with a magnetic stirrer bar was charged with the
aryl bromide (1 mmol), potassium phenyltrifluoroborate (276 mg, 1.5
mmol), potassium carbonate (276 mg, 2.0 mmol), and (mCB-L1)Pd
(0.0005 mg, 10−6 mmol) and distilled water (1 mL) at room
temperature. This mixture was heated to 110 °C for 10 h under
stirring, allowed to cool, and extracted with diethyl ether (4 × 5 mL).
The combined organic extracts were dried over anhydrous sodium
sulfate and evaporated in vacuo to give a residue which was purified by
flash column chromatography using hexane:ethyl acetate as eluent. By
this procedure the following biaryls were prepared:

4-Acetylbiphenyl (93%)
4-Methoxybiphenyl (60%)
2-Chloridebiphenyl (69%)
5-Chloro-2-methoxy-1,1′-biphenyl (54%)

Single Crystal Studies. Crystals of (oCB-L1)Pd, (oCB-L2)Pd,
and (mCB-L1)Pd were kept under inert conditions and immersed in
perfluoropolyether as protecting oil for manipulation. A suitable size
crystal was mounted on a MiTeGen Micromount, and this sample was
used for data collection. Data were collected with a Bruker D8 Venture
diffractometer (MoKα, 100 K). Data were processed with APEX249

suite and corrected for absorption using SADABS.50 The structure was
solved by direct methods,51 which revealed the position of all non-
hydrogen atoms. These atoms were refined on F2 by a full-matrix least-
squares procedure using anisotropic displacement parameters.49 All
hydrogen atoms were located in difference Fourier maps, except those
corresponding to C−H groups which were placed geometrically, and
included as fixed contributions riding on attached atoms with isotropic
thermal displacement parameters 1.2 (C−H, B−H) or 1.5 (O−H,
methyl) times those of the respective bonded atom. The structures of
oCB-Pd2 and mCB-L1 exhibit disorder of the OH groups, which was
successfully refined using a two-site model with 0.863:0.137 and
0.731:0.269 occupancies for oCB-Pd2 and mCB-L1, respectively.
Thermal parameter constraints were applied. The crystal of mCB-L1 is
a nonmerohedral twin with a minor component of 12.37%. The twin
law describes a rotation of 180° around the [1 1 ̅ 0] direction, given by

the matrix (0.109 −0.887 0, −1.114 −0.109 0, 0 −0.014 −1).
Absorption correction was applied using TWINABS.52
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Abstract: The design of molecule-based systems combining
magnetic, chiroptical and second-order optical nonlinear
properties is still very rare. We report an unusually unsym-
metric diiron(III) complex 1, in which three bulky chiral car-
boranylpyridinealkoxide ligands (oCBhmp�) bridge both
metal ions and the complex shows the above-mentioned
properties. The introduction of o-carborane into the 2-(hy-
droxymethyl)pyridine (hmpH) architecture significantly alters
the coordination of the simple or aryl-substituted 2-hmpH.
The unusual architecture observed in 1 seems to be trig-

gered by the poor nucleophilicity of our alkoxide ligand
(oCBhmp�). A very rare case of spontaneous resolution takes
place on precipitation or exposure to solvent vapor for the
bulk compound, as confirmed by a combination of single-
crystal and powder X-ray diffraction, second-harmonic gen-
eration, and circular dichroism. The corresponding enantio-
pure complexes (+)1 and (�)1 have also been synthesized
and fully characterized. This research provides a new build-
ing block with unique geometry and electronics to construct
coordination complexes with multifunctional properties.

Introduction

The introduction of chirality into coordination compounds has
attracted much attention due to their applications in such
areas as enantioselective separation, catalysis, nonlinear optics,
sensors, and chiral switches.[1] Of particular interest is the com-
bination of several properties within the same chiral molecule
to reveal fascinating effects, such as magnetochirality.[2] New
synthetic strategies to achieve chiral coordination compounds

with unprecedented architectures and combinations of proper-
ties are, therefore, in high demand for the development of
novel chiral materials. In particular, N,O ligands, such as (hy-
droxymethyl)pyridines (hmpH; Scheme 1), have proved to be
successful building blocks for the self-assembly of metallo-
supramolecular architectures with exciting physical proper-
ties.[3] However, only achiral hmpH ligands have been em-
ployed in coordination compounds. We have recently de-
scribed the synthesis and molecular and supramolecular char-
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acterization of a series of chiral nitrogenated aromatic carbor-
anyl alcohols, such as (o-carboranyl)(2-hydroxymethyl)pyridine
(oCBhmpH; shown in Scheme 1).[4] These new compounds,
which are prepared in very good yields from one-pot reactions
in racemic form, can be regarded as a hmpH ligand in which
one of the H atoms at the CH2 position of the alcohol arm has
been replaced by an o-carboranyl fragment (closo-1,2-C2B10H11)
to give o-carboranyl-hmpH (oCBhmpH; Scheme 1). The icosa-
hedral closo carboranes (dicarba-closo-dodecaboranes;
C2B10H12) are an interesting class of exceptionally stable boron-
rich clusters that can be modified at different vertices through
chemical reactions.[5] The high thermal and chemical stability,
hydrophobicity, acceptor character, and three-dimensional
nature of the icosahedral carborane clusters make these new
molecules valuable ligands in coordination chemistry. The aver-
age size of the o-carborane (148 �3) is comparable to that of
adamantane (136 �3) and is significantly larger (40 %) than the
phenyl ring rotation envelope (102 �3).[6] Regarding the elec-
tronic effect, o-carborane behaves as a strong electron-with-
drawing group (similar to fluorinated aryl) on a substituent at
one of the cluster carbons.[6, 7] Thus, introduction of o-carbor-
ane into the hmpH backbone is expected to exert a higher de-
crease of the alcohol pKa value with respect to the related
phenyl-hmpH (phhmpH) derivative (Scheme 1). On the other
hand, introduction of o-carborane leads to an increase in the
size and hydrophobicity of oCBhmpH with respect to
phhmpH. Importantly, the alterations provoked by the intro-
duction of o-carborane into hmpH cannot be considered indi-
vidually because usually a number of properties are influenced
simultaneously. For example, we have recently published our
first results on the metallosupramolecular chemistry of
oCBhmpH with cobalt, which gives a rare example of an anti-
ferromagnetic complex with porous channels.[8] The porosity in
this complex seems to be triggered by the self-assembly of
staggered carborane fragments along hydrogen-bonding net-
works. It also appears that the chirality in conjunction with the
bulky carborane favors RR/SS alternation in the supramolecular
chains as a more compact packing arrangement.

Following our previous results, the next challenge is to re-
solve the enantiomers of our ligand or the related metal com-
plexes with the expectation that novel properties would add
to those found in the racemic complexes.[8] Herein, we focus
our interest on iron complexes. Although iron is inexpensive,
non-toxic, very abundant, and environmental friendly, known
chiral enantiopure iron-based molecular materials are very lim-
ited.[9] We now report the synthesis of a dinuclear chiral iron
complex, both in racemic and enantiopure forms, with unusual
asymmetry triggered by the o-carborane-based ligand
oCBhmpH and compared with the corresponding phenyl-
hmpH (phhmpH) derivative. Structural, chiroptical, and mag-
netic properties of the oCBhmpH complexes are reported and
discussed. Molecular materials that combine magnetic, chirop-
tical, and second-order optical nonlinear properties are still
very rare.[10]

Results and Discussion

The reaction of oCBhmpH with FeCl2 in a 1.5:1 ratio in acetone
gave a clear yellowish golden solution from which the FeIII

complex [Fe2Cl3(oCBhmp)3] (1) was subsequently isolated in
nearly quantitative yield (Scheme 2). Small variations in the
FeII/oCBhmpH ratio also gave complex 1. When the same reac-
tion was carried out with the phenyl-modified ligand phhmpH,
initial formation of the mononuclear FeII complex [FeCl2-
(phhmpH)2] (2) was observed, followed by its conversion to
the trinuclear FeIII complex [Fe3Cl4(phhmp)4][FeCl4] (3). A com-
parison of the reactions with oCB- and phhmpH is shown in
Scheme 2.

Clearly, FeIII complexes 1 and 3 are the preferred products of
the reactions under these conditions. The stability of complex
3 is further confirmed in a recent report in which its formation
was shown by hydrolysis and reduction of the related phenyl-
pyridine-2-yl-methanone oxime ligand in the presence of FeCl3

under solvothermal conditions.[11] We have confirmed the
structure of 3 by using single-crystal X-ray diffraction (XRD)
studies (Figure S11 in the Supporting Information) and the
phase purity of the final product by using elemental analysis.
The formation of these complexes is summarized in Equa-
tions (1) and (2), assuming atmospheric O2 is the oxidizing
agent.

2 FeCl2 þ 3 oCBhmpHþ 1=2 O2 ! ½Fe2Cl3ðoCBhmpÞ3� ð1Þ þ HClþ H2O

ð1Þ

4 FeCl2 þ 4 phhmpHþ O2 ! ½Fe3Cl4 ðphhmpÞ4�½FeCl4� ð3Þ þ 2 H2O

ð2Þ

Note that no base is added to abstract the alcohol protons
in these two related ligands. However, in the final complexes
(1 and 3) the ligands are both deprotonated. An increasing
tendency to deprotonation of alcohols upon coordination is
expected with increasing hardness of the metal ion.[12] Group 7
and 8 transition metals are in an intermediate situation in
which either protonated or deprotonated coordinated alcohols

Scheme 1. 2-(Hydroxymethyl)pyridine (hmpH)-related ligands.
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are found. It is in these intermediate situations that the acidity
of the alcohols might make a difference. As previously men-
tioned, our carborane-based ligand oCBhmpH is expected to
be more acidic than the related PhhmpH due to the greater
electron-withdrawing character of the o-carboranyl than that
of the phenyl moiety.[6, 7] This is indirectly confirmed by the iso-
lation and single-crystal XRD studies of the intermediate
mononuclear FeII complex [FeCl2(phhmpH)2] (2), in which the
alcohol moieties remain protonated (Figure S13 in the Sup-
porting Information). No such reaction intermediate was ob-
served during the formation of [Fe2Cl3(oCBhmp)3] (1) even
under an N2 atmosphere by using NMR spectroscopy.

Racemic complex 1 was characterized by using elemental
analysis, IR, cyclic voltammetry, and UV/Vis spectrometry. The
molecular structure for complex 1 was unequivocally estab-
lished by single-crystal XRD. Two crystal structures have been
determined from racemic [Fe2Cl3(oCBhmp)3] (1), an acetone
solvate [Fe2Cl3(oCBhmp)3]·acetone (1·acetone; Figure 1) and an
ether solvate [Fe2Cl3(oCBhmp)3]·ether (1·ether; Figure S10 in
the Supporting Information). The molecular structure for com-
pound 1 shows a dinuclear FeIII system with rather unusual
asymmetry. Both solvated structures of complex 1 show the

same arrangement of ligands
and consist of two distorted oc-
tahedral metal ions bridged by
three oCBhmp� ligands, each of
which uses its alkoxide function-
ality to link the two FeIII ions.
The remaining pyridine rings on
each of the carborane-based li-
gands are also coordinated in
a monodentate fashion, so that
the octahedral coordination of
one FeIII ion is completed by two
pyridine nitrogen atoms and
a terminal Cl� ion and the other
FeIII is completed by one pyri-
dine nitrogen and two terminal
Cl� ions. The oCBhmp� ligands
thus feature a m-k1O : k2N,O
bonding mode, which leads to
a unique unsymmetrical dinu-
clear FeIII complex with three alk-
oxide bridges. Due to the un-
symmetric nature of complex 1,
the Fe�O bonds show some dif-
ferences. The average length of
the three Fe1�O bonds (2.017 �)
is 0.085 � shorter than the relat-
ed Fe2�O bonds (2.102 �) in
structure 1·acetone. This differ-
ence is less pronounced in the
ether solvate 1·ether (0.022 �).
The three Fe�N bonds and three
Fe�Cl bonds have similar lengths
and are in agreement with
values found in other FeIII com-

plexes. The geometrical constraints imposed by the chelating
and bridging coordination modes of the three oCBhmp� li-
gands in 1 (1·acetone/1·ether mean chelation N-Fe-O angle:
78.1/77.48, mean O-Fe-O angle: 88.4/88.58) result in a significant
distorted octahedral geometry for both metal centers (with the

Scheme 2.

Figure 1. Ball-and-stick representation (Mercury 3.0)[16] of the molecular
structure of 1·acetone, showing both enantiomers in the racemate. All hy-
drogen atoms, except those for the CHOH group, are omitted for clarity.
Black spheres = N, light grey spheres = B, dark grey spheres = C, larger
spheres = Fe, other atoms labeled.
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largest deviation of the axial angle from the ideal 1808 being
for N101-Fe2-O201 at 150.8(3)8 and N201-Fe2-O301 at
150.2(1)8 in 1·acetone and 1·ether, respectively). The Fe�Fe
separations of 2.8722(15) � and 2.8843(8) � are short enough
to be consistent with a bonding interaction between the
metals. FeIII complexes with short Fe�Fe contacts have been
reported in the literature,[13] the shortest bond being
2.714 �.[14] A search in the CCDC shows only one example of
a dinuclear FeIII compound with three citrate bridges but the
complex is symmetric.[15]

The deprotonation of the alcohol functionalities in hmpH
and its derivatives is known to favor bridging (m-k1O : k2N,O)
over chelating (N,OH) bonding modes and this is a widely
used strategy for fostering formation of polynuclear com-
plexes.[ 3b] Introducing substituents of controllable bulk near
the alkoxide functional group seems to affect the polynucleari-
ty of the related complexes in the sense of lowering the nucle-
arity for bulkier substituents and vice versa. This could also ex-
plain the formation of a dinuclear FeIII complex in the case of
1 (o-carboranyl-substituted) against a trinuclear complex in the
case of 3 (phenyl-substituted). However, it is worth noting that
regardless of the nuclearity of the iron complexes formed, in
all other reported noncarboxylate FeIII complexes in the litera-
ture with hmpH or any related derivatives, two alkoxide
pyridylalcohol ligands always bridge two close FeIII ions
(Scheme 3, left).[12, 17] Or in other words, all reported FeIII com-
plexes with 2-pyridylalcohol ligands contain (in the absence of

carboxylate ligands) an even number of alkoxide bridges, re-
gardless of the nuclearity. This is in sharp contrast with dinu-
clear complex 1, which has three alkoxide bridges, that is, an
odd number of chiral pyridylalcohol ligands (Scheme 3, right).
The expected higher acidity of our ligands compared with
other hmpH-related ligands makes our alkoxide ligand
(oCBhmp�) less basic and, therefore, less nucleophilic and con-
sequently less coordinating at oxygen.[18] In such a case, a third
alkoxide pyridylalcohol ligand might compensate the electron
densities at the metals better. We cannot however rule out the
possible role that the bulky carborane fragments might have
in the entropy of the reaction. The presence of three alkoxide
bridges in 1 is rather surprising owing to the size of the car-
borane cages and it has important structural consequences.
Each of the pyridylalcohol ligands can adopt an R or S configu-
ration, so that RRR, SSS, RRS, and SSR could all be expected in
complex 1. However, only RRS and SSR combinations are found

in the structure for 1 (Figure 1). Careful examination of the
structures for 1 suggests that RRR or SSS ligand combinations
would not fit around a dinuclear FeIII core due to the steric hin-
drance imposed by the handedness of the ligands. To confirm
the latter assumption, the direct stereoselective synthesis of an
enantiopure complex 1 from pure R and S enantiomers of
oCBhmpH was investigated.

The R and S enantiomers of oCBhmpH were resolved by
using HPLC over a chiral stationary phase (see the Supporting
Information) and the absolute configurations were determined
by using single-crystal XRD ((R)-(+)-oCBhmpH, ee>95.5 %; (S)-
(�)-oCBhmpH, ee>95.5 %).[19] Addition of FeCl2 to (R)-
(+)-oCBhmpH/(S)-(�)-oCBhmpH mixtures (1:0.5 equiv or
0.5:1 equiv per 1 equiv of Fe) in acetone quantitatively pro-
duced the corresponding enantiopure complexes [Fe2Cl3((RRS)-
oCBhmp)3] ((RRS)-(�)-1) or [Fe2Cl3((SSR)-oCBhmp)3] ((SSR)-
(+)-1)[27] and have been characterized by using IR and XRD
(Figures S11 and S12 in the Supporting Information). Both
enantiopure metal complexes crystallize in the chiral space
group P21, with Flack parameters of 0.028(7) ((RRS)-(�)-1) and
0.033(8) ((SSR)-(+)-1) ; the latter is isostructural to 1·ether.
When only one of the enantiomers was employed ((R)-
(+)-oCBhmpH or (S)-(�)-oCBhmpH with FeCl2 in a 1.5:1 ratio),
a mixture of a dinuclear [Fe2Cl2((RR)-oCBhmp)2]·acetone (4·ace-
tone) and mononuclear [Fe((SSS)-oCBhmp)3] (5) were formed
and have been characterized by using XRD (Figure 2) and
PXRD (Figure S9 in the Supporting Information). Complexes
4·acetone and 5 crystallize in the chiral space groups P41212

(Flack parameter 0.008(4)) and P21 (Flack parameter 0.009(2)),
respectively. Unlike complex 1, complexes 4 and 5 show sym-
metrical structures. Whereas in complex 4 two oCBhmp� li-
gands with a m-k1O : k2N,O bonding mode led to a symmetrical
dinuclear FeIII complex with two alkoxide bridges, mononuclear
complex 5 consists of a fac-Fe(oCBhmp)3 molecule in which
three oCBhmp� ligands coordinate through the N and O
atoms in a bidentate fashion (Figure 2). It is particularly inter-
esting to compare the X-ray structures for the acetone solvat-
ed structures 1·acetone and 4·acetone in Figures 1 and 2. The
average length of the four Fe�O bonds (2.012 �) in 4·acetone
is 0.048 � shorter than the related average length of the six

Scheme 3. m2-O versus m3-O bridging of hmpH in Fe complexes.[18]

Figure 2. Ball-and-stick representation (Mercury 3.0)[16] of the molecular
structures of A) [Fe2Cl2((RR)-oCBhmp)2]·acetone (4·acetone) and B) [Fe((SSS)-
oCBhmp)3] (5). All hydrogen atoms, except those for the CHOH group, are
omitted for clarity. Black spheres = N, light grey spheres = B, dark grey
spheres = C, larger spheres = Fe, other atoms labeled; * = x, y, �z.
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Fe�O bonds (2.0595 �) in 1·acetone. However, the Fe�Fe sepa-
ration in 4·acetone (3.1205(6) �) is significantly larger (0.248 �)
than the related distance for 1·acetone. Most remarkable is the
position of the solvated acetone molecules in both structures.
Whereas the acetone molecules are clearly out of the metal co-
ordination spheres in 1·acetone, each acetone molecule in the
solid structure for 4·acetone is interacting with the FeIII centers
as shown in Figure 2. The acetone interaction mode is unprec-
edented and can be described as h1-O coordination of the ace-
tone to the Fe�Fe bond (C=O···Fe2, centroid separation 2.138 �;
angle 1808). It is known that h1 coordination of ketones to
metal centers is preferred over h2 for electron-deficient
metals.[20] This data clearly supports our hypothesis that our
alkoxide ligand (oCBhmp�) is a poor nucleophile and, there-
fore, a third oxygen, either from an alkoxide pyridylalcohol
ligand or a solvent molecule, better compensates the electron
densities at the metals. In addition, the data also show that di-
nuclear complexes with RRR or SSS ligand combinations
cannot be formed due to the steric hindrance imposed by the
handedness of the oCBhmp� ligands.

The circular dichroism (CD) spectra were recorded in solu-
tion in CH2Cl2 for ligands (R)-(+)-oCBhmpH/(S)-(�)-oCBhmpH
and the corresponding metal complexes [Fe2Cl3((SSR)-
oCBhmp)3] ((SSR)-(+)-1)/[Fe2Cl3((RRS)-oCBhmp)3] ((RRS)-(�)-1)
(Figure 3). In all cases, they display mirror-image values for the
(+) and (�) enantiomers within experimental error. Regarding
the ligands, their mirror-image CD spectra display structured
bands of moderate intensity with De values of around
�9.3 m

�1 cm�1 at l= 260 nm for (R)-(+)-oCBhmpH (see dashed
lines in Figure 3) that are typical of chiral secondary alcohols
with an aromatic substituent.[20, 21] The solution CD spectra for
FeIII complexes (RRS)-(�)-1 and (SSR)-(+)-1 are mirror images
and display bands at l= 260, 310, and 350 nm (De=�6.4,
+ 1.6, �2.1 m

�1 cm�1, respectively, for the (RRS)-(�)-1 enantio-
mer[20]), which reveals the chiral environment around the iron
centers. The CD spectra show that the enantiopure complexes
are chemically and configurationally stable in solution. Because
the two iron centers show configuration stability, a stereochem-
ical assignment can be proposed
for this uncommon chirality
around the metal centers by
using the AFe and CFe stereo-
chemical descriptors to finally
give (S,S)-AFeAFe-(+)-1 and (R,R)-
CFe-(S)-CFe-(�)1 (see the Support-
ing Information).

As previously mentioned, two
crystal structures have been de-
termined for racemic [Fe2Cl3-
(oCBhmp)3] (rac-1), that is, an
acetone solvate ([Fe2Cl3-
(oCBhmp)3]·acetone (1·acetone) ;
Figure 1) and an ether solvate
([Fe2Cl3(oCBhmp)3]·ether
(1·ether) ; Figure S10 in the Sup-
porting Information). The struc-
tural analysis of the two solvated

structures for 1 revealed that whereas 1·acetone (centrosym-
metric P21/c space group) is a racemate and, therefore, con-
tains both enantiomers ((RR)-Fe:(S)-Fe and (SS)-Fe:Fe; Figure 1),
1·ether is formed by only one of these enantiomers and crys-
tallizes in the non-centrosymmetric and chiral space group P21

((SS)-Fe:Fe, Flack parameter 0.004(15)).[22] Therefore, the latter
is the result of spontaneous resolution and conglomerate for-
mation on crystallization (i.e. , a physical mixture of enantio-
morphous (RR)-Fe:(S)-Fe and (SS)-Fe:(R)-Fe crystals).[23] Because
the loss of centrosymmetry is at the origin of the appearance
of numerous interesting optical and electrical properties,[24] we
further explored whether total spontaneous resolution or con-
glomerate formation was possible in entire crystalline batches
(i.e. , bulk solids). Thus, a crystalline powder obtained by slow
evaporation of solutions of 1 in acetone during the workup of
the reaction (Figure 4A) could be identified from comparisons
of XRPD patterns as a racemic compound (rac-1) with the P21/
c space group, isomorphous to 1·acetone (Figure 4B). However,
when diethyl ether was added to a solution of rac-1 in ace-
tone, a new phase immediately precipitated (virtually no mate-
rial remained in solution) and was subsequently identified as
a conglomerate-forming monoclinic P21 form (co-1) that was
isomorphous to 1·ether (Figure S10 in the Supporting Informa-
tion). To our knowledge, this is the first switch from a racemic

Figure 3. CD spectra of (R)-(+)-oCBhmpH (a), (S)-(�)-oCBhmpH (a),
(R,R)-CFe-(S)-CFe-(�)-1 (c), and (S,S)-AFe-(R)-AFe-(+)-1 (c).[20]

Figure 4. A) Schematic representation of racemic (rac-1) and conglomerate (co-1) formation for bulk samples of 1,
see the text for details. B) XRPD of 1: a) calculated XRPD obtained from the crystal structure of 1·acetone, b) race-
mic mixture rac-1, c) conglomerate co-1, d) calculated XRPD obtained from the crystal structure of 1·ether.
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compound solvate to a conglomerate solvate on precipita-
tion.[25] These unexpected results encouraged us to study the
possibility of solvent-mediated conglomerate formation in the
solid state. The ability of rac-1 to take up solvent vapor and
convert into co-1 has been demonstrated experimentally.
Freshly made dried powdered rac-1 converts to conglomerate
co-1 when left in contact with diethyl ether vapor for 3 d (Fig-
ure S8 in the Supporting Information). The identity of the
products was confirmed by using XRPD, which matched the
calculated diffraction patterns from the single-crystal X-ray
structures. Thus, the transition from a racemic compound to
a conglomerate either on precipitation or exposition to solvent
vapor is of particular interest because it corresponds to a spon-
taneous resolution. We are further investigating the conglom-
erate formation mechanism.

To confirm the chiral nature of conglomerate solid phase co-
1, its nonlinear optical activity has been measured by using
second-harmonic generation (SHG) measurements. The SHG
method is currently used to prescreen conglomerates.[26] Com-
plex co-1 shows a clear positive SHG signal (about 25 % quartz;
Figure 5) that is consistent with the structure of 1·ether crystal-
lized in the non-centrosymmetric and chiral space group P21

(see Figure S8 in the Supporting Information). Complex co-1 ex-
hibits a relatively poor damage threshold under laser irradia-
tion and remains stable up to 110 8C. The decay of the time-re-
solved second-harmonic generation (TR-SHG) curve between
110 8C and the decomposition temperature of the complex
(�200 8C) could be due to the thermal expansion of the crystal
lattice and/or degradation of the sample. Consistent with
solid-phase co-1 being a conglomerate, that is, a 1:1 mixture of
enantiomorphous crystals, the CD spectrum in solution shows
no signal.

Solid-state, variable-temperature (2–300 K) magnetic sus-
ceptibility data under applied external magnetic fields of 0.03
and 0.5 T were collected for polycrystalline samples of com-
pound 1. The data shows behavior characteristic of an antifer-
romagnetic species, in which c

m
T values decrease on lowering

the temperature and give a value of 7.50 cm3 mol�1 K at 300 K
(Figure 6). This is lower than expected for two independent
high-spin FeIII centers of 8.75 cm3 mol�1 K with a g value of
2.00, and is evidence of a significant antiferromagnetic interac-
tion. The graph shows a decrease in the magnetic susceptibili-
ty to nearly zero at 2 K (0.21 cm3 mol�1 K). Magnetic susceptibil-
ity data were analyzed by using the Van Vleck equation de-
rived from the spin-exchange Hamiltonian H =�JS1S2,[27] in
which S1 = S2 = 5/2. The best fit matches well with experimental
data and gives values of g = 2.05, J = (�10.22�0.03) cm�1,
TIP = 280 � 10�6 cm3 mol�1, 1= 0.05 %, and R = 1 � 10�5 (see Ex-
perimental Section). Overall, the analysis of the data agrees
with the shape and values observed in the experimental mea-
surement, in which the exchange coupling for both FeIII atoms
is significantly antiferromagnetic. The present data confirm
compound 1 as the first dinuclear FeIII system that contains
three alkoxide bridges and displays antiferromagnetic behavior.
DFT calculations by using B3LYP functional are in agreement
with the experimental data, giving a calculated J value of

�6.0 cm�1. The analysis of the calculated J values for
other complexes with similar bridging ligands corrob-
orates the idea that the Fe�O separation could be
the main parameter that controls the magnetic be-
havior and the longest Fe�O separation of 1 gives an
understanding of the antiferromagnetic coupling (see
the Supporting Information).

Conclusion

We report an unusually unsymmetric diiron(III) com-
plex 1 in which three bulky chiral carboranylpyri-
dinealkoxide ligands (oCBhmp�) bridge both metal
ions; this complex combines magnetic, chiroptical,
and second-order optical nonlinear properties. Com-
plex 1 constitutes the first dinuclear FeIII system that
contains three alkoxide bridges and displays antifer-
romagnetic behavior. DFT calculations have corrobo-
rated this behavior and show that the Fe�O separa-
tion is the main parameter that controls the magnet-Figure 5. SHG intensity of co-1 versus temperature between �200 and 200 8C.

Figure 6. Fitting of the cMT versus T of rac-1 between 2 and 300 K. The ex-
perimental data are shown as & and c corresponds to the fitting values.
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ic behavior. We showed that the introduction of the bulky o-
carborane into the 2-(hydroxymethyl)pyridine (hmpH) architec-
ture significantly alters the coordination of the simple or aryl-
substituted 2-hmpH. Whereas all other examples in the litera-
ture always show two alkoxide pyridylalcohol ligands bridging
two close FeIII ions, our dinuclear complex 1 contains three alk-
oxide bridges. This unusual architecture seems to be triggered
by the poor nucleophilicity of our alkoxide ligand (oCBhmp�).
The presence of an odd number of ligands per molecule in
1 results in a reduction of possible enantiomers with the con-
sequent simplicity of the enantiomeric mixture. A very rare
case of spontaneous resolution takes place on precipitation or
exposure to solvent vapor for the bulk compound, as con-
firmed by a combination of XRD, XRPD, SHG, and CD measure-
ments. The corresponding enantiopure complexes (+)-1 and
(�)-1 have also been synthesized and fully characterized. This
case study highlights the potential of combining carboranes,
coordination chemistry, and chirality in conceiving new molec-
ular materials with unprecedented properties and opens new
perspectives in chiral materials.

Experimental Section

Materials

All manipulations were carried out in air unless otherwise noted.
The reactions were carried out in glass vials equipped with a mag-
netic stirring bar and capped with a septum. The following chemi-
cals were used: ethanol (distilled from CaH2), acetone (distilled
from P2O5), anhydrous FeCl2 (98 %, Sigma Aldrich; used as re-
ceived). (2-Pyridine)(o-carboranyl)methanol (oCBhpmH)[4b] and (2-
pyridine)(phenyl)methanol (phhpmH)[28] were synthesized as previ-
ously reported.

General procedure for the synthesis of [Fe2Cl3(oCBhpm)3] (1)
and conglomerate formation

A solution of oCBhmpH (75.0 mg, 0.298 mmol) in acetone
(0.50 mL) was added to a stirred suspension of FeCl2 (16.9 mg,
0.131 mmol) in acetone (0.25 mL) in a small capped vial. The vial
was closed and the orange-brown mixture was then gently
warmed at about 50 8C and shaken until formation of a clear yel-
lowish golden solution. Once the solution was at RT, it was filtered
through a Celite leach and left with the cap slightly open. Evapora-
tion of the acetone gave yellow-brown crystalline agglomerates
that were dried under vacuum to give rac-1 (71 mg, �100 %;
phase purity established by XRPD, FTIR (ATR), and elemental analy-
sis). Elemental analysis calcd (%) for C28H58B30Cl3Fe2N3O4·1.5 acetone
(1056.15): C 32.41, H 5.44, N 3.09; found: C 32.14, H 5.48, N 3.89.

Transformation of rac-1 into co-1 by precipitation

Addition of diethyl ether (2.0 mL) to a solution of the above rac-
1 in acetone gave a suspension that was stirred for 3 h. The super-
natant solution was decanted to give a fine pale yellow powder
that was dried under vacuum to give ether solvate co-1 (yield:
50 mg, 73 %). Phase purity was checked by XRPD, FTIR (ATR), and
elemental analysis. M.p. 231 8C (decomp.) ; elemental analysis calcd
(%) for C28H58B30Cl3Fe2N3O4 (1043.16): C 32.24, H 5.60, N 4.03;
found: C 32.25, H 5.65, N 4.01.

Transformation of rac-1 into co-1 by exposure to solvent
vapor

A dry polycrystalline sample of complex rac-1 (50 mg) was exposed
to vapor of diethyl ether for 3 d. The quantitative formation of co-
1 was assessed by comparing the X-ray powder diffraction pattern
of the crystalline product with the spectrum calculated on the
basis of the single-crystal structure (Figure S8 in the Supporting In-
formation).

In situ NMR spectroscopy studies for formation of 1

The reaction was performed under inert atmosphere conditions. A
solution of oCBhpmH (15.5 mg, 0.062 mmol) in degassed [D3]-ace-
tonitrile (0.50 mL) was added to a NMR tube containing FeCl2

(5.2 mg, 0.041 mmol), with the tube kept in liquid nitrogen to
avoid the reaction starting before measurement. The iced sample
was then taken to an NMR spectrometer and 1H and 11B NMR spec-
tra were recorded. Sharp signals observed for the free ligand
became very broad and paramagnetically shifted as soon as the
[D3]-acetonitrile solution melted, which indicated the fast formation
of a FeIII compound.

Synthesis of [Fe2Cl3((RRS)-oCBhpm)3] ((RRS)-(�)1)

The general procedure was followed by using (R)-(+)-oCBhmpH
(20.3 mg, 0.081 mmol), (S)-(�)-oCBhmpH ((10.3 mg, 0.041 mmol),
and FeCl2 (10.3 mg, 0.081 mmol). Slow evaporation of the solvent
gave complex (RRS)-1 (39.9 mg, 96 %) as brown-yellow needles
suitable for single-crystal X-ray structure determination. a½ �23

D =
�35.5, a½ �23

578 =�40.0, a½ �23
546 =�48.9, a½ �23

436 =�160 (�5 %; CH2Cl2,
c = 0.24 g/100 mL); UV/Vis: l= 254 (23 800), 320 (10 200), 356 nm
(8000 m

�1 cm�1) ; CD (CH2Cl2, C = 2.3 � 10�3
m): l= 260 (�6.4), 310 (+

1.6), 350 nm (�2.1 m
�1 cm�1).

Synthesis of [Fe2Cl3((RRS)-oCBhpm)3] ((SSR)-(+)-1)

The general procedure was followed by using (S)-(�)-oCBhmpH
(20.1 mg, 0.080 mmol), (S)-(+)-oCBhmpH (10 mg, 0.040 mmol), and
FeCl2 (10.1 mg, 0.080 mmol). Slow evaporation of the solvent gave
complex (RRS)-1·acetone (52.0 mg, 125 %) as brown-yellow needles
suitable for single-crystal X-ray structure determination. a½ �23

D = +
34.8, a½ �23

578 = + 39.1, a½ �23
546 = + 47.8, a½ �23

436 = + 169.6 (�5 %) (CH2Cl2,
c = 0.23 g/100 mL); UV/Vis: l= 254 (22 700), 320 (10 000), 356 nm
(8000 m

�1 cm�1) ; CD (CH2Cl2, C = 2.2 � 10�3
m): l= 260 (+ 6.0), 310

(�1.3), 350 nm (+ 1.6 m
�1 cm�1).

Synthesis of [FeCl2(phhmpH)2] (2)

A degassed solution of phhmpH (20.0 mg, 0.108 mmol) in acetone
(0.30 mL) was added to a stirred degassed suspension of anhy-
drous FeCl2 (7.0 mg, 0.054 mmol) in acetone (0.25 mL) in a small
vial capped with a septum and equipped with a magnetic bar. The
mixture was then gently warmed at about 50 8C and stirred until
a clear red-yellow solution formed. Once the solution was at RT,
the solvent was partially evaporated under a nitrogen gas flow.
After 24–36 h, prismatic red crystals were obtained. The identity of
the compound was then established by using single-crystal X-ray
diffraction. Due to the high solubility and certain instability of the
compound, other characterization techniques were not performed.
This compound is under further investigations.
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Synthesis of [Fe3Cl4(phhmp)4][FeCl4] (3)

The general procedure was followed by using phhmpH (30 mg,
0.162 mmol) and FeCl2 (20.95 mg, 0.162 mmol). Under inert condi-
tions, the red crystalline material from [FeCl2(phhmpH)2] (2) formed
after 24–36 h, then slowly redissolved to give a yellow solution.
Evaporation of the acetone gave yellow crystalline agglomerates
that were dried under vacuum to afford 3. The same procedure
under air directly gave compound 3 (42.6 mg, 85 %). Purity was es-
tablished by elemental analysis. Elemental analysis calcd (%) for
C48H40Cl8Fe4N4O4 (1243.86): C 46.35, H 3.24, N 4.050; found: C 46.3,
H 3.4, N 4.3.

Reaction of FeCl2 with (R)-(+)-oCBhmpH or (S)-(�)-oCBhmpH

The general procedure was followed by using FeCl2 (10.1 mg,
0.079 mmol) and (R)-(+)-oCBhmpH (29.5 mg, 0.117 mmol) or FeCl2

(9.7 mg, 0.077 mmol) and (S)-(�)-oCBhmpH ((30.0 mg, 0.119 mmol).
Slow evaporation of the solvent gave mixtures of single crystals
and polycrystalline solids that corresponded to 4 and 5, as deter-
mined by XRD (Figure 2) and PXRD (Figure S9 in the Supporting In-
formation).

Physical measurements

Elemental analysis : Elemental analyses (C, H, N) were performed
by the Analysis Service of the Universitat Aut�noma de Barcelona
by using a Carlo Erba CHNS EA-1108 microanalyzer.

FT-IR spectra : FTIR-ATR spectra were recorded by using a Perkin–
Elmer 1720X spectrometer.

NMR spectra : 1H, 11B NMR spectra were recorded at 300 and
96 MHz, respectively, by using a Bruker ARX 300 MHz spectrometer
and referenced to the solvent (1H, residual [D5]acetone) or BF3·OEt2

(11B). Chemical shifts (d) are reported in ppm and coupling con-
stants (J) in Hz.

UV/Vis spectra : UV/Vis measurements were carried out by using
a Hewlett Packard 8453 diode array spectrometer equipped with
a Lauda RE 207 thermostat and a screw-capped quartz cuvette.

Circular dichroism : Circular dichroism (in m
�1 cm�1) and UV/Vis

were measured by using a Jasco J-815 Circular Dichroism Spec-
trometer (IFR140 facility, Universit� de Rennes 1). Specific rotations
were measured in a 1 dm thermostated quartz cell by using
a Perkin–Elmer-341 polarimeter.

Cyclic voltammetry : Cyclic voltammetry measurements were
made in 0.1 m tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate (TBAPF6)
electrolyte solutions in acetonitrile. A two-compartment cell
equipped with a glassy carbon working electrode, a platinum
gauze as the counter electrode, and an Ag wire as the pseudo-ref-
erence electrode, properly checked against a ferrocene/ferroceni-
um (Fc/Fc+) couple before test, was used. Measurements were
made by using a BASi C-3 Cell Stand. Data were obtained at a scan
rate of 100 mV s�1.

X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD): XRPD data was collected by
using a Siemens Analytical X-ray D-5000 diffractometer with a CuKa

radiation. All XRPD measurements were carried out at RT.

X-ray diffraction studies : Single-crystal intensity data for 1·ace-
tone was collected at 120 K by using a Bruker Nonius Kappa CCD
area detector mounted at the window of a rotating Mo anode
(l(MoKa) = 0.71073 �; see Table S1 in the Supporting Information).
Data collection and processing were performed by using the pro-
grams COLLECT[29] and DENZO[30] and a multi-scan absorption cor-
rection was applied by using SADABS.[31] Data for 1·ether was col-
lected at 100 K by using a Rigaku AFC12 goniometer equipped with

an enhanced sensitivity (HG) Saturn724 + detector mounted at the
window of an FR-E + SuperBright molybdenum rotating anode
generator (l(MoKa) = 0.71073 �) with HF Varimax optics (100 mm
focus). Data collection and processing, including a multi-scan ab-
sorption correction, was performed by using CrystalClear.[32] The
structures were solved by using direct methods[33] and refined by
using full matrix least squares[34] on F2. X-ray reflections for 2 and 3
were collected at 298 K by using an Oxford Xcalibur Gemini Eos
CCD diffractometer with MoKa radiation (l= 0.7107 �; see Table S3
in the Supporting Information). Data collection and processing, in-
cluding a multi-scan absorption correction, were performed by
using CrysAlisPro (v. 1.171.34.55)[35] and OLEX2-1.2[36] and
SHELXL97[37] were used for structure solution and refinement. For
these structures, several H atoms (especially OH) were detected at
approximate locations in a difference Fourier map and then refined
freely. Those for BH and some CH were placed in idealized posi-
tions and refined by using a riding model, with C�H = 0.93 � and
Uiso(H) = 1.2 Ueq(C). Data for 4, 5, (RRS)-1, and (SSR)-1 were collected
by using a Bruker D8 Venture (4 and 5, 150 K, l= 1.54178 �) or
a Bruker SMART APEX diffractometer ((RRS)-1 and (SSR)-1, 100 K,
l= 0.71073 �). Data collection and processing were performed by
using the programs APEX2[38] and SAINT[39] and a numerical absorp-
tion correction was applied based on indexed crystal faces by
using the Crystal Faces plugin in APEX2.[39] The structures were
solved by direct methods,[34] which revealed the position of all
non-hydrogen atoms. These atoms were refined on F2 by a full-
matrix least-squares procedure by using anisotropic displacement
parameters.[34]

Special details : For 1·acetone, 1·ether, 2, 3, 4, and 5, all hydrogen
atoms were placed in idealized positions and refined by using
a riding model. For (RRS)-1 and (SSR)-1, the solvent masking proce-
dure as implemented in Olex2[23] was used to remove the electron-
ic contribution of solvent molecules from the refinement. Each
void is postulated to contain �1.6 ((RRS)-1) or 1.3 ((SSR)-1) mole-
cules of acetone.

One of the refined phenyl rings in 3 was modeled as split over two
positions (59, 41) and geometric and thermal parameter restraints
were applied. During the refinement of complex 3, residual elec-
tron density was detected in the lattice associated with solvent
molecules. Thus, the data was treated with the SQUEEZE procedure
(from PLATON).[40] The volume occupied by the solvent was
1257.4 �3 and the number of electrons per unit cell deduced by
SQUEEZE was 132, these values were not interpretable as a defini-
tive number of specific solvent molecules.

Second-harmonic generation (SHG): The experimental setup used
for the TR-SHG measurements was previously published.[41] A Nd/
YAG Q-switched laser (Quantel) operating at 1.06 lm was used to
deliver 360 mJ pulses of 5 ns duration with a repetition rate of
10 Hz. An energy adjustment device made up of two polarizers (P)
and a half-wave plate (k/2) allowed the incident energy to vary
from 0 to �200 mJ per pulse. A RG1000 filter was used after the
energy adjustment device to remove light from laser flash lamps.
The samples (a few mg of powder in a crucible) were placed in
a computer-controlled heating–cooling stage (Linkam THMS-600)
and were irradiated with a beam (diameter 4 mm). The signal gen-
erated by the sample (diffused light) was collected by an optical
fiber (500 lm core diameter) and directed onto the entrance slit of
a spectrometer (Ocean Optics). A boxcar integrator allowed an
average spectrum (spectral range l= 490–590 nm) with a resolution
of 0.1 nm to be recorded over 2 s (20 pulses). To avoid problems
related to the sublimation of the samples, the heating stage was
opened but only during the SHG measurements so it had no sig-
nificant influence on the temperature regulation. According to the
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SHG powder method described by Kurtz and Perry,[42] SHG signal
intensities were compared to the signal of a reference compound
(quartz; 45 lm average size).

Magnetic measurements : Magnetic measurements were carried
out at the Unitat de Mesures Magn�tiques (Universitat de Barcelo-
na) on polycrystalline samples by using a Quantum Design SQUID
MPMS-XL magnetometer working in the 2–300 K range. The mag-
netic fields used in the measurements were 0.03 T (from 2–30 K)
and 0.5 T (from 2–300 K). Diamagnetic corrections were evaluated
from Pascal’s constants. The fit was performed by minimizing the
function R (agreement factor defined as S[(c

m
T)exptl�(c

m
T)calcd]2/S-

[(c
m

T)exptl]2) TIP and 1 are defined as temperature-independent pa-
rameter and impurities, respectively.

Theoretical calculations : Density functional theory methods pro-
vide an excellent estimation of the exchange coupling constants
by taking into account the very small energy differences computed
to extract the exchange coupling constants.[43] Because a detailed
description of the computational strategy used to calculate the ex-
change coupling constants in dinuclear and polynuclear complexes
is outside the scope of this paper, we will focus our discussion
here to its most relevant aspects and a more detailed description
can be found elsewhere.[44–47] For the calculation of the n different
coupling constants Jii present in a polynuclear complex, we need
to carry out calculations for at least n + 1 different spin distribu-
tions. Thus, by solving the system of n equations obtained from
the energy differences we can obtain n coupling constants. For
systems in which more than n spin distributions were calculated,
a least-square fitting procedure to obtain the coupling constants
must be used. In the specific case of dinuclear FeIII complexes, the
J value is directly obtained from the energy difference between
the high-spin state (parallel alignment of the local spins) and the
single-determinant low-spin solution (antiparallel alignment of the
local spins), usually called broken symmetry, divided by a 2S1S2 + S1

term (S1 = 5/2, S2 = 5/2). For the studied symmetric trinuclear Fe3
III

complex with two different J values (the second one between the
two terminal FeIII centers), three spin configurations have been cal-
culated, that is, the high-spin one and two S = 5/2 that correspond
to the spin inversion of the central and terminal FeIII cations, re-
spectively. In previous studies,[4] we found that the hybrid B3LYP
functional[48] together with the basis sets proposed by Schaefer
et al.[49] provide J values in excellent agreement with the experi-
mental ones. We have employed a basis set of triple-z quality as
proposed by Schaefer et al. The calculations were performed with
the Gaussian 09 code[50] using guess functions generated by using
the Jaguar 7.5 code.[51, 52]
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ABSTRACT: The syntheses of new o-carboranyldiols bearing aromatic rings bis-
[R(hydroxy)methyl]-1,2-dicarba-closo-dodecaborane (R = 2-pyridyl 1a, 3-pyridyl 1b, 4-
pyridyl 1c, 2-quinolyl 1d, 4-quinolyl 1e, phenyl 1f) are reported. The compounds are
obtained as mixtures of meso (syn) and racemic (anti) stereoisomers with a slight
diastereomeric excess (syn:anti ratio of 0.7:1) in all cases but in 1b. The crystal
structures of the meso compounds syn-1a·2MeOH, syn-1b, syn-1f·0.25H2O and
racemic anti-1a·MeOH, anti-1a·EtOH, and anti-1d·2H2O are reported. We provide an
analysis of these compounds by means of NMR and X-ray crystallography, in the
context of crystal engineering and chiral recognition. The results show that the crystal
packings for these alcohols are dominated by the supramolecular O−H···N and/or O−
H···O hydrogen bonds. Supramolecular analysis of all compounds in this work reveals that homochiral self-assembly, that is,
formation of homochiral hydrogen bonded complexes, prevails over heterochiral self-assembly (formation of heterochiral
hydrogen bonded complexes).

■ INTRODUCTION

The importance of self-assembly and self-organization for the
creation of higher order functional structures is evident in
natural systems, and the self-assembly of chiral supramolecular
species is common in nature.1 However, the design and
preparation of chiral artificial self-assembled systems is an
ongoing challenge to the chemist.1,2 Handshake practice in
humans underlines the fact that interactions between pairs of
chiral objects depends on their relative handedness. Thus, pairs
of right (or left) hands match better than mixed right/left pairs,
and, if we force the latter, the grip will be a quite different one.
Molecular chirality is a pervasive phenomenon in nature, and an
especially striking aspect is the homochirality of life.1

Homochiral recognition (also termed self-recognition, or
homochiral self-assembly)2,3 of a chiral molecule is a
recognition process like a handshake; that is, an enantiomer
preferentially recognizes itself to generate homochiral self-
assemblies (R···R and S···S). When an enantiomer preferentially
recognizes its mirror image (termed heterochiral recognition,
self-discrimination, or heterochiral self-assembly),2,3 it gener-
ates heterochiral self-assemblies (R···S). Many examples have
been reported of homochiral recognition from the correspond-
ing racemic mixture.3a,4 Less common is the homochiral self-
assembly of meso-compounds incorporating both enantiomeric
interaction moieties to generate homochiral self-assemblies
(R−S···S−R···R−S···).5

We have recently synthesized and studied the supramolecular
structures of a family of chiral o-carboranylalcohols (Scheme 1),
which are isolated as racemic mixtures.6 These molecules, that
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Scheme 1. Summary of Supramolecular Synthons for
Previously Reported First Generation of Carboranyl
Alcohols and Homochiral Recognition
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are prepared in very good yields from one pot reactions and
from readily available starting materials, are centered around an
o-carborane core (closo-1,2-C2B10H10) with one arm radiating
out of one of the cluster carbons, containing a chiral carbon
that bears an alcohol and an aromatic moiety. The high thermal
and chemical stability, hydrophobicity, acceptor character, ease
of functionalization, and three-dimensional nature of the
icosahedral carborane clusters make these new molecules
valuable ligands in coordination chemistry, and we have just
published our first results on the metallosupramolecular
chemistry of these ligands.7 Crystallization of the racemic
monosubstituted o-carboranylalcohols bearing non-nitrogen-
ated aromatic rings (left of Scheme 1) showed no homochiral
recognition. For example, cyclic tetramers sustained by
intermolecular O−H···O hydrogen bonds were often observed
where S and R enantiomers alternate.6b However, when a
nitrogenated aromatic ring was added to the o-carboranylalco-
hols (Scheme 1, right), nearly half of the solved structures (four
out of nine) showed homochiral recognition.6c In these cases,
O−H···N hydrogen bonded homochiral chains (either S or R)
were observed. In our continuing exploration of the synthetic
and structural chemistry of the o-carboranyl alcohols we now
report the synthesis and structures (in solution and solid states)
of the disubstituted o-carboranylalcohols 1a−f (Scheme 2). The

latter constitute a second generation of compounds where two
arms radiate out of the cluster carbons with each containing a
pyridyl or quinolylmethylalcohol with a chiral carbon. The
presence of two chiral carbons per molecule and the different
positional isomers offer enough molecular and supramolecular
diversity to explore the interactions of molecules in crystal
packing. We are particularly interested in the effect that
disubstitution may have on crystallization, crystal structures,
and networks but also in the potential use of these disubstituted
carboranes as ligands in metallosupramolecular chemistry.8 We
show that the aryl(phenyl, pyridyl or quinolyl)methylalcohol
moieties in disubstituted o-carboranes presented in this paper
interact with the surrounding moieties in what it seems a
completely enantioselective manner giving homochiral self-
assemblies.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Synthesis. Following our previous reports,6 the new bis-
pyridylmethyl or -quinolylmethyl alcohols derived from the o-
carborane cluster (1a−f; Scheme 2; from now on o-

carboranyldiols) have been prepared by the reaction of
dilithiated o-carborane with different aromatic aldehydes at
low temperature and isolated in reasonable yields (45−78%).
While we were synthesizing this family of new compounds, Nie
and co-workers published the synthesis of compound 1a and
the X-ray structure for two different unsolvated polymorphs.9

However, only partial characterization of 1a is given in the
original publication, and the authors failed to recognize the
presence of several steroisomers in this compound. Therefore,
we report here the syntheses and complete full characterization
of this new family of diols, including that for 1a, in solution and
solid state. As shown in Scheme 3, o-carboranyldiol compounds

1a−f contain two chiral centers that can adopt either R or S
configuration and therefore could lead to the formation of two
diastereoiseomers, a meso compound (RS; OH groups in a syn
orientation) and a racemic compound (mixture of SS and RR;
OH groups in an anti orientation). In the following discussion
we will name anti or syn-isomers as the racemate or meso
compounds, respectively, as shown in Scheme 3.
All new compounds have been fully characterized by

standard spectroscopic and analytical techniques, and the data
correlated well with that of related alcohols.6 Table 1
summarizes selected spectroscopic data for all synthesized o-
carboranyldiols 1a−f and the ratio of diastereoisomers after
work up. As an example, the 1H NMR spectrum for a mixture
of anti- and syn-diastereoisomers of 1a, as obtained in the
synthesis, shows two sets of signals for the OH and CHOH
groups in a 1:0.65 ratio for a mixture of anti-1a and/or syn-1a.
Proton resonances for the OH and CHOH groups in the
mixture appeared in the same range as that for the previously
reported monosubstituted alcohols. Accordingly, two sets of
13C NMR resonances are observed for a mixture of
diastereoisomers in solution. OH and CHOH signals for each
diastereoisomer have been unequivocally confirmed by a
combination of 1H−13C{1H} correlation (SI) and X-ray
diffraction (XRD) studies. Thus, the anti-1a diastereoisomer
shows proton resonances for the OH and CHOH groups at
6.36 and 5.76 ppm as broad signals, whereas the syn-1a
diastereoisomer signals appear at 6.22 and 5.99 ppm,
respectively. The molecule in the syn-1a diastereoisomer has
a mirror symmetry plane that makes both OH and CH
equivalent in the NMR spectrum. Anti-1a diastereoisomer has a

Scheme 2. Second Generation of Carboranyl Alcohols

Scheme 3. Stereoisomers for Compounds 1a−f
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2-fold (C2) axis of symmetry that also makes both OH and both
CH hydrogen equivalents in this isomer. Similar solubilities and
polarities for these two diastereoisomers have prevented, to
date, their effective separation. However, certain diastereomeric
enrichment has been achieved after preparative TLC trials and
although in fairly small amounts, it was enough to run 1H NMR
experiments. NMR spectra for anti-1a and syn-1a diaster-
eoisomers and their mixture are shown in the Supporting
Information (SI). Effective diastereoisomer separation has, to
date, not been possible in either of the compounds in this work,
except in case of the 3-pyridine derivative 1b. Different
solubilities of anti-1b and syn-1b indeed allowed their
separation during work up. From Table 1, it can be seen that
in all cases a slight diastereomeric excess of the anti- over the
syn-diastereoisomers is observed (∼1: 0.7 ratio). The latter
probably reflects a higher steric interaction of the OH groups in
the syn-isomers than in the anti-ones which slightly favor the
formation of the latter over the former. We are currently
working in the separation of syn- and anti-diastereoisomers for
these compounds.

11B{1H} NMR spectra for all compounds are consistent with
a closo-icosahedral geometry for the boron cage.10 13C{1H}
NMR spectra also show characteristic peaks for the two cage-
carbon vertices, NAR rings and benzyl CH carbons. As for the
monosubtituted derivatives, solid state IR spectra for all
compounds show diagnostic signals for the OH and BH
stretching frequencies in the ranges 3394−3031 and 2630−
2561 cm−1, respectively.
Molecular Structures. The molecular structures for

compounds anti-1a, syn-1b, anti-1d, and syn-1f were unequiv-
ocally established by single crystal X-ray diffraction and are in
agreement with the NMR data. Six crystal structures have been
determined (Figures 1−5), five of them as solvates (syn-
1a·2MeOH, anti-1a·MeOH, anti-1a·EtOH, anti-1d·2H2O, and
syn-1f·0.25H2O) and one without solvent molecules in its
lattice (syn-1b). Experimental crystal data and structure
refinement parameters for the new diols structures reported
in this work are listed in Table 2. Due to the critical role that
the hydrogen atom of the alcohol function plays in the
supramolecular assemblies, its position was determined from
the difference map and refined freely without any geometrical
or thermal parameter restraints when possible (see Exper-
imental Section for details). Whereas syn-1a·2MeOH, anti-
1a·MeOH, anti-1a·EtOH, anti-1d·2H2O, and syn-1f·H2O
crystallize in centrosymmetric space groups (Table 2),
compound syn-1b crystallizes in the non-centrosymmetric
space group Pna21. The molecular structures for all these
alcohols show typical icosahedrons with very similar bond
distances and angles, and also similar to those in other o-
carboranyl alcohols.6 Comparative tables are included in the SI.
Ccluster−Ccluster bond lengths vary from 1.667−1.712 Å and

being slightly larger than the related monosubstituted
derivatives.6 The latter is well-known to happen in disubstituted
o-carboranes due to both the electronic and steric nature of the
substituents.11 Carbon−oxygen bond lengths are consistent
with a single C−O bond. It is, however, interesting to note that
compounds syn-1a, syn-1a·2MeOH, anti-1a·MeOH, anti-
1a·2EtOH, and anti-1d·2H2O show shorter C−O bond lengths
(1.400−1.409 Å) than syn-1b and syn-1f·2H2O compounds
(1.421−1.430 Å). As expected, syn isomers show smaller
OCCO torsion angles (−0.5 to 29°) than the anti isomers
(−135 to 146°). Refinement of the methanol solvated structure
for the anti-1a compound deserves some comments. Residual
electron density was found in the crystals grown from methanol
for this compound. A part of the electron density was modeled

Table 1. Selected 1H NMR Signals (ppm) for Diasteroisomers of 1a−f in Acetone-d6 unless Noted

syn (meso) anti (racemate)

Ar compound CH OH CH OH ratioa (anti:syn)

2-Py 1a 5.98 (d, 6.3) 6.19 (d, 6.5) 5.75 (d, 6.4) 6.35 (d, 6.5) (1: 0.65)
3-Py 1b 5.71 (d, 4.9)b 6.81 (d, 5.0)b 5.59 (d, 5.0)b 7.25 (d, 5.5)b (1: 0.78)
4-Py 1c 5.19 (br) 6.40 (br) 5.01 (br) 6.80 (br) (1: 0.62)
2-Q 1d 6.32 (br) 6.52 (br) 6.04 (br) 6.75 (br) (1: 0.69)
4-Q 1e 7.00 (br) c 6.92 (br) (1: 0.71)
Ph 1f 5.15 (d, 4.9) 6.15 (d, 4.8) 5.01 (d, 5.1) 6.48 (d, 5.1) (1: 0.71)

aRatio of diastereoisomers estimated by NMR integration of the CH(OH) signals after work up. bIn DMSO-d6.
cNot observed.

Figure 1. Molecular structures of anti-1a·MeOH (top) and anti-
1a·EtOH (bottom); thermal ellipsoids set at 35% probability (B−H
and pyridine hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity).
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as two methanol molecules per asymmetric unit, one showing
two-orientation disorder, but some could not be fully modeled
as it was found to be substantially disordered. Therefore,
SQUEEZE12 was utilized to account for the contribution of the
extra diffuse electron density to the scattering (see
Experimental Section for details).
Supramolecular Structures. Crystal structures for all

alcohols in this study are based on O−H···N and/or O−H···O
hydrogen bonds (Table 3 and Figures 6−11). The distances of
all of the observed intra- and/or intermolecular O−H···N/O
hydrogen bonds are substantially shorter than the 2.75/2.72 Å

that corresponds to the sum of the van der Waals radii
(∑vdW) of hydrogen and nitrogen/oxygen atoms (Table 3),
and those intermolecular ones are near-linear. Thus, they
qualify as moderate strength hydrogen bonds.13

2-Pyridine Derivative (1a). As mentioned above, three
different solvated structures have been determined for
compound 1a: the meso form syn-1a·2MeOH and two different
solvates of the racemate anti-1a·MeOH and anti-1a·EtOH.
Their supramolecular structures are shown in Figures 6 and 7.
For comparison reasons, the previously reported structure for
unsolvated form syn-1a9 will be briefly described here, making
special emphasis on those aspects not mentioned in the
previous report that are relevant to the following discussion.
Compound syn-1a forms centrosymmetric dimers in a similar
way to that found in the related monosubstituted compound
(Scheme 1, right).6c Figure 6 shows the formation of dimers of
syn-1a through two bifurcated O−H···(N)(O) hydrogen bonds,
one intra (with nitrogen) and one intermolecular (with
oxygen) along a similar direction to that of the c axis (Table
3). The remaining OH groups are involved in intramolecular
O−H···N hydrogen bonds, and this facilitates intramolecular
C−H···O interactions. However, the most relevant feature in
the supramolecular structure of syn-1a is that their dimers are
formed by what it seems self-recognition and therefore provide
homochiral dimers (top of Figure 6). This is in contrast with
the related monosubstituted 2-pyridine o-carboranylalcohol
compound that forms heterochiral dimers.6c However, in the
disubstituted o-carboranyldiol syn-1a the (R)-pyridylmethylal-
cohol moiety interacts exclusively with (R)-moieties, and the
(S)-moiety interacts with only (S)-moieties, to form the
observed homochiral dimers. In order to satisfy this homochiral

Figure 2. Molecular structure of syn-1a·2MeOH; thermal ellipsoids set
at 35% probability (B−H and pyridine hydrogen atoms are omitted for
clarity).

Figure 3. Molecular structure of syn-1b; thermal ellipsoids set at 35%
probability (B−H and pyridine hydrogen atoms are omitted for
clarity).

Figure 4. Molecular structure of anti-1d·2H2O; thermal ellipsoids set at 35% probability (B−H and quinoline hydrogen atoms are omitted for
clarity).

Figure 5. Molecular structure of syn-1f; thermal ellipsoids set at 35%
probability (B−H and phenyl hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity).
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self-assembly, carborane cages in the dimers are arranged
upside down (this is the only way to shake both hands without
crossing arms!). The methanol solvated compound of the later,
syn-1a·2MeOH, also forms dimers. However, in this case two
methanol molecules interrupt the intermolecular hydrogen
bonds observed in dimers for the unsolvated syn-1a, giving the
arrangement shown at the bottom of Figure 6. It is, however,
quite interesting to note that the arrangement of chiral
pyridylmethylalcohol moieties resemble very much that for
the corresponding moieties in the unsolvated syn-1a (R
interacts with R and S with S). As in the monosubstituted
derivative, dimers of syn-1a are closely packed by intermo-
lecular C−H···O interactions [C(9)−H(9)···O(2) 2.524 Å,
CHO 145.9°] leading to the formation of a polymeric chain
along the a axis (Figure S9 in SI). The solid state structures for
the unsolvated syn-1a and the methanol solvated syn-
1a·2MeOH are built by self-assembly of the polymeric
hydrogen bonded networks shown in Figure 6, which are
dominated by weak dihydrogen and/or hydrophobic inter-
actions (SI).
Crystal structures for racemates anti-1a·MeOH and anti-

1a·EtOH also show dimeric supramolecular structures (Figure

7). Note that although the spacegroups are different, the cell
dimensions and the overall crystal structures are also very
similar. o-Carboranyldiol molecules in each dimer interact by
intermolecular O−H···N hydrogen bonds resulting in a
R2,2(16) ring. This leaves two donors (OH) and two acceptors
(N) available in each dimer that can interact with appropriate
solvent molecules. Thus, two molecules of methanol or ethanol
act as hydrogen bond donors and acceptors to form two
D2,2(4) patterns. As observed in the previous structures,
homochiral self-assembly (S−S···S−S and R−R···R−R not
shown in Figure 7) seems to occur in both anti-1a·MeOH
and anti-1a·2EtOH. More importantly, dimers of the same
chirality assemble around a crystallographic 21 screw axes
(along c or b in anti-1a·MeOH or anti-1a·2EtOH, respectively)
to generate channels that are occupied by the guest solvents
(Figure 7). Channels generated by dimers of different chirality
alternate in the 3D structure for these compounds (SI). It is
noteworthy that only weak intermolecular forces operate
between these two channels.

3-Pyridine (1b) and Phenyl (1f) Derivatives. As shown at
the top of Figure 8, meso syn-1b uses both OH moieties in each
molecule to form intermolecular O−H···N hydrogen bonds

Table 2. Crystal Data and Refinement Details for Structures of Compounds 1a, 1b, 1d, and 1fa

syn-1a·2MeOH anti-1a·MeOH anti-1a·EtOH syn-1b anti-1d·2H2O syn-1f·0.25H2O

empirical formula C14H22B10N2O2,
2(CH3OH)

C14H22B10N2O2,
(CH3OH).solv

C14H22B10N2O2,
2(CH3CH2OH)

C14H22B10N2O2 C22H30B10N2O4 C16H24B10O2,
0.25(H2O)

formula weight 422.52 390.48b 404.50 358.44 494.58 1443.82
crystal system monoclinic monoclinic orthorhombic orthorhombic monoclinic triclinic
space group P21/c C2/c Pbca Pna21 P21/c P1̅
unit cell dimensions [Å]
and [°]

a = 10.6829(14) a = 28.260(2) a = 16.040(3) a = 14.947(3) a = 6.8505(2) a = 12.7294(2)

b = 20.759(3) b = 16.0016(8) b = 20.284(4) b = 11.1698(19) b = 22.9746(8) b = 15.8942(3)
c = 10.5063(15) c = 20.5751(16) c = 26.321(6) c = 11.0133(18) c = 15.8013(6) c = 20.7959(5)

α = 87.4520(10)
β = 90.807(12) β = 111.289(9) β = 93.117(2) β = 72.7600(10)

γ = 85.3720(10)
volume [Å3] 2318.0(6) 8669.3(10) 8564(3) 1838.7(5) 2483.25(15) 4004.43(14)
Z 4 16 16 4 4 2
ρcalcd [g cm−3] 1.211 1.197 1.255 1.295 1.323 1.197
absorption coeff [mm−1] 0.076 0.072 0.076 0.075 0.640 0.068
F(000) 888 3264 3392 744 1032 1508
crystal prismatic, colorless hexagonal, colorless fragment, colorless block, colorless block, clear light

orange
block, colorless

crystal size [mm] 0.13 × 0.11 × 0.104 0.26 × 0.19 × 0.108 0.12 × 0.10 × 0.03 0.10 × 0.07 × 0.04 0.14 × 0.08 × 0.06 0.40 × 0.20 × 0.15
θ range for data collection
[°]

3.53−28.95 3.77−7.48 2.97−25.02 2.28−24.20 3.40−66.59 2.96−25.03

reflections collected 32898 28845 41104 8593 13008 79710
independent reflections 5279 [Rint =

0.1417]
9613 [Rint = 0.0624] 7545 [Rint = 0.0847] 2781 [Rint =

0.1068]
4330 [Rint =
0.0352]

14123[Rint =
0.0862]

completeness to θ = [°],
[%]

27.48°, 99.3% 27.48°, 96.6% 25.02°, 99.8% 24.20°, 98.8% 66.59°, 98.9% 25.03°, 99.8%

max and min transmission 0.9925 and 0.9902 0.987 and 0.982 0.9977 and 0.9910 0.9970 and 0.9925 0.960 and 0.890 0.9899 and 0.9735
largest difference peak and
hole [e Å−3]

0.55 and −0.27 0.56 and −0.39 0.712 and −0.428 0.241 and −0.213 0.261 and −0.190 0.535 and −0.348

data/restraints/parameters 5279/0/295 9613/0/552 7545/6/579 2781/1/255 4330/51/387 14123/65/1055
goodness-of-fit on F2 1.059 1.053 1.350 0.994 1.043 1.085
final R indices [F2 >
2σ(F2)]

R1 = 0.0701, wR2 =
0.1780

R1 = 0.0818, wR2 =
0.2251

R1 = 0.1264, wR2 =
0.2439

R1 = 0.0638, wR2 =
0.1263

R1 = 0.0393, wR2 =
0.0941

R1 = 0.0719, wR2 =
0.1538

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.1138, wR2
0.2193

R1 = 0.1178, wR2 =
0.2529

R1 = 0.1382, wR2 =
0.2499

R1 = 0.1112, wR2 =
0.1544

R1 = 0.0543, wR2 =
0.1030

R1 = 0.1065, wR2 =
0.1688

aCCDC 905022 (syn-1a·2MeOH), 905023 (anti-1a·MeOH), 905021 (anti-1a·EtOH), 902365 (syn-1b), 902366 (anti-1d·2H2O), 905020 (syn-1f)
contain the supplementary crystallographic data for this paper. These data can be obtained free of charge from The Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre via www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. bSqueeze suggests an additional solvent component of 0.125 MeOH per formula unit that has not
been included in the refined structure.
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with the pyridine nitrogen of two different molecules. This
gives rise to the zigzag 2D layer shown in Figure 8. Table 3 lists
the salient intermolecular distances and angles. Very interest-
ingly, and as in the previous meso syn-1a compound, in syn-1b
the (R)-pyridylmethylalcohol moiety interacts exclusively with
(R)-moieties, and the (S)-moiety interacts with only (S)-
moieties, to form, in this case, supramolecular layers via
homochiral hydrogen bonding chains. Self-assembly of these
layers give rise to the 3D structure of syn-1b.
The structure for 4(syn-1f)·H2O is quite interesting since it

can be seen as the analogue to syn-1a or 1b but where the
nitrogen atoms have been substituted by CH units. As
expected, the absence of nitrogen in syn-1f, as a hydrogen
bond acceptor, greatly influences the supramolecular structure
of this compound. Now, only OH moieties of different
configuration (R−S) are available to act as donors and
acceptors. As already mentioned in the molecular structure
section, one intramolecular O−H···O hydrogen bond is

observed in each molecule. This leaves only one OH group
per molecule to act as hydrogen bond donor, and this might
complicate the homochiral self-assembly as it was observed in
the related monosubstituted derivatives.6b However, homo-
chiral self-assembly does take place in the disubstituted syn-1f
so that (R)-phenylmethylalcohol moieties interact exclusively
with (R)-moieties, and the (S)-moiety interacts with only (S)-
moieties. In order to achieve homochiral self-assembly, four
molecules of syn-1f and one water molecule form pentameric
clusters by intermolecular O−H···O hydrogen bonded clusters
(bottom of Figure 8). Stacking of these clusters by weak
dihydrogen and/or hydrophobic interactions forms the 3D
structure for this compound. Note that in this structure there is
replacement of one of the R,S molecules of the four in the
cluster by an R,R molecule (see Experimental Section), and,
interestingly, the latter does not form any hydrogen bonds.

2-Quinoline Derivative (1d). The molecular structure of
anti-1d can be related to that of anti-1a (2-pyridine based), by

Table 3. Geometrical Parameters of D−H···A (D: donor; A: acceptor) Contacts (Å, °), Involved in the Supramolecular
Construction in syn-1a, syn-1a·2MeOH, anti-1a·MeOH, anti-1a·EtOH, anti-1d·2H2O, and syn-1f·0.25H2O

compound D−H···Aa d(H···A) d(O···A) ∠(OHA)

syn-1ab O(2)−H···O(1) 2.07 2.835(2) 155.8
O(1)−H···N(1) intramol. 2.07 2.591(3) 120.9
O(2)−H···N(2) intramol. 2.38 2.748(3) 108.0

syn-1a·2MeOH O(1)−H···O(3) 2.09 2.808(3) 146.6
O(2)−H···O(4)(MeOH) 2.26 2.929(3) 138.5
O(2)−H···N(1) intramol. 2.18 2.668(3) 118.0
MeO(3)−H···O(4)(MeOH) 1.89 2.706(3) 171.8
MeO(4)−H···N(2)i 2.01 2.828(3) 175.5

anti-1a·MeOH O(202)−H···N(102)ii 2.04 2.828(2) 161.7
O(101)−H···N(201)ii 2.06 2.847(2) 159.5
O(201)−H···O(41A)(MeOH)ii 1.89 2.674(2) 160.3
MeO(41A)−H···O(102) 2.18 2.811(2) 134.16
O(102)−H···O(31)(MeOH) 2.01 2.807(2) 131.5
MeO(31)−H···N(101) 2.27 2.882(2) 131.5

anti-1a·EtOH O(101)−H···N(202)iii 1.91 2.831(5) 162.7
O(201)−H···N(102) 1.93 2.816(5) 154.7
O(202)−H···O(301)(EtOH) 1.97 2.854(5) 164.5
O(102)−H···O(301)(EtOH) 1.95 2.697(5) 149.8
EtO(301)−H···O(401)(EtOH)iii 1.86 2.680(5) 164.7
EtO(401)−H···N(101)iv 2.07 2.911(6) 176.9

syn-1b O(24)−H···N(20)v 1.88 2.690(5) 162.2
O(14)−H···N(29)vi 1.97 2.771(5) 161.7

anti-1d·2H2O O(14)−H···O(1)H2 1.96 2.7942(16) 172.00
O(34)−H···O(2)H2 1.89 2.7177(16) 170.50
HO(1)−H···O(34)vii 2.05 2.7926(15) 142.2
HO(2)−H···O(14)viii 2.03 2.7889(16) 144.2
HO(1)−H···N(44) 2.10 2.9726(18) 170.7
HO(2)−H···N(24) 1.96 2.8367(17) 170.1

syn-1f·0.25H2O O(102)−H···O(101) 2.01 2.829(3) 160(2)
O(201)−H···O(202) 2.02 2.802(3) 153.5(17)
O(202)−H···O(42B) 2.26 2.875(4) 133(4)
O(301)−H···O(302) 2.01 2.799(3) 157(3)
O(302)−H···O(1)W 1.89 2.684(3) 163(4)
O(401)−H···O(301) 1.97 2.803(3) 170(3)
O(42)−H···O(401) 2.04 2.802(4) 150
O(1)W−H···O(102)ix 2.01 2.802(4) 161(4)
O(101)−H···O(201)x 1.947 2.777(3) 174(3)

aSee interactions in Figures 6−10. bReference 8. Symmetry codes: (i) −x + 1, −y, −z + 2; (ii) −x + 1,−y + 1,−z + 1; (iii) −x, y − 1/2, −z + 3/2;
(iv) −x, y + 1/2, −z + 3/2; (v) −x + 1/2, y − 1/2, z − 1/2; (vi) −x + 1/2, y + 1/2, z − 1/2; (vii) x + 1, y, z; (viii) x − 1, y, z; (ix) x + 1, y, z; (x) x −
1, y, z.
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adding a phenyl ring to each pyridine moiety. This clearly
increases the bulkiness around the nitrogen atoms of the
aromatic rings in anti-1d and consequently it should affect the
formation of intermolecular O−H···N hydrogen bonds. This is
what actually happens in the monosubstituted derivatives where
only intramolecular O−H···N hydrogen bonds were observ-
ed.6c Organization of molecules in the o-carboranyldiol anti-
1d·2H2O involves the formation of cyclic, tetrameric (two anti-
1d + two H2O molecules) intermolecular O−H···O hydrogen
bond arrangements shown in Figure 10. In addition, the
remaining H atom of the water molecules forms intermolecular
O−H···N hydrogen bonds. Molecules along the a axis are
linked by these intermolecular O−H···O and O−H···N
hydrogen bonds into homochiral chains, that is, formed by
association of one of the two possible enantiomers (only RR is
shown in Figure 9). Homochiral chains of anti-1d·2H2O are
closely packed by intermolecular C−H···O interactions
[C(13)−H···O(1) 2.400 Å, CHO 136.53°] leading to the
formation of racemic columns along the a axis (Figure 11A).
Self-assembly of these racemic columns by weak interactions
forms the 3D structure of anti-1d·2H2O as shown in Figure
11B. It is however noteworthy that the racemic columns are
packed in a way to form parallel homochiral layers that
alternate through the 3D structure. In fact, contiguous
molecules of the same chirality in a plane interdigitate their
quinoline rings (Figure 10B, left), and this provides homochiral
layers that are sustained by hydrophobic and/or dispersion
forces.
Discussion of Crystallization Outcomes and Supra-

molecular Structures. In the crystallization of racemic
compounds (mixtures for R and S enantiomers or racemate),
three possible outcomes are possible according to Figure 11.14

The most frequent is the formation of racemic crystals where
both enantiomers are intimately mixed (A). Another common
phenomenon is the formation of racemic crystals but where
some degree of enantiomer separation occurs within the
crystals, as shown in Figure 11 (process B). And finally,

spontaneous resolution takes place when complete separation
of enantiomers occurs on crystallization (process C).3a The
different crystallization outcomes (A, B, or C in Figure 11)
determine the degree to which enantiomers become separated
in the crystallization process and whether racemic or
conglomerate material will be formed.13 It is certainly surprising
that there are few reports on crystallization outcome B in the
solid state despite its inherent interest.13a

A wide range of diols are known to form channel structures
that incorporate guest species capable of fitting within the space
available. These include helical tubuland diols or thin acetylenic
or flat oligothiophene spaced diols.13,15 The new o-
carboranyldiol compounds represent a new diol system that
differs structurally from the previous examples. These novel
molecules combine a hydrophobic carborane cluster, two
alcohol functionalities, and two nitrogenated aromatic rings and
represent one of the few examples of nonflexible C2-symmetric
1,4-diols.16 Crystallization in all anti-isomers leads to outcome
B in Figure 11, that is, racemic crystals where some degree of
separation occurs within the crystal. Thus, self-assembly in anti-
1a·MeOH and anti-1a·2EtOH leads to the formation of

Figure 6. Supramolecular assemblies of syn-1a (top) and syn-
1a·2MeOH (bottom). Projections showing 2 molecules of each
compound forming hydrogen bonded dimers. Configurations of chiral
carbons are indicated. See Table 3 for metric parameters. All hydrogen
atoms, except those hydrogen bonded, are omitted for clarity. Color
code: B pink; C gray; H white; O red; N blue.

Figure 7. Supramolecular assemblies of anti-1a·MeOH (top) and anti-
1a·EtOH (bottom). Projections showing two molecules of each
compound forming hydrogen bonded dimers and a comparative unit
cell packing showing the well-defined channels (yellow-orange) in
both compounds. Configurations of chiral carbons are indicated. See
Table 3 for metric parameters. All hydrogen atoms, except those
hydrogen bonded, and solvent molecules in the channels are omitted
for clarity. Color code: B pink; C gray; H white; O red; N blue.
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discrete homochiral channels (Figure 7 and SI). As previously
mentioned, dimers of the same chirality in both compounds
self-assemble around a crystallographic 21 screw axes (along c
or b in anti-1a·MeOH and anti-1a·2EtOH, respectively) to
generate channels that are occupied by the guess solvents.
Mercury17 was used to remove the solvents in both structures
to enable direct comparison between channels. These channels
present several important features. The channel size enlarges in
proportion to the size of the solvent included. The channel
volume of the unit cell in anti-1a·MeOH is estimated to be
1065.81 Å3 (12.3% of unit cell), whereas that for anti-
1a·2EtOH is 1119.70 Å3 (13.1% of unit cell). Although the
solvents included in the channels in these two structures are
not chiral, they are generated exclusively by homochiral dimers
(Figures 7 and SI). This is even more surprising when one
realizes that no strong interactions are observed between the
homochiral dimers. The latter suggests that formation of
homochiral channels is driven by weak hydrophobic and/or
dihydrogen bond interactions, and this explains that channel
size can be adjusted to the size of the solvent included in it.
Another important consequence of the fact that only weak
interactions are operating between homochiral channels of
different handedness is that conglomerate behavior (outcome C
in Figure 11) is likely to occur under the appropriate

crystallization conditions. We are currently exploring the
chlathrating properties of this o-carboranyldiol as well as the

Figure 8. Supramolecular assemblies of syn-1b and syn-1f·0.25H2O.
Top: Two projections showing 3 or 15 molecules of syn-1b forming
hydrogen bonded zigzag layers. Bottom: Projection showing four
molecules of syn-1f and one molecule of water forming a hydrogen
bonded cluster. Configurations of chiral carbons are indicated. See
Table 3 for metric parameters. All hydrogen atoms, except those
hydrogen bonded, are omitted for clarity. Color code: B pink; C gray;
H white; O red; N blue.

Figure 9. Supramolecular assembly of anti-1d·2H2O. Two projections
showing three molecules of anti-1d forming O−H···O and O−H···N
hydrogen bonded chains that include water molecules along the a axis.
Configurations of chiral carbons are indicated. See Table 3 for metric
parameters. All hydrogen atoms, except those hydrogen bonded, are
omitted for clarity. Color code: B pink; C gray; H white; O red; N
blue.

Figure 10. (A) Comparative views of self-assembled supramolecular
homochiral chains (indicated by arrows) of anti-1d·2H2O, perpendic-
ular (top) and along the O−H···O and O−H···N hydrogen bonds
(bottom) giving racemic columns (represented as red/blue rectangular
prism). Color code: B pink; C gray; H white; O red; N blue. (B) A
pictorial representation of the 3D assembly of racemic columns of anti-
1d·2H2O.
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possibility for it to act as a soft porous molecular material.18

The crystallization outcome for the 2-quinoline derivative anti-
1d·2H2O deserves some comments. It is obvious that formation
of homochiral chains, sustained by moderate O−H···O and O−
H···N hydrogen bonds, would correspond to crystallization
outcome B (Figure 11). Then, homochiral chains of opposite
handedness are then packed through weak C−H···O
interactions to form racemic columns along the a axis (Figure
10A). However, as already discussed above, racemic columns
close pack by hydrophobic and/or dispersion forces in a way to
provide homochiral layers (Figure 10B).
Supramolecular structures for the unsolvated structures for

syn-1a and 1b are in agreement with the corresponding
monosubstituted derivatives.6 All hydrogen bond donors and
acceptors are satisfied in both structures. As seen in the
monosubstituted derivatives, intramolecular O−H···N hydro-
gen bonds are formed in the 2-pyridine derivative 1a. The latter
is not possible in the 3-pyridine derivative 1b, and consequently
only intermolecular O−H···N interactions are observed, giving
rise to zigzag 2D layers (Figure 8). Supramolecular analysis of
all o-carboranyldiol compounds in this work reveals that
formation of homochiral hydrogen bonded complexes prevails
over heterochiral hydrogen bonded, independently of whether
the compounds are in their syn-(meso) or anti-(racemate)
forms (Figures 6−10). (R)-Pyridylmethylalcohol moieties
interact exclusively with (R)-moieties, and (S)-moieties interact
with only (S)-moieties in all structures described in this work.
This seems to suggest that homochiral recognition (self-
recognition) is favored over heterochiral recognition (self-
discrimination) in these compounds. This raises some
interesting questions. If self-recognition is taking place, what
would be the recognition mechanism?. It could be due to
stereoselective intermolecular O−H···N/O hydrogen bonding.
If that is the case, we find quite interesting that in two of the
reported structures, molecules are hydrogen bonded (dimers in
syn-1a·2MeOH, Figure 6 or layers in anti-1d·2H2O) through
solvent molecules and not directly. Still, arrangements of chiral
pyridylalcohol moieties are in a way that (R)-moieties are closer
to (R)-moieties, and (S)-moieties to (S)-moieties. This can be
clearly observed when comparing unsolvated and solvated syn-

1a structures (Figure 6). This suggests that, in the case of a
stereoselective hydrogen bonding mechanism, homochiral
recognition takes place in solution (like in solid syn-1a; top
of Figure 6), and then methanol molecules interact with these
dimers to give the observed structure for syn-1a·2MeOH in a
sort of solvent mediated self-recognition. In the case of anti-
1d·2H2O (Figure 10), the observed supramolecular arrange-
ment could be explained by a stepwise self-recognition/
discrimination/recognition process in solution. However, we
have no experimental evidence for a stereoselective hydrogen
bonding mechanism for self-recognition in these compounds.
The other possibility, which was raised by one reviewer during
the evaluation process of this paper, is that spatial requirements
for the carborane cluster cages in these molecules might favor
closer proximity of homochiral groups over heterochiral. We
cannot exclude, at the moment, any of these possibilities, and
this certainly shows that the self-recognition and self-
discrimination phenomena are complex and we are still far
from the comprehension of it.

■ CONCLUSIONS

A series of novel bis-pyridylmethyl, -quinolylmethyl, or -phenyl
alcohols derived from the o-carborane cluster 1a−f (Scheme 2)
have been synthesized and characterized. The latter family
constitutes our second generation of compounds where two
arms (one in the first generation) radiate out of the cluster
carbons, and each contains n-pyridylmethylalcohol (n = 2, 1a;
3, 1b; 4, 1c), n-quinolylmethylalcohol (n = 2, 1d; 4, 1e), or
phenylmethylalcohol (1f) fragments. All compounds contain
two chiral centers that can adopt either R or S configuration
and therefore have been isolated as a mixture of two
diastereoiseomers, a meso compound (RS; OH groups in a
syn orientation) and a racemic compound (SS and RR
enantiomers; OH groups in an anti orientation). A slight
diastereomeric excess is observed in all compounds (syn:anti
ratio of 0.7:1), except in the case of the 3-pyridine derivative 1b
where diastereoisomers separate by precipitation during work
up.
Syn and anti-stereoisomers crystallized separately from their

mixtures (except 1b), and crystal structures for three syn- and
three anti-stereoisomers have been determined. Supramolecular
structures are dominated by O−H···N and/or O−H···O
hydrogen bonds. Supramolecular analysis of all compounds in
this work reveals that formation of homochiral hydrogen
bonded complexes prevails over heterochiral hydrogen bonded
complexes. Complete homochiral self-assembly is always
observed, independently of whether the compounds are in
their syn-(RS configurations) or anti-(RR and SS configuration)
forms. Homochiral self-assembly in anti-1a·MeOH and anti-
1a·2EtOH leads to the formation of discrete homochiral
channels whose size enlarges in proportion to the size of the
solvent included. Crystallization in all anti-isomers leads to
outcomes where enantiomers, although forming racemic
crystals, are separated into discrete domains.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
General Remarks. Reactions were carried out under a nitrogen

atmosphere in round-bottomed flasks equipped with a magnetic
stirring bar, capped with a septum. THF and diethyl ether were
distilled from Na/benzophenone and CH2Cl2 over CaH2. All the other
chemicals were commercially available and used as received. TLC
analyses were performed on Merck silica gel 60 F254 TLC plates (0.5
mm thickness). IR ATR spectra were recorded on a Perkin−Elmer

Figure 11. Three common outcomes observed on crystallization of a
1:1 mixture of enantiomers. Rhomboids represent enantiomeric
molecules. (A) Formation of racemic crystals containing an intimate
mix of enantiomers. (B) Formation of racemic crystals containing
enantiomers separated into discrete domains. (C) Complete
separation of the enantiomers into individual homochiral crystals (a
conglomerate).
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Spectrum One spectrometer. 1H, 13C, and 11B spectra were recorded
respectively at 300, 75, and 96 MHz with a Bruker Advance-300
spectrometer in deuterated acetone, unless denoted, and referenced to
the residual solvent peak for 1H and 13C NMR or to BF3·OEt2 as an
external standard for 11B NMR. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm
and coupling constants in Hertz. Multiplets nomenclature is as follows:
s, singlet; d, doublet; t, triplet; br, broad; m, multiplet. Elemental
analyses were obtained by a CarboErba EA1108 microanalyzer
(Universidad Autońoma de Barcelona). The mass spectra were
recorded in the negative ion mode using a Bruker Biflex MALDI-
TOF-MS [N2 laser; λexc 337 nm (0.5 ns pulses); voltage ion source
20.00 kV (Uis1) and 17.50 kV (Uis2)] with 3,5-dimethoxy-4-
hydroxycinnamic acid as matrix.
General Procedure for the Synthesis of the o-Carboranyl-

diols 1a−f. We followed a procedure analogous to that previously
reported by us.6 In general, THF or diethyl ether can be used as
solvents with very slight variation in yields. Diethyl ether seems to
facilitate the work up while avoiding the formation of oily residues,
although THF is preferred in the synthesis of 1b due to the
spontaneous separation of diastereoisomers.
1,2-Bis{(pyridin-2′-yl)methanol}-1,2-dicarba-closo-dodeca-

borane (1a). nBuLi (1.75 mL, 1.6 M in hexane, 2.8 mmol) was added
dropwise to a solution of o-carborane (201.4 mg, 1.4 mmol) in diethyl
ether (10 mL) at 0 °C (ice/water bath) under nitrogen atmosphere.
The mixture was stirred for 30 min at low temperature and for a
further 1.5 h at room temperature to give a clear, pale yellow
suspension. The flask was then cooled to −84 °C (ethylacetate/liquid
N2), whereupon a solution of the 2-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (303.3
mg, 0.27 mL, 2.8 mmol) in diethyl ether (1 mL) was added. The
resulting pale-yellow solution was stirred at −84 °C, and the reaction
was monitored by TLC. When the reaction had reached completion
(after about 4 h), a saturated aqueous solution of NH4Cl (10 mL) was
added at −84 °C, and then the mixture was taken out of the cooling
bath and allowed to warm naturally to room temperature while
stirring. The aqueous phase was then extracted with Et2O (3 × 20
mL), and the organic phases were dried over MgSO4, filtered, and
evaporated to dryness. The resultant dark yellow oil was washed with
n-pentane (2 × 10 mL). Fresh n-pentane was added and the mixture
was treated with ultrasound for c.a. 15 min, and the slightly colored
pentane supernatant was removed afterward. The same procedure was
repeated until a light yellow solid was obtained (4−5 times). After the
solvent was removed, the yellow solid was dried under vacuum
affording pure 1a (361.82 mg, 1 mmol, 72.1%). NMR experiments
confirmed the presence of the two different diastereoisomers anti-1a
and syn-1b in a 44:56 proportion (see Figure 1). 1H NMR of the
mixture: 8.63−8.58 (m, 2H, C5H4N syn- and anti-isomers), 7.96−7.89
(m, 2H, C5H4N syn- and anti-isomers), 7.66 (apparent t, J = 8.3 Hz,
2H, C5H4N syn- and anti-isomers), 7.46−7.41 (m, 2H, C5H4N syn-
and anti-isomers), 6.34 (brs, 1H, OH anti-isomer), 6.19 (brs, 1H, OH
syn-isomer), 5.98 (brs, 1H, CHOH syn-isomer), 5.75 (brs, 1H, CHOH
anti-isomer). 13C NMR: 159.5 and 159.4, 149.1 and 149.0, 138.0, and
137.9 (C5H4N syn- plus anti-isomers), 124.9 (C5H4N syn- plus anti-
isomers), 123.6 and 123.4 (C5H4N syn- plus anti-isomers), 86.37 and
86.24 (Ccluster syn- plus anti-isomers), 74.3 (CHOH syn-isomer)*,
73.53 (CHOH anti-isomer)* (*values assigned by 1H−13C correlation
(Figure S1 in SI)). 11B NMR: −2.9 (d, JB,H = 145, 2B), −10 a −11 (m,
8B). IR (ATR; only assigned bands are listed here; see SI for complete
spectrum): ν 3197 (OH), 2599, 2573 (BH). MALDI-TOF, m/z: M:
359.27 [M + H]+.
Crystallization. The isomers mixture was dissolved in an ether-

methanol solution and left in a barely opened vial. After ca. 24 h
pyramidal colorless crystals were obtained. Single crystal XRD
experiments confirmed their identity, the less soluble isomer with
the syn conformation, syn-1a·2MeOH. After about 48 h, hexagonal
bipyramidal colorless crystals were also observed; single crystal XRD
experiments confirmed they corresponded to the anti isomer, anti-
1a·MeOH.

1H NMR of syn-1a: 8.61 (ddd, J = 4.8, 1.7, 1.0, 2H, C5H4N), 7.91
(td, J = 7.8, 1.8, 2H, C5H4N), 7.43 (d, J = 7.9, 2H, C5H4N), 7.43 (ddd,

J = 7.5, 4.8, 1.1, 2H, C5H4N), 6.19 (d, J = 6.5, 2H, OH), 5.98 (d, J =
6.3, 2H, CHOH).

1H NMR of anti-1a: 8.61 (ddd, J = 4.8, 1.8, 1.0 Hz, 2H, C5H4N),
7.92 (td, J = 7.8, 1.8, 2H, C5H4N), 7.65 (d, J = 7.9, 2H, C5H4N), 7.44
(ddd, J = 7.5, 5.6, 1.0, 2H, C5H4N), 6.35 (d, J = 6.5, 2H, OH), 5.75 (d,
J = 6.4, 2H, CHOH).

1,2-Bis{(pyridin-3′-yl)methanol}-1,2-dicarba-closo-dodeca-
borane (1b). The general procedure described for 1a was followed,
using o-carborane (205 mg, 1.42 mmol), n-BuLi (1.9 mL, 1.56 M in
hexane, 2.99 mmol), THF (20 mL) and 3-piridinecarboxaldehyde
(312 mg, 0.27 mL, 2.9 mmol), and an acetone/liquid N2 cooling bath
(−94 °C). The reaction reached completion after 4 h and was treated
with a saturated aqueous solution of NH4Cl (10 mL) at −94 °C, and
then the mixture was taken out of the cooling bath and allowed to
warm naturally to room temperature while stirring.

Then diethyl ether (15 mL) was added while stirring and a very
insoluble white solid was obtained after 15−20 min. The white solid
was separated by filtration, washed with methanol, and dried under a
vacuum to afford pure syn-1b (155.0 mg, 0.43 mmol, 30.5%). Work up
of the remaining two phase solution as in 1a gave a light yellow solid
that was dried under a vacuum to afford pure anti-1b (200 mg, 0.56
mmol, 39.3%).

(syn-1b): 1H NMR (DMSO): 8.70 (brs, 2H, C5H4N), 8.57 (d, J =
4.5, 2H, C5H4N), 7.91 (brd, J = 8.0, 2H, C5H4N), 7.46 (dd, J = 7.7,
4.9, 2H, C5H4N), 6.81 (d, J = 5.0, 2H, OH)** (**these signals
oscilate from 7 to 6.8 ppm, probably due to concentration changes
between NMR experiments). 5.71 (d, J = 4.9, 2H, CHOH). 13C NMR
(DMSO): 149.39, 148.49, 136.98, 135.02, and 123.20 (C5H4N), 87.86
(Ccluster), 68.75 (CHOH). 11B NMR (DMSO) −2.58 (bs, 4B), −9.43
(m, 8B). IR (ATR; only assigned bands are listed here): ν 2989 (OH),
2618, 2605, 2569, 2544 (BH). MALDI-TOF, m/z: M: 359.27 [M +
H]+.

(anti-1b): 1H NMR (DMSO): 8.62 (d, J = 1.8, 2H, C5H4N), 8.58
(dd, J = 4.7, 1.5, 2H, C5H4N), 7.86 (brd, J = 8.0, 2H, C5H4N), 7.47
(dd, J = 7.9, 4.8, 2H, C5H4N), 7.25 (d, J = 5.5, 2H, OH), 5.59 (d, J =
5.50, 2H, CHOH). 13C NMR (DMSO): 149.61, 148.09, 136.65,
134.86, and 123.45 (C5H4N), 86.71 (Ccluster), 68.87 (CHOH). 11B
NMR (DMSO) −3.4 (m, 4B), −10.4 (m, 8B). IR (ATR from the
mixture containing an excess of 3a); only assigned bands are listed
here): ν 3071, 2989 (OH), 2628, 2614, 2587, 2545 (BH). MALDI-
TOF, m/z: M: 359.26 [M + H]+.

Crystallization. Isomer syn-1b was dissolved in DMSO in a vial, and
then it was left open to the air. Colorless crystal were obtained after
several days.

1,2-Bis{(pyridin-4′-yl)methanol}-1,2-dicarba-closo-dodeca-
borane (1c). The general procedure described for 1b was followed,
using o-carborane (208 mg, 1.44 mmol), n-BuLi (1.8 mL, 1.6 M in
hexane, 2.88 mmol), THF (20 mL) and 4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde
(317 mg, 0.28 mL, 2.9 mmol), and an acetone/liquid N2 cooling bath
(−94 °C). Work up gave a light yellow solid that was dried under a
vacuum to afford a mixture of syn- and anti-1c (297 mg, 0.83 mmol,
57.6%). NMR of the latter showed an anti/syn-1c ratio of 62/38. 1H
NMR of the mixture: 8.64 (brd, J = 4.0, 4H, C5H4N syn- and anti-
isomers), 7.54 (d, J = 6.1, 2H, C5H4N syn-isomer), 7.47 (d, J = 6.1, 2H,
C5H4N anti-isomer), 7.26 (d, J = 5.4, 1H, OH anti-isomer), 6.86 (d, J
= 5.2, 1H, OH syn-isomer), 5.67 (d, J = 5.2, 1H, CHOH syn-isomer),
5.48 (d, J = 5.4, 1H, CHOH anti-isomer). 11B NMR: −3.7 (m, 2B),
−9.9 (m, 8B). IR (ATR; only assigned bands are listed here; see SI for
complete spectrum): ν 3053, (OH), 2555 (BH). MALDI-TOF, m/z:
M: 359.18 [M + H].

1,2-Bis{(quinolin-2′-yl)methanol}-1,2-dicarba-closo-dodeca-
borane (1d). The general procedure described for 1b was followed,
using o-carborane (219 mg, 1.52 mmol), n-BuLi (2.25 mL, 1.35 M in
hexane, 3.04 mmol), THF (20 mL) and 2-quinolinecarboxaldehyde
(492.2 mg, 3.06 mmol), and an acetone/liquid N2 cooling bath (−94
°C). Work up gave a light orange solid that was dried under a vacuum
to afford a mixture of syn- and anti-1d (402 mg, 0.88 mmol, 57.7%).
NMR of the latter showed an anti/syn-1d ratio of 61/39. 1H NMR of
the mixture: 8.49 (t, J = 7.8, 2H, C8H6N syn- and anti-isomers), 8.07
(m, 4H, C8H6N syn- and anti-isomers), 7.84 (m, 4H, C8H6N syn- and
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anti-isomers), 7.68 (m, 4H, C8H6N syn- and anti-isomers), 6.75 (brs,
1H, OH anti-isomer), 6.52 (brs, 1H, OH syn-isomer), 6.32 (brs, 1H,
CHOH syn-isomer), 6.04 (brs, 1H, CHOH anti-isomer). 13C NMR:
150.6 and 150.3, 136.4 and 136.3, 127.3 and 127.2, 120.3 and 120.2,
119.1, 118.2, 117.8, 117.3 (C9H6N syn- plus anti-isomers), 76.0 and
75.5 (Ccluster syn- plus anti-isomers), 63.3 and 63.1 (CHOH syn-isomer
plus anti-isomers). 11B NMR: −2.7 (d, J = 138, 2B), −7 to −15 (m,
8B). IR (ATR; only assigned bands are listed here; see SI for complete
spectrum): ν 3197 (OH), 2599, 2573 (BH). MALDI-TOF, m/z: M:
460.46 [M + 2H]+.
Crystallization. The isomers mixture was dissolved in DMF in a

vial, and then it was left open to the air. After about 7 days light yellow
needles were obtained.
1,2-Bis{(quinolin-4′-yl)methanol}-1,2-dicarba-closo-dodeca-

borane (1e). The general procedure described for 1b was followed,
using o-carborane (222 mg, 1.53 mmol), n-BuLi (2.00 mL, 1.53 M in
hexane, 3.06 mmol), THF (20 mL) and 4-quinolinecarboxaldehyde
(498.4 mg, 3.08 mmol), and an acetone/liquid N2 cooling bath (−94
°C). Work up gave a light yellow solid that was dried under a vacuum
to afford a mixture of syn- and anti-1e (341.7 mg, 0.75 mmol, 48.7%).
NMR of the latter showed an anti/syn-1e ratio of 59/41. 1H NMR of
the mixture: 9.01 (d, J = 4.2, 2H, C8H6N syn- and anti-isomers), 8.57
(brs, 1H), 8.52 (brs, 1H), 8.14 (brd, J = 8.4, 2H, C8H6N syn- and anti-
isomers), 7.93 (m, 2H, C8H6N syn- and anti-isomers), 7.86−7.68 (m,
6H, C8H6N syn- and anti-isomers), 7.00 (brs, 1H, CHOH syn-isomer),
6.92 (brs, 1H, CHOH anti-isomer). 13C NMR: 150.8, 149.3 and 149.1,
147.8, 146.4, 131.1 and 130.9, 130.3, 127.9, 127.0, 125.3 and 124.9,
122.2, and 121.7 (C9H6N syn- plus anti-isomers), 86.0 and 85.1
(Ccluster syn- plus anti-isomers), 69.8 and 69.2 (CHOH syn-isomer plus
anti-isomers).

11B NMR: −2.3 (d, J = 134, 2B), −7 to −15 (m, 8B). IR (ATR;
only assigned bands are listed here; see SI for complete spectrum): ν
3073 (OH), 2567 (BH). MALDI-TOF, m/z: M: 459.46 [M + H]+.
1,2-Bis(phenylmethanol)-1,2-dicarba-closo-dodecaborane

(1f). The general procedure described for 1b was followed, using o-
carborane (200 mg, 1.39 mmol), n-BuLi (1.8 mL, 1.6 M in hexane,
2.88 mmol), THF (20 mL), and benzaldehyde (0.29 mL, 2.86 mmol)
to obtain 1f as a white solid (367 mg, 1.03 mmol, 74%) by column
chromatography (eluent: hexane/ethylacetate 4:1, Rf = 0.25). NMR of
the latter showed an anti/syn-1f ratio of 58/42. 1H NMR for the
mixture: 7.05−6.91 (m, 10H, C6H5), 6.48 (d, J = 5.1, 1.2H, OH anti-
1f), 6.15 (d, J = 4.8, 0.8H, OH syn-1f), 5.15 (d, J = 4.9, 0.8H, CHOH
anti-1f), 5.01 (d, J = 5.1, 1.2H, CHOH syn-1f). 11B NMR (CDCl3):
−1.9 (d, J = 161.8, 2B), −9.2 to −11.8 (br m, 8B). 13C NMR: 139.5
and 138.6, 129.7 and 129.5, 128.7 and 128.6, 127.7, and 127.3 (C5H4N
syn- plus anti-isomers), 84.4 and 83.5 (Ccluster syn- plus anti-isomers),
74.8 and 74.3 (CHOH syn- plus anti-isomers). IR (KBr, cm−1): 3307
(OH), 2561 (BH), 1974, 1958, 1899, 1885, 1818, 1614, 1587, 1495,
1456, 1428, 1357, 1318, 1261, 1278, 1200, 1117, 1088, 1061, 1029,
1011, 914, 847, 804, 768, 751, 718, 702, 664, 592, 544. Anal. Calcd for
C16B10H24O2·0.5H2O(365.47): C 52.58, H 6.89; found C 52.75, H
6.96.
Crystallization. The isomers mixture was dissolved in a CH2Cl2/

hexane mixture in a vial, and then it was left open to the air. White
blocks grown after several days.
Single Crystal Studies. Single crystal intensity data for and syn-1f

were collected at 120 K on a Bruker Nonius KappaCCD area detector
mounted at the window of a rotating Mo anode (λ(Mo Kα) = 0.71073
Å) (Table S2). Data collection and processing were performed using
the programs COLLECT19 and DENZO,20 and a multiscan
absorption correction was applied using SADABS.21 Data for anti-
1a·2EtOH were collected at 100 K on a Rigaku AFC12 goniometer
equipped with an enhanced sensitivity (HG) Saturn724+ detector
mounted at the window of an FR-E+ SuperBright molybdenum
rotating anode generator (λ(Mo Kα) = 0.71073 Å) with HF Varimax
optics (100 μm focus). Data collection and processing, including a
multiscan absorption correction, were performed using CrystalClear.22

The structures were solved via direct methods23 and refined by full
matrix least-squares24 on F2. X-ray reflections for anti-1a·MeOH, syn-
1a·2MeOH and 2 were collected at 298 K on an Oxford Xcalibur

Gemini Eos CCD diffractometer using Mo Kα radiation (λ = 0.7107
Å). Data collection and processing, including a multiscan absorption
correction were performed using CrysAlisPro (version 1.171.33.55),25

and OLEX2−1.226 and SHELXL9727 were used for structure solution
and refinement. For these structures, several H atoms (especially OH)
were detected at approximate locations in a difference Fourier map
and then refined freely. Those for BH and some CH were placed in
idealized positions and refined using a riding model, with CH = 0.93
Å and Uiso(H) = 1.2Ueq(C). Data for syn-1b was collected at 100 K on
a Bruker SMART APEX diffractometer (λ = 0.71073 Å) whereas for
anti-1d was collected at 100 K on a Bruker D8 Venture diffractometer
(λ = 1.54178 Å). Data collection and processing were performed using
the programs APEX228 and SAINT,29 and a multiscan absorption
correction was applied using SADABS.30 The structures were solved
by direct methods,21 which revealed the position of all non-hydrogen
atoms. These atoms were refined on F2 by a full-matrix least-squares
procedure using anisotropic displacement parameters.22 All hydrogen
atoms were located in difference Fourier maps and included as fixed
contributions riding on attached atoms with isotropic thermal
displacement parameters 1.2 times those of the respective atom.

Special Details. Two molecules of MeOH were observed in anti-
1a·MeOH, one of them showing some disordered atoms. During
refinement, residual electron density was detected in the lattice
associated with other solvent molecules. Thus, the data were treated
with the SQUEEZE procedure (from PLATON).11 The volume
occupied by the solvent was 288.9 Å3, and the number of electrons per
unit cell deduced by SQUEEZE was 36. Considering that the
approximate volume of a methanol molecule would be ca. 80−100 Å3

and the electron count, the residual electron density corresponds to
2−3 methanol molecules distributed within the unit cell. One of the
refined methanol molecules was modeled as split over 2 positions (66,
34) and geometric and thermal parameter restraints were applied. For
all but the disordered solvent molecule, the OH positions were clear in
the difference map, and while the O−H distance was constrained the
torsion angles were allowed to refine to coincide with the electron
density maxima. The OH hydrogen atoms in syn-1a·MeOH were
treated in an identical fashion. anti-1a·2EtOH: The hydrogen of the
solvent alcohol group was treated as riding on the parent oxygen, but
the torsion was allowed to refine. this placed the hydrogen at the
position of an observed max́ima in the difference map. The remining
OH hydrogens were clearly visible in the difference map and freely
refined. 4(syn-1f)·H2O: One of the ligand sites in one of the four
independent RS molecules has ca. 37% occupancy of an R ligand in the
S site. Thermal parameter constraints and geometrical restraints were
applied. All OH (with the exception of those in the low occupancy
part) were refined using O−H distance restraints (0.84) and Ueq = 1.5
those of their parents’ atoms.
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Abstract. The decoration of the internal pore surface of 

a MOF with carboranes yields a hydrophobic and porous 

material in which water molecules cannot diffuse within 

its pores to destruct the MOF structure. The generation 

of unsaturated metal sites upon activation, combined 

with the presence of the carborane core within the 

channels leads in the isolation of a material with high 

affinity for methane at low and high coverage (19.6 – 

23.1 kJ/mol) which is one the highest values reported to 

date.  

 

A metal organic framework (MOF) is an infinite 

network of metal ions or metal ion clusters bridged 

by organic ligands through covalent bonds into a 

porous extended structure. The range of potential 

structures encompassed by this area is vast as 

different structures and properties can be obtained 

not only by the judicious choice of metal and 

multifunctional ligand but also by the connectivity 

of the structure (different pore sizes and shapes) 

and which groups decorate their pore surface. This 

has led to the discovery of a broad array of highly 

porous MOF materials with various topologies and 

compositions, displaying record surface areas up to 

7000 m2/g, high void volumes (up to 90%) and low 

densities (down to 0.19 g/cm3). The ability to 

chemically modify the ligand either pre- or 

post-synthesis and introduce desired functional 

groups within their pores, combined with the 

potential for open metal sites allows the 

generation of catalytic centers and specific 

interactions with tailored internal surfaces for 

applications such as gas separation and provides 

exceptional figures of merit for “standard” porous 

materials applications such as gas storage. 

Although MOFs are very attractive for many 

applications, one of their major drawback is their 

low hydrolytic stability preventing their use for 

many industrial processes such as the direct 

capture of CO2 from flue gas, water purification 

and others. In order to enhance their hydrolytic 

stability, many different strategies have been 

developed and most of them lie on the 

incorporation of hydrophobic molecules: a. 

through ligand design and the introduction of 

hydrophobic groups within a ligand, b. the 

encapsulation of hydrophobic molecules and c. the 

coating of MOF crystals with hydrophobic 

polymers. The presence of hydrophobic groups 

within MOFs cannot only improve their hydrolytic 

stability but it can be also used to introduce strong 

interactions with non-polar molecules such as 

methane. Recent reports revealed that the CH4 

adsorption and how strong it interacts with the 

pore surface it depends mainly on the ligand 



functionalities and/or generation of unsaturated 

metal sites.  

Carborane based ligands were used to construct 

MOFs by Mirkin et al. and they serve many 

advantages compared to other conventional ligand 

based MOFs, as carborane based MOFs are robust, 

rigid with high thermal and chemical stabilities and 

they can be hydrphobic. To date, carborane based 

MOFs have shown great potential for application in 

gas storage – H2 and CH4 storage, and CO2 capture. 

However, most of the carborane based MOFs 

reported in the literature are based on 

para-substituted carborane cores and although 

they show intriguing properties for gas storage 

applications, they are hugely expensive. In contrast, 

the ortho-substituted carborane core is cheap 

however, reports on its functionalisation are not 

exhaustive and they have not yet used for the 

construction of MOFs.  

Herein, we show that the reaction of a cheap and 

newly synthesised carborane ligand functionalised 

with pyridyl groups at ortho-positions (anti-oCB-L) 

with Zn(II) and 1,4-benzene dicarboxylic acid 

(H2bdc) results in the isolation of oCB-MOF-1: 

ortho-carborane-MOF-1, which is resistant to 

water. This behaviour is mainly attributed to the 

presence of the carborane core pointing towards 

the pores preventing thus, water molecules to 

diffuse within the pores, attack the Zn4-cluster, 

displace the ligands and destroy the structural 

integrity of oCB-MOF-1. oCB-MOF-1 is porous to 

CO2 at 195 K with a surface area of 296 m2/g and it 

has high affinity for CH4 at low coverage as well as 

at high loadings.  

The reaction of Zn(NO3)2·6H2O, H2bdc, 

1,2-Bis{(pyridin-3-yl)methanol}-1,2-dicarba-closo-d

odecaborane (anti-oCB-L) and 2-methylimidazole 

(2-Hmim) in a 1:1 mixture of 

ethanol:dimethylformamide (EtOH:DMF) Vt = 2 mL, 

at 85 oC for 48 hours gave rise to a pure phase of 

oCB-MOF-1 with formula of 

[Zn4(bdc)2(anti-oCB-L)2(µ3-O)2(DMF)2]·(DMF)4. The 

purity of oCB-MOF-1 was confirmed by elemental 

analysis as well as by powder X-ray diffraction 

(PXRD). Note that addition of 2.5 equivalentes of 

2-Hmim was necessary in order to avoid the 

formation of MOF-5 and oCB-MOF-1 mixtures. 

oCB-MOF-1 is a 3D framework build up from 2D 

Zn4(bdc) layers interconnected by the anti-oCB-L 

ligand. A tetranulcear Zn cluster is formed in which 

there are two distinct Zn(II) coordination modes – 

tetrahedral (Zn#1) and octahedral (Zn#2). Zn#1 

coordinates to two carboxylate O atoms from the 

bdc ligand, one µ3-O atom and one N atom from 

the anti-oCB-L ligand whereas Zn#2 binds to two 

carboxylate O atoms from the bdc ligand, two µ3-O, 

one N atom from the anti-oCB-L ligadn and the 

sixth position is completed by the coordination of 

DMF through the atom. 1,4-bdc ligands coordinate 

with the Zn-cluster to form a square grid 2D layer 

as shown in Figure xx, and the anti-oCB-L act as 

bridging linkers to connect the 2D layers and form 

the 3D network. It is important to highlight here, 

that the carborane core is pointing towards the 

channels; this is due to the specific coordination of 

anti-oCB-L ligand around the Zn4 cluster. 

oCB-MOF-1 is porous along the c-axis with pore 

dimensions of 3.5 x 6.5 Å. The accessible volume of 

oCB-MOF-1 is 28 % as calculated by PLATON giving 

thus a pore volume of 0.21 cm3/g. 

The behavior of oCB-MOF-1 over H2O prompted us 

to check the hydrophobicity of oCB-MOF-1 by 

firstly measuring the contact angle – a useful tool 

that indicates the wettability of the materials by a 

liquid, and water vapor isotherms. Activated 

oCB-MOF-1 was initially grinded to a fine powder 

and packed by a glass slide to create a flat surface, 

for contact angle (θc) measurements. The θc was 

found to be 138o suggesting that oCB-MOF-1 is 

within the group of hydrophobic materials. Vapour 



H2O adsorption revealed that the hydrophobic 

oCB-MOF-1 exhibits low water uptake of 0.025 g/g 

at high relative humidity. oCB-MOF-1 has a 

comparable sorption behavior with that of the 

hyper-hydrophobic ZIF-8 and its isoreticular 

hydrophilic SIM-1. The low adsorption clearly 

suggests that the pore surface of oCB-MOF-1 is 

hydrophobic and thus water is not favored to 

diffuse within the pores and thus destruct the 

structure. 

oCB-MOF-1 does not collapse when is soaked in 

liquid H2O at room temperature (RT) for 15 hours 

and also in boiling liquid H2O (B) for 0.5 hours. The 

PXRD pattern of the H2O_RT@oCB-MOF-1 shows 

that the low angle reflections shift in higher 

2-theta degrees indicating that that there is a 

small change (shrinkage) of the unit cell and it 

is very comparable with that of 

MeOH@oCB-MOF-1. The pattern corresponding to 

H2O_B@oCB-MOF-1 shows a remarkable reduction 

of crystallinity and the Bragg reflections were 

broaden indicating the generation of a highly 

distorted material. The IR spectra of 

H2O_RT@oCB-MOF-1 and H2O_B@oCB-MOF-1 are 

almost identical with that of oCB-MOF-1 

suggesting that the MOF retains its structural 

integrity. oCB-MOF-1 can be recovered when 

H2O_B@oCB-MOF-1 was immersed in liquid DMF 

for 15 hours at room temperature which is a 

further proof that H2O_B@oCB-MOF-1 does not 

collapse. In order to further study the influence of 

H2O on oCB-MOF-1, we have soaked bulk material 

in liquid D2O and the 1H NMR spectrum revealed 

that the DMF molecules diffuse in the aqueous 

phase. In addition, we have quantitavely checked 

the content of free Zn(II) ions content by ICP/MS 

when pure oCB-MOF-1 was soaked in liquid H2O – 

considering that oCB-MOF-1 collapses. 

Interestingly, 15 mg/L of Zn(II) was observed after 

4 days of immersion and we found a weight loss of 

12.8 % in terms of the weight of the material. 

oCB-MOF-1 was also immersed at different pH 

solutions pH 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 (pH adjusted with 

HCl or NaOH) at room tempareture for 15 hours 

and their corresponding PXRD patterns show a 

remarkable coincidence and are very comparable 

with that of H2O_RT@oCB-MOF-1 highlighting its 

structural integrity and robustness.  

The thermal stability of oCB-MOF-1 was 

investigated by thermogravimetric analysis and it is 

found that the guest and coordinated to Zn(II) DMF 

molecules were removed in the temperature range 

of 30-250 oC with the total loss to be 24.0 %. The 

weight loss observed in TGA is in a good agreement 

with that calculated from elemental analysis (24.5 

%). oCB-MOF-1 is stable up to 380 oC and its 

decomposition occurs immediately after this 

temperature in a single step. oCB-MOF-1 is stable 

in standing in air as this confirmed by PXRD.  

In order to gently activate oCB-MOF-1 without 

damaging its integrity and remove the guest and 

coordinated to Zn(II) molecules, several different 

conditions were tried but the optimal conditions 

were at 100 oC overnight at 10-3 mbar. Elemental 

analysis revealed that the activated oCB-MOF-1´ is 

free of guest DMF molecules and also coordinated 

DMF molecules, yielding thus oCB-MOF-1´ with 

readily available pores and unsaturated Zn(II) ions. 

The pores of oCB-MOF-1´ are bifunctional 

functionalised as both the hydrophobic carborane 

core and exposed open Zn(II) sites are pointing 

towards the channels. oCB-MOF-1´ is non-porous 

to N2 at 77 K and 1 bar as confirmed by the type II 

isotherm and this is due to the smaller pore 

window of oCB-MOF-1´ than the kinetic diameter 

of N2 (3.6 Å). Contrawise, carbon dioxide isotherms 

collected on oCB-MOF-1´ at 195 K and 0.8 bar 

showed a type I behavior characteristic of 

microporous materials. The 

Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) model applied over 



p/p0 = 0.05 – 0.3 gives a surface area of 296 m2/g 

and pore volume (calculated using the DR equation) 

of 0.18 cm3/g which is slightly smaller than the 

calculated pore volume from the static single 

crystal structure of oCB-MOF-1´ (0.21 cm3/g). This 

is entirely consistent with the PXRD pattern of 

oCB-MOF-1´ as we have observed shifts of Bragg 

reflections at higher 2-theta values suggesting the 

shrinkage of the unit cell parameters.  

CO2 and CH4 sorption isotherms on oCB-MOF-1´ 

collected at 273 K and 298 K at 1 bar show 

reversible type I behavior. oCB-MOF-1´ adsorbs 

26.1 and 13.1 cm3/g of CO2 and CH4 respectively at 

273 K and 1 bar. Isosteric heats of adsorption, Qst, 

for CO2 and CH4 on oCB-MOF-1´ were derived using 

the Claussius-Clapeyron equation using the 

adsorption branches of the isotherms measured at 

273 K and 298 K. The Qst of oCB-MOF-1´ for CO2 

was calculated to be 33.6 kJ/mol at low coverage 

and this decreases to 27.6 kJ/mol at high coverage. 

The relatively high Qst is thought to be due to the 

presence of open Zn(II) ions pointing towards the 

channels introducing strong interactions with CO2 

molecules. This observation is entirely consistent 

with other MOFs containing open metal sites such 

as the HKUST-1, Al-MIL-96 and Al-MIL-53. The Qst 

for CH4 for oCB-MOF-1´ at low coverage was found 

to be 19.6 kJ/mol and it increases at high loadings 

to 23.1 kJ/mol. This is among the highest value 

reported for highly porous MOFs that are 

promising for methane storage applications (i.e. 

Ni-MOF-74 – 21.4 kJ/mol, Co9-INA – 19.4 kJ/mol, 

PCN-14 – 18.7 kJ/mol). A Raman spectroscopic 

investigation of CH4 adsorption in the isoreticular 

IRMOF family demonstrates the critical role that 

the ligands play in the adsorption behavior of 

methane in these MOFs, thus revealing that the 

selection of appropriate ligands with the highest 

affinity for methane will provide an optimal 

storage material. In addition, the high affinity of 

Ni-MOF-74 for CH4 is mainly due to the presence of 

unsaturated metal sites. The high affinity thus of 

oCB-MOF-1´ for CH4 is thought to be attributed to 

its bifunctional pore functionalization as both the 

hydrophobic carborane core and open metal sites 

are pointing towards the channels and it can 

interact with both the carborane core and 

unsaturated Zn(II) sites. Despite the fact that 

oCB-MOF-1´ is not as highly porous as for example 

the Ni-MOF-74 or PCN-14, it is a water resistant 

material and shows high Qst for methane which 

can be further tested for the purification of natural 

gas.      

To conclude, a neutral pybiridyl containing 

carborane-based ligand interlinks the Zn-bdc 2D 

layers to form a 3D and water stable oCB-MOF-1. 

oCB-MOF-1 is stable in air and does not collapse 

when is treated with several organic solvents nor 

at liquid water at room temperature nor at boiling 

water. The activated oCB-MOF-1´ has a 

bifunctional pore character as both the carborane 

core and open metal sites are pointing towards the 

channels and this is found to be of great 

importance for the introduction of strong 

interactions with CO2 and CH4. The Qst of 

oCB-MOF-1´ for CH4 is found to be at 19.6-23.1 

kJ/mol which is one of the highest values reported 

to date. Our future efforts will focus on testing 

oCB-MOF-1 as a stationary phase for the 

purification of natural gas (composed primarily of 

CH4, > 95 %, with the remaining fraction a mixture 

of ethane and heavier hydrocarbons, N2, and CO2), 

a process which requires the usage of robust 

materials and be selective to CH4 for the efficient 

CO2/CH4 separation.  

 



Experimental Section 

Materials and Characterization 

Zinc(II) nitrate hexahydrate, 1,4-benzenedicarboxylate(bdc) and 2-methylimidazole were purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich and used as received. The ligand 

1,2-Bis{(pyridin-3-yl)methanol}-1,2-dicarba-closo-dodecaborane (anti-oCB-L) was synthesized according to 

the reported method. [1]  

IR ATR spectra were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum One Spextrometer. Elemental analyses were 

obtained by a CarboErba EA1108 microanalyzer (Universidad Autonoma de Barcelona). Powder X-ray 

Diffraction (PXRD) was recorded at room temperature on an X’Pert PRO MPDθ/θ powder diffractometer 

(PanAnalytical; configuration: convergent beam; radius: 240 nm) equipped with a focalizing mirror and a 

transmission geometry with a silicon sample holder, for Cu Kαradiation (λ = 1.5418 Å). Thermogravimetric 

Analysis (TGA) were performed in air, on a nSTA 449 F1 Jupiter-Simultaneous TGA-DSC from (NETZSCH; 

heating rate: 5 oC/min; temperature range: 25 oC to 500 oC). Gas sorption (CH4/273 K and 298 K; CO2/273 K 

and 298 K; and N2/77K) measurements were performed using an AutosorbIQ after activating the 

oCB-MOF-1 at 100 oC and 10-3 mbar.  

Synthesis of [Zn4(1,4-bdc)2(L3)2(µ-O)2]·(DMF)2(oCB-MOF-1) was reported [1]. 1H NMR (DMSO): 8.62 (d, J = 

1.8, 2H, C5H4N), 8.58 (dd, J = 4.7, 1.5, 2H, C5H4N), 7.86 (brd, J = 8.0, 2H, C5H4N), 7.47 (dd, J = 7.9, 4.8, 2H, 

C5H4N), 7.25 (d, J = 5.5, 2H, OH), 5.59 (d, J = 5.50, 2H, CHOH). 13C NMR (DMSO): 149.61, 148.09, 136.65, 

134.86 and 123.45 (C5H4N), 86.71 (Ccluster), 68.87 (CHOH). 11B NMR (DMSO) -3.4 (m, 4B), -10.4 (m, 8B).IR 

(ATR from the mixture containing an excess of 3a); only assigned bands are listed here):  3071, 2989 (OH), 

2628, 2614, 2587, 2545 (BH). MALDI-TOF, m/z: M: 359.26 [M+H]+ 

Crystalline solid oCB-MOF-1 was obtained by mixing Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (16.6 mg, 0.56mmol), anti-oCB-L (10 mg, 

0.027mmol), 2-methylimidazole (4.6mg, 0.054mmol) and 1,4-bdc (4.6mg, 0.027mmol) in 2 mL of 

DMF/ethanol (1:1). This mixture was sonicated until all solids were dissolved, followed by heating at 85 oC 

for 48 hours. Pale yellow crystalline solid of oCB-MOF-1 was collected and washed with DMF (24.3 mg, yield 

56%). IR (ATR; selected bands):  3419 (OH); 2927, 2881 (CH);2520 (BH); 1652 (C=O from DMF); 1602 (C=O 

from carboxylate). Elemental analysis (%) calculated for [Zn4(C8H4O4)2(C14B10N2O2H22)2(µ-O)2]·(DMF)6·(H2O)2.5: 

C: 40.82, H: 5.58, N: 7.68; Found: C: 40.90, H,: 5.5, N: 7.6. 

 

 

 



Single-Crystal X-ray Diffraction 

Table S1. Crystal data and structural refinement for oCB-MOF-1 

 

Table S2. Selected bond lengths and angles for oCB-MOF-1 

Zn(1)-O(1)  1.945(4) O(1)-Zn(1)-Zn(2)#1 89.18(14) 

Zn(1)-Zn(2)#1  3.1174(9) O(1)-Zn(1)-N(19) 103.8(2) 

Zn(1)-O(8)  1.927(4) O(1)-Zn(1)-O(34) 108.51(19) 

Zn(1)-N(19)  2.023(5) O(8)-Zn(1)-O(1) 115.15(18) 

Zn(1)-O(34)  1.963(3) O(8)-Zn(1)-Zn(2)#1 41.48(11) 

Crystal Data oCB-MOF-1 

Empirical formula  C25H33B10N3O8Zn2 

Formula weight  742.38 

Crystal system  Triclinic 

Space group  P-1 

Temperature/K 100.0  

Wavelength/Å 0.79480 

Unit cell dimensions a = 12.0317(10) Å 

 b = 13.8465(10) Å 

 c = 15.5341(9) Å 

 = 110.362(6)° 

 = 109.511(7)° 

  = 92.299(7)° 

Volume/ Å3 2250.8(3) Å3 

Z 2 

Density (calculated)/ Mg/m3 1.095 

Absorption coefficient/ mm-1 1.491 

F(000) 756 

Theta range for data collection/deg 1.93 to 27.87 

Index ranges -15<=h<=15 

 -19<=k<=18 

 -18<=l<=21 

Reflections collected/unique 16441/6997 [R(int) = 0.0584] 

Max. and min. transmission 1.00000 and 0.39923 

Final R indices [I>2sigma(I)] R1 = 0.0898, wR2 = 0.2787 

R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0977, wR2 = 0.2923 

Largest diff. peak and hole 1.019 and -1.063 e.Å-3 



Zn(2)-Zn(1)#1  3.1174(9) O(8)-Zn(1)-N(19) 117.6(2) 

Zn(2)-O(8)#1  2.105(4) O(8)-Zn(1)-O(34) 106.60(16) 

Zn(2)-O(8)  2.101(3) N(19)-Zn(1)-Zn(2)#1 159.03(17) 

Zn(2)-N(27)  2.103(5) O(34)-Zn(1)-Zn(2)#1 86.37(13) 

Zn(2)-O(29)  2.172(4) O(34)-Zn(1)-N(19) 104.48(19) 

Zn(2)-O(36)#1  2.118(4) C(30)#1-O(1)-Zn(1) 118.5(4) 

Zn(2)-O(40)  2.155(4) O(8)#1-Zn(2)-Zn(1)#1 37.32(11) 

  O(8)-Zn(2)-Zn(1)#1 104.88(11) 

  O(8)-Zn(2)-O(8)#1 80.28(17) 

  O(8)-Zn(2)-N(27) 95.14(17) 

  O(8)-Zn(2)-O(29) 87.32(15) 

  O(8)#1-Zn(2)-O(29) 93.09(15) 

  O(8)-Zn(2)-O(36)#1 171.79(15) 

  O(8)#1-Zn(2)-O(36)#1 91.69(15) 

  O(8)#1-Zn(2)-O(40) 93.18(16) 

  O(8)-Zn(2)-O(40) 90.75(15) 

  N(27)-Zn(2)-Zn(1)#1 147.47(14) 

  N(27)-Zn(2)-O(8)#1 174.82(17) 

  N(27)-Zn(2)-O(29) 89.09(17) 

  N(27)-Zn(2)-O(36)#1 92.81(17) 

  N(27)-Zn(2)-O(40) 84.42(18) 

  O(29)-Zn(2)-Zn(1)#1 66.95(11) 

  O(36)#1-Zn(2)-Zn(1)#1 68.93(11) 

  O(36)#1-Zn(2)-O(29) 94.86(16) 

  O(36)#1-Zn(2)-O(40) 87.99(16) 

  O(40)-Zn(2)-Zn(1)#1 120.01(13) 

  O(40)-Zn(2)-O(29) 173.04(17) 

  Zn(1)-O(8)-Zn(2) 126.88(18) 

  Zn(1)-O(8)-Zn(2)#1 101.19(16) 

  Zn(2)-O(8)-Zn(2)#1 99.72(17) 

  C(18)-N(19)-Zn(1) 121.3(5) 

  C(20)-N(19)-Zn(1) 118.2(4) 

  C(26)-N(27)-Zn(2) 119.4(3) 

  C(28)-N(27)-Zn(2) 121.9(4) 

  C(30)-O(29)-Zn(2) 139.9(4) 

  C(35)-O(34)-Zn(1) 121.2(4) 

  C(35)-O(36)-Zn(2)#1 137.5(3) 

  C(41)-O(40)-Zn(2) 128.2(5) 

Symmetry transformations used to generate equivalent atoms: 

#1 x+1,y+1,z+1    #2 x+1,y+1,z    #3 x,y+1,z+1      #4 x+1,y,z+1       



1. Representative Views and structural descriptionof oCB-MOF-1 

 

a. 

 

Figure S1: Illustration shows the coordination of the connection of anti-oCB-L with the tetra-nuclear Zn 

core. 

    b.                                                                                           

 

Figure S2: The 2D layer constructed by 1,4-bdc (grey) and the Zn core (purple). The linkage between the 2D 

layers by anti-oCB-L. 

 

Figure S3: The organization of the anti-oCB-L around the 2D-Zn(II)-based layer that produces the 3D 

network, in which the carborane cages are pointed towards the pores (along the c-axis). 



Powder X-ray Diffraction (PXRD) of oCB-MOF-1 

 

Figure S4: PXRD patterns of oCB-MOF-1 that prepared by solvothermal method. The data are in good 

agreement with the refined simulated pattern derived from the corresponding single-crystal structure data. 

 

Infrared Spetra (ATR) of oCB-MOF-1 
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Figure S5: ATR spectra of oCB-MOF-1 and L3. The B-H signals of oCB-MOF-1 are in good agreement with 

the corresponding anti-oCB-L. 

  



Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) of oCB-MOF-1 
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Figure S6: TGA curves for oCB-MOF-1asmade, activated oCB-1-MOF-1’, water treated oCB-MOF-1and 

boiling water treated oCB-MOF-1 (heating rate: 5 oC/min; temperature range: 30 to 800 oC). The 

asmadeoCB-1-antishows weight loss of 24% from 30 oC to 250 oC, which corresponds to the loss of guest 

DMF molecules; and is stable up to 400 oC; then decomposes stepwise about 400 oC.The TGA curve of the 

activated oCB-1-antishows almost no loss of weight from 30 oC to 400 oC, which confirms that oCB-MOF-1is 

free of guest molecules. The final product corresponds to the ZnO and B2O3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Solvent (MeOH, CHCl3 and acetone) treatment 
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Figure S7: oCB-MOF-1 after soakingin methanol, acetone andchloroformrespectively for 15 h. (a)PXRD 

patterns(b) ATR spectrum. The signals of oCB-MOF-1 are in good agreement with the corresponding 

materials. 

 



Water treatment 
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Figure S8: oCB-MOF-1 after treating with water and boiling water. (a) PXRD patterns. (b) ATR spectrum. The 

signals of oCB-MOF-1 are in good agreement with the corresponding materials. 

  



Reversibility of oCarba-MOF-1after water treatment 
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Figure S9: oCB-MOF-1 after treated with water and reversibility test with DMF. (a) PXRD patterns of room 

temperature water treatment. (b) PXRD patterns of boiling water treatment. 

  



pH solution treatment 
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Figure S10: oCB-MOF-1after treated with different pH solutions. (a) PXRD patterns. (b) ATR spectrum. The 

signals of oCB-MOF-1 are in good agreement with the corresponding materials. 

 

 

 



Hydrophobicity tests 

 

 

 

Figure S11:(a) Pure water, (b) addition of oCarba-MOF-1powder, (c) a drop of pure water on top of the 

powder. 

 

 

Contact angle 

 

Figure S12: Image of the contact angle measurement of oCarba-MOF-1compacted powder. (a) is in white 

background and (b) is in black background. 
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ABSTRACT: We report the synthesis of metal-organic frame-
works (MOFs) based on M(II), di-, tri- and tetra-carboxylate 
linkers and two novel carborane/pyridine ligands. 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Herein, we report the synthesis of two novel carboranylalcohol 
ligands (mCB(3py) and mCB(4py)) and the combination of these 
ligands with different di-, tri- and tetra-topic carboxylic acids to 
form six new extended coordination polymers (Scheme 1). The 
mCB ligands can adopt a linear conformation or a U-shape dispo-
sition, showing their structural flexibility. For example, in MOF1 
and MOF4, the conformation of the mCB(4py) ligand is crucial to 
obtain 3D or 2D structures, respectively. Gas sorption measure-
ments of the porous structures were performed, but show non-
permanent porosity, indicating structural re-arrangements during 
the activation and/or sorption processes. Water stability tests were 
also performed and show that the introduction of carborane enti-
ties increase the water stability of the materials, in the cases of 
absence of Unsaturated Metal Centers (UMCs).  

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION 

Materials and Characterization. Syntheses for the carboranylal-
cohol ligands were carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere in 
round-bottomed flasks equipped with a magnetic stirring bar, 
capped with a septum. THF was distilled from Na/benzophenone. 
MOF syntheses were done in air. All chemicals were commercial-
ly available and used as received. IR ATR spectra were recorded 
on a Perkin–Elmer Spectrum One spectrometer. 1H, 13C and 11B 
spectra were recorded respectively at 300, 75 and 96 MHz with a 
Bruker Advance-300 spectrometer in deuterated dimethylsulfox-
ide, unless denoted, and referenced to the residual solvent peak 
for 1H and 13C NMR or to BF3.OEt2 as an external standard for 
11B NMR. Chemical shifts are reported in ppm and coupling 
constants in Hertzs. Multiplets nomenclature is as follows: s, 
singlet; d, doublet; t, triplet; br, broad; m, multiplet. Elemental 
analyses were obtained by a CarboErba EA1108 microanalyzer 
(Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona). The mass spectra were 
recorded in the negative ion mode using a Bruker Biflex MALDI-
TOF-MS [N2 laser; λexc 337 nm (0.5 ns pulses); voltage ion 

source 20.00 kV (Uis1) and 17.50 kV (Uis2)] with 3,5-
dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as matrix. TGA-DSC from 
NETZSCH (heating rate: 10 ºC/min; temperature range: 25 to 
800ºC). Gas sorption (CO2/195K and N2/77K) measurements for 
2’ were performed using an AutosorbIQ (Quantachrome Instru-
ments). Field-Emission Scanning Electron Microscopy (FE-SEM) 
images were collected using a Quanta 650F Environmental Scan-
ning Electron Microscopy (Field Emission Inc, USA). The sam-
ples were metallized with 10 nm of platinum in an EM ACE600 
High-Vacuum Coater (Leica, Germany). Powder X-ray Diffrac-
tion (PXRD) patterns were recorded at room temperature on an 
X’Pert PRO MPD diffractometer (PanAnalytical) for Cu Kα (λ = 
1.5405 Å). 

Synthesis of the ligands 

 

Scheme 1. Coordination modes of adenine within 1 (7Hade, left) 
and 2 (9Hade, right). In both MOFs, adenine is neutral. However, 
it acts as a bidentate (through N3 and N9) terminal linker in 1, 
whereas it acts as a bidentate (through N3 and N7) bridging 
linker in 2, being responsible of the formation of 1D Co(II)-
adenine chains. 



 

Synthesis of 1,2-bis{(pyridin-3´-yl)methanol}-1,7-dicarba-
closo-dodecaborane (mCB(3Py)). nBuLi (1.02 mL, 1.44 M in 
hexane, 1.47 mmol) was added dropwise to a solution of m-
carborane (105.8 mg, 0.73 mmol) in diethyl ether (10 mL) at 0 °C 
(ice/water bath) under nitrogen atmosphere. The mixture was 
stirred for 30 min at low temperature and for a further 1 h at room 
temperature to give a clear, pale yellow suspension. The flask was 
then cooled to –63 °C (chloroform/liquid N2), whereupon a solu-
tion of the 3-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (157.1 mg, 0.14 mL, 1.47 
mmol) in THF (1 mL) was added. The resulting pale-yellow 
solution was stirred at –63 °C for 4 h. Then a saturated aqueous 
solution of NH4Cl (10 mL) was added at –63 °C and then the 
mixture was taken out of the cooling bath and allowed to warm 
naturally to room temperature while stirring. The aqueous phase 
was then extracted with Et2O (3 x 20 mL) and the organic phases 
were dried over MgSO4, filtered, and evaporated to dryness. The 
resultant dark yellow oil was washed with n-pentane (2 x 10mL). 
Fresh n-pentane was added and the mixture was treated with 
ultrasound for c.a. 30 minutes, and the slightly colored pentane 
supernatant was removed afterwards. The same procedure was 
repeated until a light yellow solid was obtained (2-3 times). After 
removing the solvent, the yellow solid was dried under vacuum 
affording pure mCB(3Py) (200.9 mg, 0.56 mmol, 77 %). 1H 
NMR: 8.50 (brs, 2H, C5H4N), 7.64 (brs, 2H, C5H4N), 7.63 (d, J = 
7.8, 2H, C5H4N), 7.36 (dd, J = 8.1 Hz, 4.8 Hz, 2H, C5H4N), 6.58 
(d, J = 5.1 Hz, 2H, OH), 4.89 (d, J = 5.4 Hz, 2H, CHOH). 11B 
NMR: 0 to -20 ppm (br, 10B). 13C NMR: 148.9 (C5H4N), 147.8 
(C5H4N), 136.9 (C5H4N), 134.0 (C5H4N), 123.3 (C5H4N), 81.8 
(Ccluster), 71.2 (CHOH). IR (ATR), ʋ [cm-1] = 3070 (br, OH), 
2602(m, BH), {only selected bands reported}. MALDI-TOF, m/z: 
M: 358.4 [M]+. Elemental analysis (%) calculated for 
B10C14O2N2H22 (M: 358.44 gmol-1) C 46.9, H 6.2, N 7.8; found C 
46.7, H 6.4, N 7.5. 

Synthesis of 1,2-bis{(pyridin-4´-yl)methanol}-1,7-dicarba-
closo-dodecaborane (mCB(4Py)). The general procedure de-
scribed above was followed, nBuLi (4.49 mL, 1.55 M in hexane, 
7.0 mmol), THF (25 mL), m-carborane (502.4 mg, 3.5 mmol) and 
4-pyridinecarboxaldehyde (0.7 mL, 7.0 mmol), and an acetoni-
trile/liquid N2 cooling bath (-41 °C). The resulting pale-yellow 
solution was stirred at –41 °C for 4 h. Then a saturated aqueous 
solution of NH4Cl (10 mL) was added at –41 °C and then the 
mixture was taken out of the cooling bath and allowed to warm 
naturally to room temperature while stirring. Then diethyl ether 
(15 mL) was added while stirring. A white solid precipitated after 
about 25-20 minutes, that was filtrated, washed with water and 
diethyl ether and dried under vacuum affording pure mCB(4Py) 
(1.16 g, 3.23 mmol, 92.3 %). 1H NMR 8.53 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 4H, 
C5H4N), 7.23 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 4H, C5H4N), 6.64 (d, J = 5.1 Hz, 2H, 
OH), 4.83 (d, J = 5.1, 2H, CHOH). 11B NMR: -11.36 (br, 10B). 
13C NMR: 149.9 (C5H4N), 149.3 (C5H4N), 127.8 (C5H4N), 81.0 
(Ccluster), 72.2 (CHOH). IR (ATR), ʋ [cm-1] = 3093 (br, OH), 2590 
(m, BH), {only selected peaks bands are reported}. MALDI-TOF, 
m/z: M: 359.4 [M+H]+. Elemental analysis (%) calculated for 
B10C14O2N2H22 (M: 358.44 gmol-1) C 46.9, H 6.2, N 7.8; found C 
46.5%, H 6.2%, N 7.6. 

Synthesis of the Coordination Compounds 

Synthesis of [Zn2(TCPB)(mCB(4Py))]·8dmf (mCarba-MOF-
1). Single crystals of mCarba-MOF-1 were obtained by mixing 
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (16.6 mg, 0.056 mmol), mCB(4Py) (10 mg, 
0.027 mmol) and H4TCPB (15.6 mg, 0.027 mmol) in 4 mL of 
DMF/ethanol (1:1). This mixture was sonicated until all solids 
were uniformly dispersed, followed by heating at 80oC for 72 
hours. Few pale yellow crystals of mCarba-MOF-1 were filtered 

and washed with DMF. Insufficient crystals were obtained for 
elemental analysis or meaningful estimation of yield. 

Synthesis of [Co3(1,4-BDC)3(mCB(3Py)(dmf)2]·2dmf 
(mCarba-MOF-2). Co(NO3)2·6H2O (48.7 mg, 0.167 mmol) was 
mixed with mCB(3Py) (20 mg, 0.054 mmol) and 1,4-BDC (13.8 
mg, 0.167 mmol) in 4 mL of DMF/ethanol (1:1). This mixture 
was sonicated until all solids were uniformly dispersed, followed 
by heating at 100 oC for 24 hours. Violet flake-liked crystals of 
mCarba-MOF-2 were collected and washed with DMF (45.3 mg, 
68.5%). IR (ATR; selected bands):  3426 (OH); 2931, 2861 
(CH); 2531 (BH); 1657 (C=O from DMF); 1617 (C=O from 
carboxylate). Elemental analysis (%) calculated for 
[Co3C50H62B10N6O18] C: 45.5, H: 4.7, N: 6.4; Found: C: 45.0, H,: 
4.6, N: 6.2.  

Synthesis of [Co3(1,4-BDC)3(mCB(4Py)(dmf)2]·3dmf·6H2O  
(mCarba-MOF-2B). mCarba-MOF-2B was obtained by mixing 
Co(NO3)2·6H2O (48.7 mg, 0.167 mmol), mCB(4Py) (20 mg, 
0.054 mmol) and 1,4-BDC (13.8 mg, 0.167 mmol) in 4 mL of 
DMF/ethanol (1:1). This mixture was sonicated until all solids 
were uniformly dispersed, followed by heating at 100oC for 24 
hours. Violet flake-liked crystals of mCarba-MOF-2B was col-
lected and washed with DMF (50 mg). IR (ATR; selected bands): 
 3200 (OH); 2963, 2923, 2885 (CH); 2617 (BH); 1656 (C=O 
from DMF); 1598 (C=O from carboxylate). Elemental analysis 
(%) calculated for [Co3C53H81B10N7O25] C: 42.4, H: 5.4, N: 6.5; 
found: C: 42.0, H,: 5.0, N: 7.0.  

Synthesis of [Zn4(BTB)2(mCB(4Py)(OH)2)(H2O)2]·5H2O·4dmf 
(mCarba-MOF-3). mCarba-MOF-3 was obtained by mixing 
Zn(NO3)2·6H2O (33.2 mg, 0.112 mmol), mCB(4Py) (10 mg, 
0.027 mmol) and H3BTB (23.6 mg, 0.054 mmol) in 2 mL of 
DMF/ethanol/H2O (2:1:1). This mixture was sonicated until all 
solids were uniformly dispersed, followed by heating at 85 oC for 
48 hours. Transparent square crystals of mCarba-MOF-3 was 
collected and washed with DMF (48.5 mg, 89%). IR (ATR; se-
lected bands):  3350 (OH); 2933, 2964, 2865 (CH); 2617, 2554 
(BH); 1660 (C=O from DMF); 1610, 1585 (C=O from carbox-
ylate). Elemental analysis (%) calculated for [Zn4C80H88O23B10N6] 
C: 49.5, H: 4.9, N: 4.3; Found: C: 50.0, H,: 4.7, N: 4.7. 

Synthesis of [Co2(TCPB)(mCB(4Py)(H2O)(µ-
H2O)(dmf)]·2.7dmf  (mCarba-MOF-4). mCarba-MOF-4 was 
obtained by mixing Co(NO3)2·6H2O (16.3 mg, 0.056 mmol), 
mCB(4Py) (10 mg, 0.027 mmol) and H4TCPB (15.6 mg, 0.027 
mmol) in 4 mL of DMF/ethanol (1:1). This mixture was sonicated 
until all solids were uniformly dispersed, followed by heating at 
85oC for 48 hours. Pale yellow crystals of mCarba-MOF-4 was 
collected and washed with DMF. Insufficient crystals were ob-
tained for elemental analysis or meaningful estimation of yield. 

Crystallography. Crystallographic data for MOF3 was collected 
at 100K at XALOC beamline at ALBA synchrotron ( = 0.82653 
Å). Data were indexed, integrated and scaled using the XDS17 and 
IMOSFLM18 programs. Absorption corrections were not applied. 
The structure was solved by direct methods and subsequently 
refined by correction of F2 against all reflections, using 
SHELXS201321 and SHELXL201322 within the WinGX pack-
age.23 All non-hydrogen atoms were refined with anisotropic 
thermal parameters by full-matrix least-squares calculations on F2 
using the program SHELXL2013. Hydrogen atoms were inserted 
at calculated positions and constrained with isotropic thermal 
parameters. The disorder associated with the oxygen atom of the 
crystallization water molecule hindered the localization of its 
hydrogen atoms. The contribution of four crystallized dmf mole-



 

cules to the diffraction pattern could not be rigorously included in 
the model and were consequently removed with the SQUEEZE 
routine of PLATON. 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Synthesis and Characterization. Two novel mCB ligands de-
rived from m-carborane and pyridinecarboxyaldehyde have been 
synthesized in good yield. They have been characterized by 1H-, 
13C- and 11B-nuclear magnetic resonance, infrared spectroscopy, 
elemental analysis and mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF). They 
exhibits two N donor atoms connected to the hydrophobic car-
borane moiety through a quiral hydroxyl centre (Scheme 1). The 
ligands are flexible, as evidence from the crystal structure of the 
MOFs, vide infra. 

Solvothermal reactions between the corresponding mCB and di-, 
tri- and tetra-carboxylic ligands with metallic nitrate salts give rise 
to single crystals after 24 h at 100 °C, excepting for MOF-1 that it 
is at 80 °C during 75h. Unfortunately no suitable single crystals of 
MOF-2B were obtained, and insufficient crystals of MOF-1 and 
MOF-4 were obtained. MOF-2, MOF-2B and MOF-3 have been 
obtained in good yield as pure phases: the experimental powder 
X-ray diffraction pattern matches the simulated from the corre-
sponding crystal structure (Figure SXXX), and the SEM images 
show homogeneity in the bulk material (Figure SXXX). IR spec-
tra show the characteristic band of the B-H stretching from the 
carborane (centered at ~2615 cm-1 and ~2555 cm-1), and the C=O 
vibration of the carboxylic groups and the dmf solvent molecules. 
The thermal stability of these materials has been studied. The 
TGA diagrams (Figure SXXX) of MOF-2 and MOF-2B show a 
first weight loss, which corresponds with the release of the solvent 
molecules and a second step that starts with the decomposition of 
the materials at ~350 °C. From r.t. to 300 °C, MOF-2 and MOF-
2B show a weight loss of 22.6 % and 31.2 %, attributable to the 
dmf (calc. 22.4 %) and, dmf and water molecules (calc. 31.8 %), 
respectively. For MOF-3, it is possible to distinguish three weight 
loss steps: 1) from r.t. to 94 °C with a weight loss of 4.9 % (that 
corresponds with the 5 crystallized water molecules; calc. 4.6 %); 
2) from 94 °C to 260 °C it losses 13.7 %, attributable to the unco-
ordinated dmf molecules (calc. 15.2 %) and 3) the decomposition 
of the framework. 

Structural Study of MOF-2 and MOF-2B. Single crystal analy-
sis of MOF-2 shows that this compound is a 3D framework based 
on the trinuclear cluster namely Co1-Co2-Co1 which is formed by 
two crystallographycally independent hexacoordinated metal 
centres. Co(1) is {NO5} octahedrally coordinated to one 
mCB(3py) ligand, to four oxygen atoms from three BDC-2 and to 
one oxygen atom belonging to one dmf molecule. Co(2) is {O6}-
coordinated to six neighboring BDC-2 ligands (Figure XXa). 
There are two distinct carboxylate ligands regarding their coordi-
nation modes. One exhibits the bridge bidentate µ-κO:κO´ coor-

dination mode, and the other one connects four metal centres via 
the µ-κ2O,O´:κO´ bridge bidentate chelate binding mode (Figure 
XXb). Trinuclear cluster and BDC-2 ligands create layers extend-
ed in the ac plane, which are further 3D-connected through the 
mCB(3py) ligand (Figure XXc), giving rise to a compact struc-
ture. The hydroxyl groups of the mCB(3py) ligand are disposed in 
an anti configuration and establish H-bonds with the crystallized 
dmf molecules. The ligand moiety is almost linear with a N-N 
distance of 12.15 Å, and it is the responsible for the three-
dimensional arrangement. 

Attempts to obtain suitable single crystals for MOF-2B were 
unsuccessful; however it is possible to obtain the unit cell parame-
ters from the powder pattern by comparison with the PXRD of 
MOF-2, assuming that both compounds crystallize in the mono-
clinic C2/c space group. Since the mCB(3py) ligand connects 
{Co3-BDC} layers along the a axis in MOF-2, the N position in 
mCB(4py) ligand may be the responsible for the 3.36 Å of en-
hancement in the a parameter in MOF-2B (Table XX). 

 

 

 

Scheme 1. Representation of mCB(3py) and mCB(4py), showing 
the quiral centres (*) and the binding N atoms (blue). 



 

Structural Study of MOF-3 and MOF-3B. MOF-3 crystallizes 
in the monoclinic Pn space group with four crystallographically 
independent Zn(II) metal centers forming tetranuclear entities. 
Zn(1) and Zn(3) are hexacoordinated with a {O6} and {NO5} 
environments, respectively. Zn(1) is coordinated to four oxygen 
atoms belonging to three different BTB3- ligands and to two oxy-
gen atoms from OH groups. Zn(3) is coordinated to one 
mCB(4py) ligand, to three oxygen atoms from BTB3- ligands, to 

the OH group and to a water molecule (Figure XXa). Zn(1) and 
Zn(4) are {NO3}- and {O4}-tetracoordinated. These metal centers 
are coordinated to two oxygen atoms from BTB3- ligands, to one 
OH group and to mCB(4py) ligand (for Zn(1)) or to one water 
molecule (for Zn(4)). Each {Zn4} cluster coordinate six BTB3- 
ligands and two mCB(4py) ligands. There are two distinct BTB3- 
ligands that exhibits three different coordination modes: mono-
dentate (κO), bridge bidentate (µ-κO:κO´) and bridge bidentate 
chelate (µ-κ2O,O´:κO´). The two distinct BTB3- ligands share two 
{Zn4} clusters, connecting a total of four {Zn4} units. (Figure 

Table 1. Crystal and Structure Refinement data. 

Compound MOF-1 MOF-2 MOF-2B MOF-3 MOF-4 

Empirical formu-
la C72H96B10N10O18Zn2 C50H62B10N6O18Co3  

C68H45B10N2O17Z
n4 

C59.10H67.90B10N5.70O15.70C
o2 

Formula weight 1628.42 1319.95  1540.71 1335.25 

Crystal system Triclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic Monoclinic 

Space group P-1 C2/c C2/c Pn P21/c 

CCDC ref      

Unit cell dimensions 

a (Å) 11.6364(5) 34.542(7) 37.907 18.5945(10) 16.2470(9) 

b (Å) 15.5850(6) 9.5651(19) 9.066 8.0800(5) 21.0403(9) 

c (Å) 18.8230(8) 18.011(4) 17.420 30.2904(19) 22.8395(11) 

α (deg) 86.4230(18)     

 (deg) 82.8690(19) 97.71(3) 95.135 90.819(2) 105.811(2) 

(deg) 89.7220(19)     

V (Å3) 3380.6(2) 5897(2) 5962.6 4550.5(5) 7512.1(6) 

Z 2 4  2 4 

F (000) 1704 2716  1564 2768 

θ (range) 2.370-66.598 2.46-28.05  1.277-25.023 2.334-25.060 

Max. / min. 
transmission 0.7528 / 0.6338 0.7467 / 0.4052  0.7452 / 0.2826 0.7452 / 0.2826 

Ind refln (Rint) 11752 (0.0509) 5155 (0.0594)  15879 (0.1216)  

Final R indices 

[I > 2σ(I)] 

R1 = 0.0736 

wR2 = 0.1979 

R1 = 0.0781 

wR2 = 0.2264 

 

 

R1 = 0.0759 

wR2 = 0.1858 

R1 = 0.0678 

wR2 = 0.1790 



 

XXb). The association between {Zn4} entities and BTB-3 ligands 
creates a 3D honeycomb like network, where mCB(4py) bridges 
two {Zn4} units in an almost linear disposition with a N-N dis-

tance of 12.20 Å, but without taking place in the dimensionality.  
The hydroxyl groups of the carborane are pointed to the interior of 
the honeycomb pores maybe establishing H-bonds with the 
squeezed solvent molecules (Figure XXc). 

 

Structural Study of MOF-1 and MOF-4. These complexes will 
described together since they are built from the same organic 
ligands, molar ratio and solvent mixture, but with different reac-
tion time and metal centers: 72h and Zn(II) for MOF-1, and 48 h 
and Co(II) for MOF-4. MOF-1 is a 3D-framework, whereas 
MOF-4 is a 2D-network, both based on M(II) atoms, tetratopic 
carboxylic and mCB(4py) linkers. Coordinated and crystallization 
solvent molecules are also present. In MOF-1, zinc atoms are 
{NO4}-pentacoordinated and the values of the Addison parameter 
τ suggest that the metal center adopt a square pyramidal geometry 
(0.054 for Zn1 and 0.059 for Zn2), with the oxygen atoms of four 
TCPB-4 linkers in the basal position and the nitrogen atom of the 
mCB(4py) in the apex with a Zn-N distance of 2.030(4) Å (Figure 
XXa). MOF-4 crystallizes in the monoclinic P21/c space group 
with two crystallographically independent cobalt atoms. Both 
metal centers are {NO5}-hexacoordinated, but with different 
coordination spheres. Co(1) is coordinated to one nitrogen atom 
from one mCB(4py) ligand, to one terminal water molecule, to a 
dmf molecule, to two oxygen atoms belonging to two TCPB-4 
ligands and to one oxygen atom from a bridge water molecule. 
Co(2) is coordinated to four neighbouring TCPB-4 ligands, to one 
nitrogen atom from a mCB(4py) ligand and to the bridge water 
molecule. 

In both compounds, the carboxylate ligand is fully deprotonated, 
but adopts different coordination modes. In MOF-1, TCPB-4 
coordinates four Zn-paddle wheels in a bridge bidentate mode (µ-
κO:κO´) and in MOF-4 exhibits also the monodentate (κO) 
modes connecting six Co atoms. Although the coordination modes 
of the ligands are different in each CP, their orientation creates 
layers in the ab plane in both MOF-1 and MOF-4. The main 
difference between the two structures is the conformation adopted 
by mCB(4py) ligand. The selected structural parameters are listed 
in Table XX. In MOF-1, the ligand acts as pillar linkers connect-

ing {Zn2(TCPB)} layers with a Zn-Zn distance of ~16Å, affording 
to a final 3D-framework that shows 2-fold interpenetration. Con-
trariwise, in MOF-4, the U-shape orientation of the pyridine arms 
to the same side creates a convergent coordination, where 
mCB(4py) bridges two Co(II) atoms of the same layer with a Co-
Co distance of ~11Å, preventing a three-dimensional arrangement 
through coordination bonds. In this case, the framework is 3D H-
bonded through the O-H…O interaction stablished between the 
coordinated water molecule and the oxygen atom of a carboxylic 
group (Table XX). 

Water stability. One of the problems in the MOF field is their 
water stability. Metal-ligand bonds can be hydrolyzed or ligands 
can be displaced during the MOF reaction with water, leading to 
the collapse of the structure or prevent or decrease their adsorp-
tion capacity. One approach to solve this problem is focused on 
the modification of the linker to have a hydrophobic character. 

With this in mind, water stability test has been studied in the 
reported CB-MOFs, by immersion the materials in liquid H2O for 
24 hours. By PXRD, we have found that MOF2 collapses. On the 
other hand, MOF3 remains stable after 24 hours of liquid H2O-
exposure. This stability can be explained due to the hydrophobic 
character of the pores 

Sorption properties.  

 
Conclusions 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure XX. a) Trinuclear cluster and coordination environment of 
the Co metal centres, b) Coordination modes of BDC-2, c) Co-
BDC layers (coordinated dmf molecules are omitted for clarity) 
and the 3D supramolecular association achieved through the 
m(CB(3py) represented in pink, (d) disposition of mCB(3py) 
within the structure. 

 

Figure XX. a) Tretranuclear cluster and coordination environment 
of the Zn metal centres, b) Two BTB-3 ligands connect four {Zn4} 
units, c) left: 3D-honeycomb net (mCB(4py) is represented in 
green), right: disposition of mCB(4py) ligand in MOF3, d) 
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Table 1. Structural parameters of the carboranyl moiety within the MOFs 

Compound MOF-1 MOF-2 MOF-3 MOF-4 

Carboxylate 
ligand TCPB BDC BTB TCPB 

M(II) Zn Co Zn Co 

mCB ligand 4py 3py 4py 4py 

  

N-N dist. (Å) 12.04 12.15 12.20 9.42 

CCCB torsion 
angles (deg) 82.0, 137.8 151.4, -139.6 145.1, -114.3 56.1, -89.9 

Angle 
between the 
py rings (deg) 62.1 41.3 77.3 79.8 

Coordinated 
to 

Dinuclear paddle 
wheel Trinuclear unit 

Tetranuclear 
unit Dinuclear unit 

Involved in 
dimensionali-
ty YES YES NO NO 

 

Figure XX.  
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Abstract: The title compound produced eight different types of solvent lattice inclusion crystals 

having a OH…O and xxx interactions with the solvents.  The hydrogen bonded solute-solvent units 

are organized in four different packing modes. To be completed. 

 

Introduction 
To be completed. 

 

In the present work we report eight different inclusion compounds for a sole host 

(caboranylalcoholbases palladacycle; Chart 1) with exceptionally high host/guest stoichiometric  

ratios of 1:n (n = 6, 7 and 8). Polymorphs and pseudopolymorphs are observed for two host-guest 

compounds and combinations of hosts forms two more host-guest compounds. 

 

Results and discussion 

Reaction of equimolar amounts of [PdCl2(CH3CN)2] with ligand 1 gave the corresponding neutral 

dipalladium(II) complex 2 as shown in xxx. 

 
 

Since the palladacyclic dimer possesses four hydroxyl groups that are not involved in the complex 

formation, it was expected that compound 2 shows inclusion behavior. Compound 2 is insoluble in 

water, acetone, acetonitrile, 1,4-dioxane, diethyl ether, dichloromethane or n-hexane. It is however 



  

slightly soluble in very polar organic solvents and does form inclusion compounds from DMF, 

DMSO, THF and EtOAc. The different inclusion compounds were obtained by changing the 

solvent system used for crystallization. In a typical crystallization experiment, the host 2 (ca. xxx 

mg) was dissolved in 5 mL of solvent (guest) and the clear solution was allowed to evaporate 

slowly over a period of 2-4 days. This procedure afforded crystals for eight inclusion compounds: 

2·DMF-I, 2·DMF-II, 2·DMF·H2O, 2·DMSO-I, 2·DMSO-II, 2·DMF/DMSO, 2·EtOAc and 2·THF. 

The structures for all inclusion compounds have been unequivocally established by X-ray 

crystallography. Crystallization solvent, host/guest stoichiometry, space group, calculated density 

and guest accessible volume are given in Table 1. Crystal and data collection details can be found in 

Table 2 and experimental section. 

 

Table 1. Details for crystallization solvent, Host:Guest Stoichiometry, Space Group, Calculated 

Density (D; mg/m3), Guest accessible volume (V; % unit cell)a. 

Inclusion Compound Solvent of crystallization Host/guest Space Group D V 

2·DMF-I DMF 1:6 P-1 1.454 36 

2·DMF-II DMF 1:6 P21/n 1.390 42 

2·DMF·H2O DMF 1:6 P21/c 1.433 42 

2·DMSO-I DMSO 1:8 P-1 1.490 47 

2·DMSO-II DMSO 1:7b P21/n 1.485 41 

2·DMF/DMSO DMF + DMSO 1:2:4b 
P-1 1.470 36 

2·EtOAc EtOAc 1:7b 
P-1 1.360 53 

2·THF THF 1:6 P21/c 1.441 39 

 a Calculated in Mercury (Probe radius 1.2; Grid spacing 0.7 Å). b Olex2 was used to remove the electronic 
contribution of disordered solvent molecules per host: 5 DMSO molecules in 2·DMSO-II, 2 DMSO molecules in 
2·DMF/DMSO and 3 EtOAc molecules in 2·EtOAc. 
 

 



  

X-ray Crystal Structures Analysis. A comparison of the crystal structures of the inclusion 

compounds of 2 revealed a remarkably constant conformation of the host molecule 2 in all the 

structures (see ESI for molecular overlap, Fig. SX)). Figure 1 shows a molecule of the host from the 

structure 2·DMF-I where it can be seen the disposition of the carborane clusters and the hydroxyl 

moieties. Describe the carboranes blab la bla. The hydroxyl groups??? 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Labelled ORTEP diagrams for two different views of 2·DMF-I. The thermal ellipsoids 

are shown at the 80% probability level and the H atoms as fixed-size spheres of 0.18 Å. The DMF 

molecules and H atoms attached to Boron (pink) are omitted for clarity. Selected bond lengths (Å) 

and angles (º); xxxxx 

 

The solid state structures for the eight inclusion compounds presented in this work constitute 

examples of lattice inclusion compounds with small molecular guests. Due to the presence of four 



  

alcohol moieties per host molecule, and the significant, although variable, proton donor and/or 

acceptor ability of the guests (Scheme 1), O–H···O and C–H···O hydrogen bonding is expected to 

play a dominant role in the molecular recognition and packing. One remarkable point is the 

host/guest stoichiometric ratios of 1:6 and 1:7, which are exceptionally high respect to the guest 

component. The latter indicates a high efficiency of guess accommodation. In order to shade some 

light into the inclusion properties of this new host we have analyzed, blab la bla and divided in three 

isostructural groups that are described bellow. 

 

 
 

 

Group 1. The inclusion compounds 2·DMF-I, 2·DMSO-I, 2·DMF/DMSO and 2·EtOAc are 

isostructural, all crystallizing in the space group P-1 with Z = 1 and similar cell dimensions (Figure 

2 and Table 1-2). The guests in the 2·DMF-I, 2·DMF/DMSO and 2·EtOAc are found in two 

locations, one on the hydroxyl groups (on-guest in Scheme 1) and inside the palladacycle (in-guest). 

In case 2·DMSO-I, out-guest (Scheme 1) solvent molecules are also found in addition to on- and in-

guest molecules. As expected, guest molecules are acting as hydrogen bond acceptors, being the on-

guest molecules involved in (host)O–H···O(guest) moderate hydrogen bonds and the in- and out-

guest ones are interacting with the host by weaker hydrogen bonds of the type (host)C–

H···O/S(guest). The details of hydrogen bonding for all structures are shown in Table 3. O–H···O 



  

hydrogen bonds with O···O distances and OHO angles in the range xxxx-xxx and xxx are found in 

these four structures. Significant guest-guest hydrogen bonding is also observed in the structures via 

(host)C–H···O(host) interactions as well as guest-host C–H···Cl and dihydrogen bond interactions. 

 

 

Figure 2. xxxxx 

 

 

The inclusion compound 2·DMF/DMSO deserves some comments as it contains two guest 

molecules of different nature. As shown in Table 1, this inclusion compound contains two DMF 

molecules and four DMSO ones (two were removed with Olex2) per host molecule. In this 

particular structure, DMF and DMSO are acting as on-guest and in-guest, respectively. This means 

that the more polar and better hydrogen bond acceptor DMSO guest is occupying the site dominated 

by weak hydrogen bonding, whereas a somewhat worse hydrogen bond acceptor such as DMF is 

occupying the moderate hydrogen bonding sites.  Explain???  

 

The packing of the structure 2·DMF-I, which is representative of all four structures in this group, is 

shown in Figure 3 (See ESI for packing diagrams for all structures). Xxxxx. The host molecules are 

packed in a segregated columnar mode, leading to interstitial channels of approximate cross-section 

xxx 

 

Group 2. Inclusion compounds 2·DMF-II and 2·DMSO-II are also isostructural, all crystallizing in 

the space group P21/n with Z = 2 and similar cell dimensions. The guests in these compounds are 

also found in two locations, on-guest and in-guest (Scheme 1). The guests positions do not differ 

from those in the related 2·DMF-I and 2·DMSO-I.  Interestingly, 2·DMF-I and 2·DMF-II show the 

same host/guest ratio and are true polymorphs. 

 

The packing of the structure 2·DMF-II, which is representative of both structures in this group, is 

shown in Figure xx. 

 

Group 3. Inclusion compounds 2·THF crystallized in the space group P21/c with Z = 2. Explain 

this in detail (out-guest!!!!!) and related to Desiraju ChemComm.  

 

 
 
 



  

 
 
Table 3. Geometrical parameters of D–H···A (A = O, H) contacts (Å, º), involved in the 
supramolecular construction in 1-2.  

Compound D–H···A[a] 
d(D···A) d(H···A) <(DHA) <(HHB) 

2·DMF-I 

O(22)–H···O(41)i 

O(14)–H···O(31)i 

C(13)–H···O(31)ii 
C(13)–H···O(51)iii 
C(20)–H···O(51)i 

C(21)–H···O(51)ii 
C(28)–H···O(51)ii 
C(32)–H···O(41)ii 
C(52)–H···O(31)ii 
C(54)–H(B)···H–B(8)ii 

2.742(3) 
2.777(3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.90 
2.04 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

176.6 
146.8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
 

2·DMF-II 

O(22)–H···O(31)i 

O(14)–H···O(41)i 

C(13)–H···O(51)ii 
C(20)–H···O(51)i 

C(28)–H···O(51)ii 
C(32)–H···O(14)ii 
C(42)–H···O(51)ii 

C(44)–H(C)···Cl(2)ii 

B(3)–H(B)···O(51)ii 

2.651(2) 
2.714(2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.82 
1.90 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

172.0 
163.6 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

2·DMF·H2O 

O(14)–H···O(31)i 

O(22)–H···O(1)i 

O(1)–H(A)···O(31)i 

O(1)–H(B)···O(41)i 

C(20)–H···O(51)iii 
C(21)–H···O(51)ii 
C(28)–H···O(51)ii 
C(34)–H(C)···O(1)ii 

B(3)–H···O(51)ii 
C(42)–H···Cl(1)ii 

2.755(3) 
2.670(4) 
2.802(4) 
2.696(4) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.92 
1.86 
1.94 
1.86 
 
 
 
 
 
 

170.8 
161.7 
169.2 
161.5 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

2·DMSO-I 

O(14)–H···O(32)i 

O(22)–H···O(2)i 

C(20)–H···O(2)ii 
C(21)–H···O(2)iii 
C(28)–H···O(2)i 

C(00)–H(B)···O(14)ii 
C(00)–H(D)···O(22)ii 
C(4)–H(A)···O(42)ii 
C(4)–H(C)···Cl(2)ii 

C(3)–H(C)···Cl(1)ii 
C(3)–H(C)···H–B(3)ii 

2.628(3) 
2.760(3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.81 
1.93 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

164.8 
169.9 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
 

2·DMSO-II 
C(13)–H···O(2)ii 
C(20)–H···O(2)iii 
C(21)–H···O(2)ii 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

- 
- 
- 



  

C(28)–H···O(2)ii 
C(3)–H(C)···H–B(3)ii 

  
 

- 

2·DMF/DMSO 

O(14)–H···O(41)i 

O(22)–H···O(41)i 

C(13)–H···O(31)ii 
C(20)–H···O(31)i 

C(21)–H···O(31)ii 
C(21)–H···O(41)ii 
C(28)–H···O(31)ii 
C(33)–H(A)···H–B(6)ii 

2.787(5) 
2.688(5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.97 
1.93 
 
 
 
 
 
 

162.4 
150.0 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
 

2·EtOAc 

O(22)–H···O(41)i 

C(13)–H···O(31)iii 
C(20)–H···O(31)i 

C(21)–H···O(31)ii 
C(28)–H···O(31)ii 
C(43)–H(A)···O(22)ii 

2.747(2) 
 
 
 
 
 

1.91 
 
 
 
 
 

172.1 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

2·THF 

O(22)–H···O(29)i 

C(20)–H···O(39)i 

C(21)–H···O(39)ii 
C(25)–H···O(34)ii 
C(26)–H···O(34)ii 
C(41)–H(B)···Clii 
C(43)–H(A)···H–B(3)ii 

2.737(5) 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.90 
 
 
 
 
 
 

171.6 
 
 
 
 
 
 

- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 

 [a] O–H bond lengths are not normalised to neutron distances. Symmetry codes (i) -x+1,-y+1,-1+1 (ii) x,-1+y,z (iii) -x,-y,-z (iv) -
0.5+x,0.5-y, 0.5+z (v) 0.5-x,-y,-0.5+z (vi) x,-0.5-y,-0.5+z (vii) 2-x,1-y,-z (viii) 0.5+x,y,0.5-z (ix) 0.5-x,0.5+y,z (x) 2-x,-0.5+y,0.5-z 
(xi) 2-x,-y,1-z (xii) 1-x,-0.5+y,0.5-z (xiii) -0.5+x,-0.5+y,z (xiv) 0.5-x,-0.5+y,0.5-z (xvi) 2.5-x,0.5+y,0.5-z (xvii) 2.5-x,-0.5+y,0.5-z 
(xviii) x,y,1+z (xix) -x,2-y,2-z (xx) 0.5-x,-0.5+y,1.5-z (xxi) 1-x,0.5+y,1-z (xxii) -x,-0.5+y,1-z (xxiii) -1+x,y,z (xxiv) 1+x,y,z (xxv) 
1+x,y,1+z 
 

Discussion. Although crystallizations were left over a 2-4 days period, crystals for the inclusion 

compounds of 2 often appeared after 2-4 hours at room temperature. This is remarkable, in 

particular for the higher boiling point solvents of the series. This remarkable “rapid” crystallization 

is a first indication that host 2 crystallizes as a solvate.  Then, the high host/guest stoichiometric 

ratios found in the structures (Figures x-x), indicates a high efficiency of guess accommodation. 

Overall, the host 2 shows three types of structural organizations, involving always solvents as hosts. 

An schematic representation of crystal packing patterns is shown in Figure xxx. Describe it. 

 

Figure packing patterns 

 

In spite of our efforts we were not able to obtain an unsolvated form of 2 (the apohost). The akward 

shape of host 2 does not facilitate the self-assembly xxxx. In a hypothetic apohost, host-host 

interactions would be likely OH/Cl. Such interactions are only found in the THF inclusion 



  

compound 2·THF (Figures xxx). An examination of supramolecular network for this inclusion 

compound already reveals that a dense packing for an apohost would be difficult. 

 

Thermal stability and desolvation behavior.  

The thermal data clearly shows an enormous effect of the guest in the inclusion compound. Heating 

of the inclusion compounds showed chemical decomposition of the host on guest release. Melting 

point measurements and TGA analyses (ESI) for the inclusion compounds reveals that weight loss 

starts in the range 100-150 ºC 

 

Only both DMF polymorphs 2·DMF-I and 2·DMF-II were stable enough in air and after grinding as 

confirmed by PXRD. Fast lost of crystalinity was observed in all other cases.  

 

Polymorhps 2·DMF-I and 2·DMF-II were concomintant and variable temperature XRD confirms 

that those are not interconverted. Explain Duane. 

 

 

Experimental Section 

 

General Remarks: Reactions were carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere in round-bottomed 

flasks equipped with a magnetic stirring bar, capped with a septum. THF and diethyl ether were 

distilled from Na/benzophenone and CH2Cl2 over CaH2. All the other chemicals were commercially 

available and used as received. TLC analyses were performed on Merck silica gel 60 F254 TLC 

plates (0.5 mm thickness). IR ATR spectra were recorded on a Perkin–Elmer Spectrum One 

spectrometer. 1H, 13C and 11B spectra were recorded respectively at 300, 75 and 96 MHz with a 

Bruker Advance-300 spectrometer in deuterated acetone, unless denoted, and referenced to the 

residual solvent peak for 1H and 13C NMR or to BF3.OEt2 as an external standard for 11B NMR. 

Chemical shifts are reported in ppm and coupling constants in Hertzs. Multiplets nomenclature is as 

follows: s, singlet; d, doublet; t, triplet; br, broad; m, multiplet. Elemental analyses were obtained 

by a CarboErba EA1108 microanalyzer (Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona). The mass spectra 

were recorded in the negative ion mode using a Bruker Biflex MALDI-TOF-MS [N2 laser; λexc 

337 nm (0.5 ns pulses); voltage ion source 20.00 kV (Uis1) and 17.50 kV (Uis2)] with 3,5-

dimethoxy-4-hydroxycinnamic acid as matrix. ESI-MS spectra were recorde in a Thermo Quest 

Finigan Navigator LC/MS apparatus. 
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Supporting information. Spectroscopic and crystallographic data. This material is available free of 

charge via the internet at http://pubs.acs.org.  
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